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Summary:

This research started in July 1978 at Rice University,

Houston TX as NASA-Ames Grant NSG 7490 with Ken Bill man as

technical monitor. In July 1980, the grant terminated at Rice

and the effort was moved to the University of California at

Santa Barbara, CA under NASA-Ames Grant NAG 2-48 for its

completion in June 1933; the technical monitor then was R. L.

McKenzie. The research goal was the theoretical understanding

of free electron lasers (FELs)„

In 1973, FELs were just barely an idea; the -First

experiment at Stanford University had just been completed

months be-Fore, there had been only one publication, and no

other theoretical or experimental groups were even aware of

the concepts. At present, there are many major experiments

around the world and the . -funding level in the U.S. alone

e xc e eds $ 40,O00,000/year. The simple F E L d e s ign uses a

static, periodic, transverse magnetic -field to undulate

relativistic electrons traveling along it7s axis? this allows

coupling to a co-propagating optical wave and results in

bunching to produce coherent radiation. The advantages of the

FEL are continuous tunabi1ity, operation at unique

wavelengths ranging -From centimeters to angstroms, and high

efficiency resulting from the fact that the interaction

region only contains light, relativistic electrons, and a
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magn et i c -field.

This grant initiated and developed the basic theoretical

concepts that are now the most widely used in the PEL field.

While the title o-f the grant indicates a narrow application

to the initial storage-ring FEL design, the research quickly

became generalized to -full FEL theory. The theoretical

approach is related to those o-f accelerator physics, plasma

physics,, and conventional atomic laser theory, but with

important distinctions. First of all, the fundamental

mechanism is classical. The electrons entering the

interaction region of an operating FEL respond to the

combined forces of the static magnetic field and the light

wave. We have shown that the resulting electron motion is

governed by the phase-space of the simple pendulum. In an

atomic laser, the electron equations of motion are quite

different, the Bloch equations. It is appropriate to assume

that even from spontaneous emission there is enough initial

coherence to use the slowly-varying amplitude and phase

approximation in the optical wave equation. This reduces it

to the parabolic wave equation. While the pendulum equation

shows up often in accelerator and plasma physics, those

fields do not usually use the parabolic wave equation to

describe electromagnetic radiation™ In accelerators, the

electromagnetic wave typically does not evolve since it is

confined to an RF cavity. In plasma physics, the fields are
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electrostatic as well as -freely propagating, and are usually

more broad-band.

A-fter several years of development the basic theory

using the coupling pendulum for electrons and the parabolic

wave equation for light has grown more sophisticated. The

range of validity includes high gain, low gain, collective

effects, strong and weak optical fields. Coulomb forces.,

exotic undulator designs, short optical pulse effects,

transverse mode optical resonator design, higher optical

harmonics., and multimode operation in each dimension. We feel

a particularly deep knowledge of the theory is justified for

two reasons. First, FELs are -typically $10,000,000'

investments so that design improvements and guidance are well

worth a substantial effort. Secondly, a fairly simple theory

seems to work very well, indicating ..that many detailed

measurements are possible and that the comparison between

theory and experiment can be made complete.

Research:

The main emphasis of the work accomplished under this

i
grant was the development of the basic equations and

theoretical concepts which describe PEL operation. During the

course of the research some other closely related topics were

a1 so exp1 ored. The research r esu1 ted in el even ref ereed

publications and five non-refereed publications and reports.
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In collaboration with S.K. Rids, we explored the

possibility of creating an FEL in a uniform magnetic field

C 1 'J . In was found that the interaction of free electrons and

free electromagnetic radiation, in the presence of s. uniform

magnetic field, can result in stimulated emission or

absorption. We analyzed the dynamics of single electrons by

salving the classical, relativistic Lorentz force equations

of motion in these combined fields. An electron may gain

energy from, or lose energy to, the radiation field,

depending crucially on the phase and oscillation frequency of

the electron's helical motion within the superposed,

circularly polarized light wave. To first order in the

radiation, field strength, electrons in a monoenergetic,

uniformly distributed beam become spatially bunched, but

there is no net energy change. To second order, however, the

beam may experience a gain or loss of energy, corresponding

to attenuation or amplification of radiation. We compared the

bunching of this laser process to the bunching processes

involved in (1) the Stanford free-electron laser and (2) the

cyclotron maser, and find significant differences in each

case. Our analytic results provide a clear, simple picture of

the interaction process, and can be useful in exploring light

amplification in astrophysical magnetic fields, the

IM a g n e t o s p h e r e, or in 1 s. b o r a t o r y d e v i c e s,.

With a group in the Space Solar Power Research Program
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at Rice University, J. l-reedman and S. Simons, we explored

C2H two new devices which may have application to space

deployed solar energy conversion and transmission systems,

the "photoklystron" and the FEL. The photoklystron converts

solar energy directly to R.F. power. It operates on the

principle o-f the klystron with the cathode replaced by a

phatoemi tt ing surface. We tested a iTiodel at Rice University

which oscillated at 30 MHz'. The laboratory model required two

low-voltage bias voltages. Concepts for a sel-f-bi asi ng device

are also being considered. The photoklystron is expected to

be an alternative to solid state solar cells which produce DC

current. The second device, the FEL, converts energy from

relativistic electrons to narrow band electromagnetic energy

which is tunable from the in-fared to the ultraviolet. Such a

system is now being studied at NASA Lewis Research Center -for

space communications applications.

Again in collaboration with S.K. Ride C33, it was shown

that a laser can efficiently accelerate charged particles if

a magnetic field is introduced to improve the coupling

between the particle and the wave,. Solving the relativistic

equations of motion for an electron in a uniform magnetic

field and superposed, circularly polarized electromagnetic

wave, we found that in energy-position phase-space an

electron traces out. a curtate cycloid: it alternately gains

and loses energy.. If., however, the parameters are chosen so
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that the electrorrs oscillations in the two fields are

resonant, it will continually accelerate or decelerate

depending on its initial position within a wavelength of

light. A laboratory accelerator operating under these

resonant conditions appears attractive: in a magnetic field

of 100 kGauss, and the fields of a 5 teraWatt, 1O micron

wavelength laser, an optimally positioned electron would

accelerate to 700 MeV in only 10 meters.

In collaboration with 3. K. Ride C43, the spontaneous

emission properties of FELs where explored and related to

those of synchrotron radiation from relativistic electrons in

a bending magnet. The modes of an PEL evolve from the

spontaneous radiation emitted by relativistic electrons

traveling in "small pitch angle" helical orbits in a magnetic

field. The details of PEL operation depend on the angular and

spectral characteristics of the emission spectrum, and laser

gain is proportional to the slope of the spontaneous emission

line. We first obtained an exact, fully relativistic

expression for the radiation emitted by a charge traveling in

finite helical trajectory (the finite length of the

trajectory determines the spectral line width). We then

e ;•: a m i n e t he specific case o f s p o n tan e o u s e m i s s i o n in an PEL

where the narrow radiation cone continually excites a

d e t e c t o r o n - a. ;•: i s a t infinity. The r e s u 11 i s a s o e c t r u m o f

sharp, well-separated harmonics. tie discussed the spectrum
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-for electrons guided by '' 1) a periodic.. transverse magnetic

field, and (2) a uniform, longitudinal magnetic -field, and

show that a knowledge of the spontaneous spectrum, and its

•dependence on the -field parameters, could be exploited to

tune the laser, or induce gain in the higher harmonics.

In collaboration with J. Freedman, S. Simons., F.

Bratzen, and J. Hester of Rice University, we again explored

the photoklystron device C53. Now we were able to make the

device oscillates at R.F. -frequencies simply by illuminating

it by light. It was originally conceived as reflex klystron

with the termionic: electron source replaced by a

photoemitter. In practice, the photoklystron has been found

to have different, properties -from what might be expected by

simply scaling a rsflex klystron to lower electron energies

and oscillation -frequencies. These include electron energy

exchange with the R.F. field on multiple oscillations and

plasma effects. The device can be made to "self-osci11 ate";

that is, no external accelerating bias voltage is necessary,

The energy to sustain oscillation is derived solely from the

photoelectrons. An electrical efficiency of 1% has been

d e m o n s t a t e d for the fir st t est mode1 phot o k1ystr on. An

ultimate efficiency of 107. appears possible.

In collaboration with S. Segal 1 of KMS Fusion, Inc. a

simple single-particle model of an FEL amplifier [63 was used

in a computer simulation to determine the maximum fractional
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conversion of electron kinetic energy to laser energy. The

simulation results can be represented by a single universal

curve. A simple scaling relationship for the length of the

optimized constant period helix together with the universal

curve permit one to .predict maximum fractional energy

conversion tor any set of values of initial electron energy,

initial laser intensity, magnetic field amplitude, and magnet

per i od.

In collaboration with S. K. Ride., we developed a self-

consistent,, nonlinear description of the free electron laser

using single-particle dynamics and Maxwell's wave equation

C73. Microscopic electron bunching drives the amplitude and

phase of the optical wave. This is the first paper where the

wave equation was self-consistent1y coupled to the electron

pendulum equation. A method of sampling only B. few particles

was developed to save computer time in numerical approaches.

The system of equations contains the non-linear aspects of

th e PEL mec hanism.

In a subsequent, more complete papers we applied the

coupled wave and pendulum equations to a variety of problems

to show their capabilities CS,9!,, The short optical pulse

problem is solved to show a wide range of exotic effects in

F E L s. S e v e r a 1 oft h e s e e f f e c t •= w ere o b s e r v e d i n t h e o r i g i n a I

Stanford experiments. The excellent comparison between theory

and experiment gave the first implication that the approach
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was going to be exceptionally useful.

There- is also an analysis of haw electron beam energy

spread and emittancs can decrease the gain process in FELs.

This had practical applications in the design of experiments.

A long time—scale averaging procedure was developed which

allowed us to relate the PEL oscillator to a second order-

phase transition. As coherence grows in the laser field, the

long range order grows as in a magnetic solid. The

generalised potential for the evolution of the PEL optical

•field is presented.

In 1981 a review article was written for the McGraw-Hill

Yearbook of Science and Technology C10I1. The basic mechanism

was described in simple terms and the advantages over

conventional atomic lasers was outlined. Several of the

existing experimental configurations were mentioned.

As another extension of our basic theory the nonlinear

w a v e equ at i on an d se1f-c on s i st e n t pen du1u m e qua t i on wer e us e d

to generalise PEL operation to higher harmonics 11 1 3 „ This

can significantly extend their tunable range to shorter

w a v e1en g t h s. The p r a c t i c a1 ap p1i c a t i on of t his t ec nn i que i s

reviewed in this paper,. The coupling to higher harmonics

d s p e n d s o n1y t h e mag n et i c field s t r en g t h a n d t h e m ag n et

wavelength. For most experiments the coupling is not small.

In fact, of the four experiments that have now operated as

o s c i i 1 a t o r s, t h r e e ha v e o b s e r v e d s rn i s s i o n in hi g h e r
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harmonics. Another experiment has measured gain in the third

narmonic.

In -Further work [123 the theory is used to explore the

•dynamics of the laser -field's amplitude and phase -for a wide

range o-f parameters using families of normalised gain curves

applicable to both the fundamental and higher harmonics. The

electron phase-space displays the fundamental physics driving

the wave, and we use this picture to distinguish between the

effects of high gs.in and Coulomb -Forces. It is shown that

Coulomb forces can bs included in a generalised pendulum

equation and collect effects in FELs are typically not caused

be p1asma osc ill at i ons.

In collaboration with P. Elleaume of University of

Paris., Qrsay, France, we study C133 the electron phase—space

evolution and gain of FELs whose short-wavelength radiation

has Gaussian spherical wave-fronts. . Several FEL designs are

considered?, the periodic magnetic field undulator,, tapered

wavelength undulator, and the optical klystron with a gap

between two short undulators. We find that the gain spectrum

i s n o t p r o p o r t i o n a 1 to t. h e s 1 o p e o f t h e for w a r d s p o n t a n. e o u s

e m i s s i o n s p e c t r- u m a s h ad be e n p r e d i c t e d b y a p r e v i o u s I y

published theorem, and we found the design of the Gaussian

mode which maximises the energy extraction from the electron

beam in FELs.

Several years after the initial short pulse experiments
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at titan-fore! University., another round o-f more sophisticated

measurements were being made. Now the credibility of the

theory had grow to the extent that the experimentalists were

using simulations to help design the measurement technique.

Predictions had been made by our research effort [143 as to

the results. Observations involved a shift in optical

frequency as the PEL reaches saturation power levels and a

dramatic change in the optical spectrum and pulse shape when

the resonator length is adjusted by a few microns out of 12

meters. The agreement with theory on these matters was good;

all qualitative effects agreed with theory and the

quantitative comparison was with experimental uncertainty,, In

the review of these resuIts, some predict!ons were made for

short pulse effects in tapered wavelength undulators [133.

T hi s k i n d of mag n etic und u1 a t or d es i gn was being ex p1or ed at

the National Labs to extend the saturation level to higher

powers.

In collaboration with P. BQSCQ, a graduate student

supported by this grant in the last year, and R. Freedman,

t h e p r o b 1 e its o f o s c i 11 a t o r e v o 1 u t i o n a n d m o d e c o m p e t i t i o n i n

PELs w as st u died [15]. Rsiati vi s t i c qu an t um field t h e or y w as

used to calculate the electron wave functions,, the angular

d i s t r i b u. t i o n of s p o n t a n e o u s e m i s s i o n , a n d the t r a n s i t i o n

rat e s for sti m u1 ated em i ss i on and ab s or pt ion i n s ac h

frequency mods. The photon rate equation for the weak-field
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regime was presented. This rate equation was applied to

oscillator evolution with a conventional undul ator, the two-

stage optical klystron, and the tapered undulator. The

e-f-fects of classical shot noise and optical quantum noise are

brie-fly discussed,, In each case, noise is found to have only

a small e-F-fect on laser operation.

With the NASA supported graduate student, P. Bosco, the

spectrum, angular distribution1, polarization and coherence

properties o-f the radiation emitted by relativistic electrons

undulating through a quasi per i odi c tapered magnetic -Field

were studied C163. Tapering the wavelength and/or field

strength along the undulator's axis has the effect of

spreading the spectral line to higher frequencies;

interference over this broader spectral range results in a

more complex line shape. The angular dependence, on the other

hand, is not affected by the amount of taper. The

polarization of the radiation in the forward direction is

determined by the transverse polarization of the undulator,

but the polarization changes off axis. The radiation patterns

predicted are distinct from those of untapered undulators,

and their detection is now feasible™ They will provide useful

diagnostics of electron trajectories and threshold behavior

in free-electron—1aser oscillators using tapered undulators.
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Abstract. The Interaction of (tee electrons and free electromagnetic radiation, in the
presence of a uniform magnetic field, can result in stimulated emission or absorption. We
analyze the dynamics of single elections by solving the classical, relativislie Lorenlz force
equations of motion in these combined fields. An electron may gain energy from, or lose
energy to, the radiation field, depending crucially on the phase and oscillation frequency of
the electron's helical motion within the superposed, circularly polarized light wave. To first
order in the radiation field strength, electrons in • monoenergetic, uniformly distributed
beam become spatially bunched, but there b no net energy change. To second order,
however, the beam may experience a gain or loss of energy, corresponding to attenuation or
amplification of radiation. We compare the bunching of thb laser process to the bunching
processes involved in 1) the Stanford free-electron laser and 2) the cyclotron maser, and find
significant differences in each case. Our analytic results provide a dear, simple picture of the
interaction process, and can be useful in exploring light amplification in aslrophysical
magnetic fields, the magnetosphere, or In laboratory devices.

PACSi 41. 4155. 95

Recently there has been a great deal of interest In the
development of a free-electron laser, a device In which
ullra-relatlvbllc electrons, following helical orbits In a
periodic, transverse magnetic field, amplify coherent
radiation [I J. This User operates on the principle that
the free spontaneous radiation, emitted In a narrow
com about the forward direction, remains in the
Interaction volume with the electrons and b therefore
available to stimulate subsequent radiation processes.
The energetic electron beam need only lose a small
fraction of Us energy to amplify a powerful short-
wavelength pulse stored in an optical cavity. In 1976,
Madey built a prototype free-electron laser, whkb has
operated both as an oscillator [2] and amplifier [3J.
Can a free-electron laser operate in static fields other
than the periodic transverse field? In this paper, we
will show that Ihb type of laser action b also possible
hi • uniform, longitudinal magnetic field (symbolized

• Supported In put bj Annr Conlnct No. DASOeO-77-Con]
Md NASA OHM NSO-7490.

fl,). The characteristics of such a laser differ both
qualitatively and quantitatively from those of the laser
employing a periodic, transverse magnetic Odd (sym-
bolized 8|)i
The process we investigate b shown schematically in
Fig. I. Relalivbtk electrons spiral with small pilch
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o( bier lifhl Iran decuom flutter lions in the beam
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angles in a uniform magnetic field. Circulaily polarized
radiation (like that emitted spontaneously) pastes over
these electrons, and stimulates further radiation pro-
cesses. It should be noted that the device proposed
here is different from a well-known cyclotron maser
[4 7J The stimulating fields are free radiation fields,
not modes of a cavity onciuiing near cutoff (as with the
cyclotron maser): the result is a different gain mecha-
nism and a correspondingly different gain curve. The
two devices are compared in detail in Appendix A.
In this paper, we adopt a single particle approach
similar to that used by Lamb [8] and Gaponov [9] to
model conventional lasers and the cyclotron maser.
and by Colson [10] to model the 8,-tield flee-electron
laser. We eiaminc the fully idalivislic Lorenlz force
equations and solve them order by order in the
radiation field strength to obtain analytic expressions
for the electron trajectory and energy as functions of its
initial position within a wavelength of light. To first
order, a dilute, spatially uniform, monocnergelk elec-
tron beam becomes bunched, but there b no net energy
transfer. To second order, however, the energy change
of the beam does not average to zero, and if the
parameters of the device are chosen Judiciously, the
system should lase. We derive analytic eipressions for
the longitudinal and transverse Hunching (both are
important), and for laser gain.
This general procedure can be employed to derive the
low gain behavior of other free-electron devices. We
have used it to derive the particle trajectories and gain
equation of the cyclotron maser and flj-field free-
eleclron laser. The results of these calculations are
presented in Appendices A and B, respectively; the
bunching mechanisms and gain curves of these devices
are compared to those of the "uniform field free-
electron laser".
By investigating laser action In a fl,-field, we are
exploring a process whkh, like the cyclotron maser
and 8,-ficld laser, has potential as a laboratory device;
more intriguing, however, b the possibility that Ihb
process, which requires neither a cavity nor an intri-
cate field structure, could occur spontaneously outside
the laboratory. The basic ingredients, relalivistk elec-
trons and uniform magnetic fields, are present, for
example, in the earth's magnelosphere. Ihe radiation
hells of Jupiter. Ihe magnelospheres of pulsars, and
other aslrophysical situations.

I. Physical Problem

To eiaminc whether laser action could be sustained in
a uniform magnetic field (S.) we will consider Ihe
following model problem: a single rclilivisticelectron
entering a region of space ciiniaining a circularly

polarized electromagnetic wave, of well defined fre-
quency and phase, and travelling along the ails of the
0u-field. The dynamics of Ihe electron are described by
Ihe Lorenlz force equations

'"

E,. (21

where fc is Ihe velocity of Ihe electron of charge
t = - |ti mass m. and energy ymf'. B. b the magnetic
field in (he ̂ -direction.

B.-=(0.0.8,,). (})

E, and B, are Ihe radiation electric and magnetic fields.
Equation (2) shows that Ihe work done on Ihe election
by Ihe radiation field b proportional lo f t^ the
orientation of the vectors determines whether Ihe
electron loses or gains energy. If it loses energy, there
has been stimulated emission; if il gains energy, there
has been absorption. The longer f • E, retains a particu-
lar value, the more energy will be transferred between
Ihe radiation field and electron. Thb suggests that lo
maximize Ihe energy transfer rale, we should choose
Ihe radiation lo be circularly polarized such thai Ihe
electron sees an electric Geld which rotates In Ihe same
sense as its velocity vector. We therefore take Ihe
radiation field lo be of the form'

Equation (4) describes a plane wave of constant ampli-
tude £„, frequency <u, = «,r, and phase 4\ travelling
with velocity ct. Il fa assumed that (a) E, b large
enough that il (and the phase 4i) remains substantially
constant during Ihe amplification process (low gafnk
yet (b) E0 b small enough thai the effect of radiation on
the electron dynamics may be handled pcrlur-
balively.
We perform the analysb for a light wave of arbitrary
frequency, but show that only frequencies near a
"resonant" value will result in significant energy trans-
fer. Near resonance fL and E, rotate together anj
retain their orientation through many oscillations. The
frequency of oscillation b given by Ihe cyclotron
frequency iu< = |r|Ba/)rmr, and the frequency at which
radiation passes over the electron b (I - f • Ha,. The
"resonance parameter" b defined as

'"'S ymr " * ' ' " '

1 If Ihe rwriidei were positively chiifnf. or if the mainelk Odd
were reversed. pulBriution of ihe opposite tense would be.
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"l)n resonance" (Jci=0). exactly one wavelength i»f
liphl will pass nver the electron as it liuvrk Iliuuipli
one oscillation in the magnetic field Fin uhra-
tclalivisltc electrons (y large, f-l s; I), and reasonable
laboratory magnetic (iclds. the railialion wavelength
can be made quite small.
lit a (user oscillator, or free-space laser, the initial
radiation would be spontaneously emitted by the
electrons accelerating through helical orbits with small
pitch angles. We emphasize that such radinlion has
just the right direction, polarization, and frequency to
initiate amplification when passing over electrons fur-
ther "upstream" in the uniform magnelk field. The
radiation is emitted into o small range of frequencies
about the resonance frequency given in (3k, and into a
narrow forward cone of angular width >~V The ra-
diation yielding the highest net gain will establish the
final laser line. In an amplifier, the Initial stimulating
radiation is specified. In this calculation. »e assume an
initial electromagnetic wave of arbitrary frequency and
phase, and search for the conditions necessary for
amplification (gain) as the wave passes over an electron
beam travelling through a uniform magnelk field
The I orenli force equations describing an electron's
motion In the combined fields (3) and (4| form a
complicated set of coupled, nonlinear differential equa-
tions. We will employ a perturbation approach (o
obtain a solution. Before turning lo this approxima-
llon method, we can make some progress toward an
enact solution. The (-component of (I) can be com-
bined with |2) lo yield a relation between the energy
and the velocity in the i-direction

yllltl-ftCIJ-consl. (6)

Therefore, if the energy of the electron b changed, its
velocity in the (-direction b necessarily changed: since
y, fr and fi are related through y"'=(I - f] - P}), the
velocity In the transverse direction must also change.
As a second step towards solution of the equations of
motion, we can integrate the .(- and ^-components of
(I) immediately by noting that the right-hand sides are
pel feel lime derivatives. We therefore have the follow-
ing set of exact equations

JMI ..d _ !*J_ o r'.-.tt. _

-sin (H.z,, t *)]- — + const..
tttc

Icl ;( I -/).)•= cinwl..

Id) ;• =- -—l/l.coMl,.--
Mil'

- /I, sin (l.r -<",' + «*)) .

Unable to integrate further, we seek a solution by
means of a perturbation expansion in the field strength
£„. Thai is. we assume that the electron's trajectory is
determined by the static field, and that the radiation
field produces small perturbations about this motion.
We choose lo perform our analysis in weak radiation
fields where the energy transfer is small, and require
only that the amplitude be large enough that we are
dealing with a classical wave.
It b possible to sell-consistently solve the equations of
motion (7) order by order in E0. To rcrolh order, the
electron moves in the uniform magnetic field alone
with trajectory r, =(*,.)',.*.)

v. . const. -U-fl. -P.',)-"1.

where ii>c = |r|B0/rlmc is the relalivislic cyclotron fre-
quency : the arbitrary constants P.0r. :„. /?l0c, and 0,
are the electron's initial longitudinal velocity and
position, and transverse velocity and phase, respec-
tively. These constants of motion define a class of
trajectories which spiral symmetrically about the
{-aits.
We now proceed lo first order in the radiation field
strength, and write the solutions in the form

where 6t,=li\l,if,.i:,} and iy, are small, pro-
portional to E0, and must vanish at 1=0. Substitute
these expressions into the Lorenlz force equations, and
retain terms only lo first order in small parameters.
Equation (7d) becomes

-It = -<i l I- (I) . (10)

where 03*,z0 + ̂  + C0. iri, = |r|r;0flv,""'l. and din=«i(
- <•>,( I - /).„). liquation ( 10) can be integrated immedi-
ately to give the first order change in the electron
energy

,7, "-'1Z1 „ _ '-<; (II)
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From 16) it is clear that we can relate <iy. lo .):, order
by order. In particular, after evaluating the constant
y(l - 0,1 at l =0. we find

I. Partkk Dynamic*

To second order in the radiation field, the fractional
change in the electron energy evolves as

Therefore.

• [cos |.l"it + 0) - cos 9 + AIM sin fl] . (12)

tx | and Syt can be found from combining 7(a) and (b)
Into an exponential form. They are

A parlkks'i evolution depends, in a complicated way.
on its initial parameters /),„. /),„. and :„.
In a real electron beam, particles enter the interaction
region with a range of initial conditions. Dilute beams
(where Coulomb forcti may be neglected) can be
accurately described by summing over all electrons in
the beam. We assume that realistic beams are not "pre-

m +

c w, I Aio

+ 'HKJf. cos (iu,l + 0,} [ - cos (JuX + fl) f cos fl - Aiot tin 8]

and,

Am

Ata
. sin (ail 4- 9.) [ - cos (doi -f fl) + cos 9 - Aoa tin flj .

(13)

(Ml

The expansion can now be extended lo second order
in a similar fashion.

u, sin t*,i0 + * - 'ut( I - fa* }

(15)
| C I I

When the zero-order and first-order rcsulti are in-
serted. (I5( can be integrated directly.

.
Am'

Note thai the second-order change in energy results
from first-order changes in both longitudinal and
transverse position. Also, all phases (r0. ^. and 00|hiive
combined into the single phase (I.

bunched", and therefore consider, as a specific exam-
ple, a monoenergelk, uniformly spread beam entering
the interaction region at • particular angle. The initial
positions are uniformly populated over many wave-
lengths of light so that the phase should be averaged
over intervals of 2a. At any given lime, lo first order in
the radiation field exactly half the elections within a
radiation wavelength gain energy and move ahead of
the average beam flow; the other half lose energy and
fall behind. This causes spatial bunching of the beam
and a spreading of the initially narrow energy
distribution.
To lint order in fields, the form of the electron energy
distribution b given bv [Jyi..(')-V]~"> where
AiiLA')ml>all!t'J*A"'M -cosdiut) with two spik-
es at ±ily_.jlX and oscillates with frequency .-tin.
The second-order corrections (proportional lo iiijl are
aiymmelrk and cause the distribution lo become
slightly distorted. It is these distortions that are re-
sponsible foi net amplification or laser gain.

If the electron beam is initially bunched, gain may
result from the first-order energy changes. This Biiin
mechanism can be important in long wavelength appli-
cations. In short wavelength radiations fields, gain can
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only he obtained hy means of "self-bunching" 11 the
radiation wavelength. « described above.
As an aside, we wish lo Dress the importance of the
"bunched" electron beam produced by Ihc free-
electron laser. Thii analysis showi that an citernal
laser lor the laser oscillator) may be used in com-
bination with • uniform longitudinal magnetic field lo
coherently modulate • relalivislk electron beam at
optical wavelengths [10], Such a beam may be used,
for example, lo drive • high gain, powerful optical
klystron [II].

J. Cain Equation

To calculate "gain", the fractional change in radiation
energy, we must compute the energy gained or lost by
the electron beam as a whole. The energy change per
electron, (ethnic', b obtained by averaging (17) over a
weighted distribution of initial positions and veloci-
ties: multiplying this by the number of electrons yields
the energy change of the beam. We now identify the
energy lost (or gained) by • section of the beam of
volume V. containing e,V electrons, as the energy
gained (or lost) by radiation field in that volume. Gain,
(7(1). can therefore be written

' (2EJI'/S») '

where 2£{C/8« b the radiation energy (in cgs units)
orginally present in volume V. Thus, using energy
conservation, the small growth of the field amplitude is

E0|r|2;E0eip[C(i)/2]. (19)

In general, growth b not exponential, since GO) b not
necessarily linear in time
We perform the average for • uniformly spread, mono-
energetic beam. In short-wavelength (large y.) appli-
cations, even short electron pulses ire spread, approxi-
mately uniformly, over many optical wavelengths.
Note that averaging over all Initial longitudinal phases
«,!„. or over all initial transverse phases 00, b equiva-
lent and renders the result Independent of any phase.

Thus. < > B | efrX ). The first-order terms In Eq. (17)

average lo zero, bul the second-order do not. the
result is

- •— J-,
)* n\aM

CO)

This is the fractional change in the energy of the
radiation field as it passes over an electron beam

spiralling through a uniform magnetic field lflq|. Under
the proper conditions, energy can be transferred lo the

radiation field.
The gain is proportional to the electron density.
inversely proportional lo particle mass and kinetic
energy, and decreases if far from resonance (.liu large).
We can acquire insight into the gain mechanism by
eiamining the nonrclalivistic limit of Eq. 120)

r
mjrcl

(21)

where ^10./)ll><tl. J<u = ti),-(ii,. Resonance occurs
when the electron cyclotron frequency equals the
radiation frequency. Note that in this limit gain cannot
be positive - net stimulated emission if not possible for
any choice of parameters.
We can understand this result by considering the
electron beam as a system of classical oscillators. It is
well known that * set of randomly phased narmimir
oscillators absorbs energy from an electromagnetic
wave -.net stimulated emission can only occur if the
oscillators are anharmonk [12. 9]. In the non-
relalivislic limit of our problem, the electron beam is
just a collection of harmonic oscillators; if, however,
the electrons are even slightly relativistic. they are
anharmonk oscillators - then, as indicated in (20).
stimulated emission can dominate.
It b appropriate lo examine gain at the end of an
Interaction region of length L The time required by
the unperturbed beam to traverse this length Is l./0,0f
Since shifts in the position and velocity are small, this
is very nearly the lime required by each electron lo
cover that length.
The final gain b then.

(22)

where <u b a dimensinnlcss resonance parameter.

&<«L |Wfl0 „ ., J I.
—— = — - S - -

,„.(23)

Note that, for a fined I., ui can be changed by varying

any of the parameters r,. fa- "V or B0.
We can examine CM in (22) by filing, for example, y,
/),„. and in,, and sampling various resonance parame-
ters hy changing the magnetic filed strength. In Fig. 2,
G(I>J| (in units of Jm/'l'/W1"2! is plotted versus 01.
Maximum attainable gain is proportional lo L'. We
have chosen r, = 50 and show the gain curves for three
different injected pilch angles. 0, &<>,„//)„>. Eiaclly on
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Fi|. 2. When Injected at • inuD pitch angle, 9f^flt/flV Ibc

retalivfetic electron beam shows Kveril pin pcatt on either
lidr of mooBnc*. YM-rooirince- (u»-Q) only absorption

resonance (<o=0) the "gain" b negative; in the specific
limit Pf0 — I. It b independent of the injection angle

G,u.r!OI (24)

Further, if the beam is injected exactly on-axis, there b
no value of cu whkh can lead lo net stimulated
emission.
If however, the beam b injected slightly off-aim, net
stimulated emission b possible for certain values of to.
The device will then operate as a laser if gain b larger
than the losses. Maximum gain is achieved if o»s ± '•'•
The principle of operation b the same as that which
governs the Stanford free-electron laser: if the narrow
spontaneous radiation cone (of angular width »"',
[10]) remains on-axis (that is. if ftiay~' S, I), it will
eicile a narrow fundamental emission line in the
resonant cavity.
In contrast to the fl\-field laser and the cyclotron
maser. the gain curve of the 8,-field laser b symmetric
in the resonance parameter. Although lo zero order,
the electrons in each of these devices move in helical
trajectories, the trajectories evolve differently. In the
cyclotron maser, the electrons become azimulhally
bunched (this is sometimes called "phase bunching")
and the second-order changes in energy (i.e.. gain)
result from these transversejwrlubalions. ii.t,. and <?>,
(see Appendix A) In the B,-field free-electron laser,
the electrons become longitudinally bunched, and
second-order energy changes arise from perturbations
if:, (see Appendix B). Again, the result b an anti-
symmetric gain curve. However, in the §n-field laser,
both transverse and longitudinal bunching contribute
lo ift. or gain. Their contributions oppose, and elim-
inate the usual cyclotron maser gain mechanism. There
is however another (less efficient) mechanism at work:
that mechanism is the one described in this paper.

In all these free-electron processes (and. in fact, any
laser process), the length of the interaction region b a
crucial factor in determining the conditions required
for positive gain. Thb can be understood by referring
to Fig. 2, and noting that Ihc resonance parameter <u
depends on the product of I, and dtu. If /«is flxed, as b
usually the case in laboratory situations. Am can be
chosen lo maximize the gain. Creating I laser is
therefore simply a matter of extracting the electron
beam and radiation field at the right lime.

Condusloaa

We have presented a calculation which demonstrates
that under certain conditions laser action can be
sustained by relativblk electrons spiralling through a
uniform magnetic field. We find thai lo first order in
radiation field strength, the electron beam becomes
spatially bunched In both the longitudinal and trans-
verse directions, and spread in energy. The net energy
transfer b zero to first order~(for a uniformly spread,
monoenergelk beam), but the self-bunching achieved
lo Ihb order results in gain lo second order. To achieve
laser action in the uniform magnetic field, the electrons
must be rclalivistk. they must be injected slightly off-
axis, and they must oscillate slightly off-resonance. The
gain mechanism b not that of a cyclotron maser or the
periodic-field laser.
A laboratory device similar lo the periodic, transverse
field free-electron laser currently operating al Stanford
could be made by placing mirrors of a resonant cavity
beyond each end of the region of the uniform axial
magnetic field. The condition flial'.~' ^ I would
maximize available gain, yet allow the narrow spon-
taneous emission cone lo excite the resonator on-axis.
1 he uniform-field laser would enjoy the same potential
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advantage* I!.?} as the periinlk-fteli) device: il would
h< tiiuliiuuHUly lunahlc, and capable "f high (*>»«
with good efficiency. However, faf a given fieM slnrnglh
and electron eneigy, (he onifoim field laser typi-
cal)) produces less gain and operates at longer wave-
length). Since (he uttta-telativistic electron beam has
*uch a high cnerpj density, even this tow gain can
«u»lain a powerful laser pulse. The ociting possibility.
of conise. is that the unitoim field Inset mechanism
described in (his paper may operate in nature.
Although » specific refotiomltip between the eteclrun
motion mid the radiation field is required for laser
gain, the ipontaneoiu emission produced by electrons
in rrtatiu.uk helical motion will psjs over electrons
further along in a beam, and tjattie them in radiation
which hat the right properties to Induce stimulated
emission. Resonant interaction might therefore occur
naturally for a whole range of magnetic field strengths,
from weak interstellar field* to Ihe huge fields neat the
surfaces of neutron stare.

The tignaturt of this laser process would be anom-
alously bright, directional radiation featuring » narrow
emission line; the emission frequency would be related
to the magnetic field strength and electron kinematics
through the resonance condition (5). tt most be em-
phasized, however, that these properties may be dis-
guised or distorted as the radiation propagates from Us
source to our detectors. This suggest! that more
specific analyses ought lo be performed, and the model
problem adapted lo particular physical situations, in
order lo esplore the importance of this radiation
mechanism.
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»here {-*.:.*-* Note thai the tramveiae perturbation* are ra-
pidly varying, and art wnall (non-resonant) compared to Ihe longitu-
dinal periutbiiioiti In ihh hier. unlike the uniform-field later. li b
only longitudinal tninctiin| that mull* fn bier action; Ihe Inni-
mtc bunching b negligible.
The fecund-order change in ekclron energy b.

I cm Ju* - J«tf tin tfeoi \Aa* + 0)

* Inon-retonanl lermi) . <40|

where J-J it given hi \M\ for (hij field configuration. ind we h*ve
dropped ihe non-resomnl terms.
In • realiitk beam, the elertrom cirier the biltractioa refkm with •
random distribution of phuei. To describfl the cvodrikm of the
entire beam. <M mty average over either admuthil phases, 6 .̂ or
longitudinal phaiev (*. **CU,̂ »,I. (linoe »>»« rn the ultra
rebtivislk catel These are equivalent, and performing either average
y«M* an answer independent of *1I initial phawt. Ai usual, (he fine
order energy thift averages lo zero, but Ihe aecond-order energy
change does not

T,
J

4 (non-rnonanl IcnmV .

The(iin(deOitedby(IIIlb

An cilensive dncutiiun of Ihis |itn eqiulkm can be found in [10]. ll
tin previouff} been derived minf icmicltKlcal ridialkm theory (I.
10. II). quantum ekctrodyrumici [10], Ihe coupled Mx.cll-
Bolt/maun eqiutiom [19], «nd the llrtfk rwrlkle equitbns of
motion (10. II. 20V Anhouth 1411 » limilur fai (om to the pin
equation of Ihe cyclotron miter (Ml. Ihe deliiled tnccr»nhmi ire
quite dittinct : the cyclotron miier rclin on iiimutrul bunching.
•hile Ihe t,.neld liter relief on (oniiludinil bunchini In Ihe
AgTield l»icr of ihe leu, both Ihne mecluniinn ire proem, but
cancel lo leave a imalkr. but non-zero remnant at Ihc gain prucni
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Abstract

This paper discusses two new devices
which may have application to space de-
ployed solar energy conversion and trans-
mission systems, the photoklystran and
the free electron laser. The photokly-
stron converts solar energy directly to
R.F. radiation. It operates on the
principle of the klystron with the cath-
ode replaced by a photoemittlng surface.
Me have tested a model which oscillates
at 30 MHz. This laboratory model requi-
res two low-voltage bias voltages which
can be supplied by D.C. solar cells.
Concepts for a self-biasing device are
also being considered. The photoklystron
is expected to be easier and less expen-
sive to manufacture than solid state
solar cells. A photoklystron array
could replace the high voltage solar
cell array, sllprlng and klystron trans-
mitter In the SPS. The second device, •
the free electron laser (FED, converts
energy from a relatlvlstlc electron
beam to narrow band electromagnetic
energy, tuneable from the Infrared to
the ultraviolet. Because the laslng
electrons are not bound In atomic energy
levels the ultimate efficiency of the
FEL is expected to exceed that of con-
ventional lasers, possibly making lasers
a practical means of energy conversion
and transmission In space systems.

Introduction

As presently conceived, the solar
power satellite (SPS) requ '' '
voltage D.C. solar cell ar
bus bar and slipping D.C.
butlon system, and nigh po
to generate an ultra-hlgh-
dlo energy beam. The use
solar cell systems In spac
challenging and will certa
losses from parasitic currents, even at
the geostationary orbit? The massive
sllprlng concepts being considered
appear awkward and demanding of 'techno-
logy and resources. For this reason.

res a high
ay. a massive
urrent distri-
ct klystrons
requency ra-
f high voltage
is. at hcst,

nly lead to

the Rice Space Solar Power Research Pro-
gran has focused on other possible approa-
ches to the solar to R.F. conversion pro-
bl nd ha ed fr
(FEL) as an alternative concept, should
the microwave beam prove impractical.

The Photoklystron

We have designed a working model of
a device which converts sunlight Into co-
herent narrowband R.F. radiation. The
device, called a photoklystron , takes an
electron beam from a photoemittlng surface
and through electron bunching allows the
beam to reinforce oscillations in a reso-
nant circuit. .The mechanism is that of a
reflex klystron with a phbtocathode as
the electron source.

Because of the simplicity of the
photoklystron, the cost of production is
expected to be lower than that of solar
cells, and manufacture in space Is con-
ceivably possible.

A Solar power 'Satel 1 ite conflgura
tion is envisioned where the R.F. radia-
tion from each photoklystron is beamed
directly to the earth. The potential
advantages of the photoklystron as app-
lied to the Solar Power Satellite are as
follows:

1. High voltage solar cell arrays are
eliminated.

2. D.C. bus bars are greatly reduced
in quantity.

3. The necessity for sliprlngs is
eliminated.

«. Lifetime problems associated with
with high power klystrons are
eliminated.

5. Heat rejection of the R.F. ele-
ments becomes less Important.

6. The cost of manufacture of the

•Professor, Space Physics flnd Astronomy
Member AIAA of AttMUMki nmt

photnklystron should be much less
than that of solar cells.

How the Photoklystron Works

Figure I is a schematic of the pho-
toklystron. In version (a) solar photons
pass through a transparent substrate and
emit electrons from a photoemitting ma-
terial. The photoelectrons are then
accelerated and pass'through a pair of
grids connected to an inductor and on
which an oscillating voltage is esta-
blished. After passing through the two
grids the electrons are repelled by a
negative-biased reflector electrode.
They return to the two grids and are
bunched according to reflex klystron
theory', when the reflection voltage Is
adjusted properly the returning bunched
electrons will be phased such as to add
energy to the A.C. electric field between
the grids. This energy from the electron
beam reinforces the oscillations In the
tuned resonant circuit. Energy can be
extracted from the resonant circuit by
transformer coupling or by an antenna
stub in the case of very high frequencies.
The version of this device being tested
Is designed to oscillate at about 10 Hilt.
The frequency Is determined by the time
of flight of the electrons during relec-
tlon. The resonant frequency of the LC
circuit must be tuned to natch this
frequency. Fine tuning is accomplished
by adjusting the accelerating or reflec-
tion electrode voltage.

An alternative photoeaitter configu-
ration is shown in Figure Ib. In this
case, the principle of operation Is the
same except the photoemitier is now
coated on an opaque metallic plate and
the photons pass through the grids first.
(a) Is called the transmission type and
(b) the reflection type. It appears
possible to design a device that uses
both the transmission and reflection
photoemlssion processes simultaneously
to optimize the photoelectron yield.
For operation at higher frequencies the
A.C. grids may be replaced by a resonant
cavity which Is part of a waveguide. As
a vacuum tube the device Is ldtfa-1 for
space application without a vaccum enclo-
sure.

A motivation leading to the concep-
ncrease
ectron
Us.
n the
the

PHOTOEMIITER

tion of the photoklystron was to
the useahle portion of the photoe
energy spectrum over D.C. solar c

p
R

Khlle not all the photoelectrons
hotoklystron contribute energy t
.F. power (because bunching cannot be

made perfect) we have an approach for
optimizing the averaged photoelectron
energy contribution and the final output
Is in a desirable energy form, R.F.
energy.
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Status

SCHEMATICS OF TWO VERSIONS OF
THE PHOTOKLYSTRON

Rice University has designed a proof-
of-concept working model of the photokly-
stron. The device, pictured In Figure "2,
operates at about 30 MHz. Multiple modes
at higher and lower frequencies can be
obtained by tuning the bias voltages. It
has also been operated at higher frequen-
cies by employing a smaller Inductor.
Energy conversion efficiency data art not
yet available, however the R.F. signal
from the first and second upper harmonics



is readily detected by a small trans-
istor radio several meters from the
pltotoklyM ron without a tuned antenna
and with 10 nK of light Input. The os-
cil l a t i o n s are strong and oscillation
begins readily without a trigger pulse.

The proof-of-concept node I described
above uses an S-4 CsSb photocathode. In
order for the photoklystron to be used
in space an efficient photocathode of
high stability at high light levels and
temperatures w i l l be require.!.

or the R.F. radiation he reflected through
90*. One configuration in which the sun-
light is reflected is shown in Hgure 3.
The phot ok lyM ron y r ray need not be con -
netted .to the reflect or/concentrator.
Moreover, with the utta
able counter-weight, gr
torques could be used t
of the photoklystron ar
earth. Furthermore.the
area should allow a mar
wave beam than the conv
meter klystron array.

hmcnt of a suit-
v it Y-gradient
maintain aligment

ay toward the
larger transmitter
effieient micro-

ntioiial 1 km dia-

F1GURE 2- THE PHpTOKLYSTRON TEST MODEL

An SPS Configuration Suitable for the

Photoklystron

With the photoklystron. the R.F. Is
generated near the point of incidence of
the solar energy. Each photoklystron is
a transmitter. Moreover, the propagat ion
vector of the R.F. wave is at a right
angle to the direction of incidence of
the solar radiation. A configuration
must be found in which the entire photo-
klystron array can serve as a large
transmitter array and the R.F. wavefront
can propagate to the earth. This re-
quires that either the solar radiation

REFLECTOR/CONCENTRATOR
v SOLAR ORIENTED

\̂A/WA>\
^ N.

TO EARTH

PHOTOKLYSTRON ARRAY ROTATES
TO FOLLOW EARTH

FICURE 3' A SOLAR POWER SATELLITE CON-
FIGURATION THAT EMPLOYS A

PHOTOKLYSTRON ARRAY. SUNLIGHT IS RE-
FLECTED THROUGH 90' BY AN OVAL REFLECTOR
WHICH MAY ALSO SERVE AS A CONCENTRATOR.
THE REFLECTOR/CONCENTRATOR PRODUCES A VER-
TICAL CYLINDRICAL BEAM OF LIGHT WHICH
FALLS ON AN OVAL PHOTOKLYSTRON ARRAY
TILTED AT 4S*. THE PHOTOKLYSTRON ARRAY
ROTATES ABOUT AN AXIS PARALLEL TO THE
LIGHT BEAM AXIS SO THAT THE ULTRA-HIGH-
FREQUENCY RADIO BEAM REMAINS POINTED AT
THE EARTH. THE ENTIRE PHOTOKLYSTRON
ARRAY IS THE TRANSMITTING ANTENNA.

The Free Electron Laser

As man begins spending more time in
space, there w i l l be a grow ing need for
transmitting energy over great distances.
R.F. and microwave beans spread out in
relatively short distances, but short
wavelength light enables us to beam
energy over larger distances. The dis-

tances i over which laser light may be
transmitted without spreading more than
401 is determined by its wavelength. X,
and the sender size, s.

For a fixed sender size s. the distance
over which laser energy can be effi-
ciently beamed decreases in proportion
to the wavelength of light. Generally,
speaking lasers give an advantage of
10* over microwaves. This can be used
to increase the distance and/or decrease
the sender-receiver sizes. Many Ideas
utilizing lasers in space1 depend cru-
cially on the compact size of the beams;
some of the specific ideas involve
powering alrbreathing aircraft from
space solar power stations, laser pro-
pulsion of spacecraft, materials pro-
cessing, and beaming large amounts of
energy front space to earth for electri-
cal power generation.

Several practical questions remain
unanswered regarding the use of Microwave
beams for the SPS. These include bio-
effects, ionosphere and troposphere
effects, R.F. and electromagnetic inter-
ference and the availability of land.
Should microwaves prove impractical,
lasers might offer a suitable alternative.
Conventional lasers are generally const-

1 dered too inefficient. A new device,
the free electron laser (FEL) offers
promise of higher efficiency. For this
reason, we are examining the use of the
FEL for the solar power satellite.

How The Free Electron Laser Works

The free electron User* uses an
ultra-relativistic electron beam tra-
veling through a static, periodic mag-
netic field in a laser cavity to effi-
ciently produce continously tuneable,
powerful optical radiation. To under-
stand some of the advantages of the FEL,
It is useful to view it as an advanced,
relattvtstic electron tube. Both avoid
the problems of dealing with atomic
structure, which fixes the wavelength of
most lasers, and causes inherent ineffi-
ciencies. The FEL is a laser reduced to
its bare essentials; only the electrons
and a static magnet field are present in
the laser cavity.

Figure 4 describes the operation of
the FEL. Successive electron pulses (or
a contlnous beam) are guided through the
periodic, transverse magnetic field.
The sourc -* "*-— -' *"•
storage r
electrost
vistlc el

of these electrons may be a
ng, a linear accelerator, or
tic accelerator. As relati-

vistic ei ctrons pass through the perio-
dic magne , they oscillate and radiate
primarily in the forward direction. This
light is stored in a resonant cavity
formed by two mirrors; one at each end
of a long periodic magnet. When pulsed.

subsequent electrons are synchronized so
that the stored light pulse and electron
pulse merge together when entering the
magnet. The emission of light in the pre-
sence of light is "stimulated emission";
lasing occurs and energy from the electron
beam is converted into coherent radiation.
It should be noted that the energy density
in a relativistic electron beam Is large.
If any reasonable fraction of the electron
energy is converted into coherent radia-
tion, the laser Is powerful. Typically,
the fractional energy loss of the electron
bean is snail (Ml), so the electrons re-
tain most of their original energy. The
unused electron energy can be recycled in
a storage ring or deceleration system.

The relationship between the laser
wavelength, X, and the magnet wavelength
X,, depends on the electron energy E:

neglecting magnetic field corrections.
For a 100 MeV electron beam, the reduction
factor is MO*, therefore a 1 cm wave-
length aagnet yields 1 Micron radiation.
Furthermore, the wavelength is continously
tuneable by Merely changing the electron
energy. Since the losing medium consists
of electrons, and a static magnetic field
in a vacuum, the device Is inherently
efficient and powerful.

Free Electron Lasers for Space Systems

The only existing laser of this kind
is presently at Stanford University*.
The laser wavelength obtained in these
experiments Mas 3 Microns from a S cm
wavelength Magnet with an overall length
of S Meters; the Magnetic field strength
was 2.4 kilogauss. The electron energy
was 40 M«V with peak current of ..bout
1 amp. This produced MO* watts/cm* peak
power in short pulses. The average power
was low due to the United current avail-
able from the accelerator. These experi-
ment* serve to prove the concept and lead
the way toward more powerful systems.
The Stanford effort is directed towards
more efficient operation of the FEL in a
storage ring. Other alternative recovery
designs are being proposed. Studies show
promise that future FEL systems may
approach the efficiencies of their pre-
decessors, the microwave electron tubes.
A recent report by Bain* reviews lasers
applied to space systems and discusses
the FEL. Improvements are immanent in
the peripheral technologies needed for
FEL development, particle accelerators
and storage rings.

The efficiency of the FEL depends on
recovery of the electron beam energy.
One of the Ideas for an efficient FEL is
to incorporate it as part of a storage
ring as shown In Figure 5. After passing
through the periodic magnet the electron
beam Is re-accelerated by an R.F. field



ElfiJIRE_i: A BEAM OF RELATIVISTIC EtEC-
IRONS IS GUIDED THROUGH A

PERIODIC MAGNETIC FIELD AND AMPLIFIES THE
RADIATION PRESENT IN A RESONANT CAVITY,

FIGURE 5: IN A STORAGE RING, RECIRCU-
LATING ELECTRONS TRANSFER

ENERGY FROM AN ACCELERATOR SECTION TO
THE LASER SECTION.

to replace the energy lost to radiation.
The FEL then operates as a frequency
converter which transfers R.F. power
directly to optical power. (By the way,
the photoklystron Is a possible source
of R.F. energy for this purpose.)

The efficiency of the FEL and stor-
age ring combination has been estimated
at around SOI, based on existing storage
rings. The ultimate feasibility of the
storage ring FEL rests on the laser's
I teractlon with the circulating electron
am, and Its final operating efficiency
jret to be determined. Even though
oroge rings are quite massive, It has
en estimated* that the pover/welght
tlo might be O.I kg/kit. Thl» Is sig-

nificantly less than the total solar
power satellite which has been estimated
at 10 kg/k».

Another system under consideration
reclrculates the electron beam through
an electrostatic decclerator.' This
recovery scheme Is used In non-relatIvls-
tlc electron tubes. The power may be
collected as a D.C. voltage, or as R.F.
using a series of accelerator cavities
In reverse. Estimates suggest It may be
possible to produce 10 to SO k* of «
power with an overall efficiency of about
SOI.

In parallel with the above, several
researchers are studying improved

periodic magnets w i t h the hopr of extrac-
ting more energy from electrons on a
single pass. This Is an opportunity
which is not feasible in atomic lasers.
The magnet wavelength, or fielJ strength
can be modified slowly along Its length.
As an electron pulse travels down the
magnet, and the electrons changes their
energy, the magnet design can change
appropriately. This fs equivalent to
changing atomic structure during the
emission process In normal lasers. K'hile
the constant period helical design t v p l -
cally extracts nppt-oxfmatcly M of tiie
electron energy, studies of Improved
designs have achieved 301 extraction for
a large fraction of the beam*.

k'hlle lasers are becoming an impor-
tant consideration for transmission of
power in space, the FF.L is developing Into
a promising laser. The FEL Is in it's
infancy, and basic research Is needed to
allow the device to reach it's full
potential. When compared to R.F. methods
for transmitting power In space, klystrons,
the FEL can be considered an extension to
optical transmission which reduces the
sender-receiver sizes and/or increases
the range. In essence, the FEL creates a
lasing medium In a more efficient, and
controllable manner than does an atomic
laser; It Is a laser with the advantages
of a klystron. Moreover, when used in
tandem with the photoklystron, we have a
system which converts broad band Incohe-
rent solar radiation Into high power,
narrow band, coherent radiation and which
Is tuneable form ultraviolet to infrared
frequencies.

We have described here the photo-
klystron and the free electron laser, two
devices which we feel should be more com-
pletely Investigated for their potential
application to space energy conversion

.and transmission. These devices, used
separatelyor together, seem to offer
considerable promise of simplicity, high
efficiency and flexibility In choice of
transmission wavelength.

• Patent applied for
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Abstract. We show thai a laser can efficiently accelerate charged particles if a magnetic field
is introduced to improve the coupling between the particle and the wave. Solving the
relativislic equations of motion for an electron in a uniform magnetic Field and superposed,
circularly polarized electromagnetic wave, we find that in energy-position phase space an
electron traces out a curtate cycloid: it alternately gains and loses energy. If. however, the
parameters are chosen so that the electron's oscillations in the two fields are resonant, it will
continually accelerate or decelerate depending on its initial position within a wavelength of
light.
A laboratory accelerator operating under these resonant conditions appears attractive: in a
magnetic field of 10' Gauss, and the fields of a Sx 10" W. lOum wavelength laser, an
"optimally positioned electron would accelerate lo 700 MeV in only 10 m.

PACS: 42.55

High-energy accelerators use electromagnetic fields to
transfer energy locharged particles. The field strength in
a typical rf accelerating cavity is considerably smaller
than can be achieved in modern lasers, so we might
Hpecl laser* to be useful as partkle accelerators; in a
typical laser-particle interaction, however, little energy
is exchanged. The energy transfer rate is proportional lo
0 • E,. where fc is the particles' velocity vector, and E, is
the radiation electric field. E, oscillates so rapidly that
IP • E,| nearly averages to zero over any macroscopictime
scale. The key lo achieving large energy transfers is lo
make 0 rotate rapidly (with E,l for long limes. Palmer
[I], and later Kompfner and Chowdorow [2], showed
that a periodic, static, transverse magnetic field could be
used lo**guide"relalivistic particles in a helical path.and
increase the distance over which the interaction can
efficiently transfer energy.
In this paper, we investigate another "laser accelerator"
scheme: one in which the guiding field is a static, uniform
magnet ic field, paralleltothcdircction of propagation of
the light. I Icre. loo. the magnetic field guides the charge

• Supported b) NASA CiMnl NS<>-7«0

in a helical path ;if the radiation is circularly polarized, it
is possible lo choose initial parameters such that f and E,
retain their relative orientation through many oscil-
lations, and allow significant energy transfer to occur.
We solve the relalivistic Lorentz force equations, de-
scribing the motion of a charge in a static, uniform
magnetic field, and a superimposed circularly polarized
plane wave of constant amplitude (Fig. I). We were able
lo obtain the analytic solution, and determine the energy
of a particle as it travels through the interaction region.
For most choices of initial parameters, the energy is an
oscillatory function of lime; a particle alternately gains
and loses energy. If the parameters are such that p and F.r
rotate synchronously, the particle's energy is not a
periodic function but increases or decreases monoloni-
cally (Ihc sign depending on the initial orientation of f
and F,r). If we choose the electromagnetic field strength
and frequency ofthe laser light such that the interaction
is resonant, then inject a monoenergeiic beam of
electrons, half Ihc electrons will decelerate, half will
accelerate. The final energies, anil the spread in those
energies, depend on the length of the interaction region
and the values of the initial parameters.

OVID-374.1 7') (HOOKX.I $1)1 III

A Laser Accclctator

T-taitoln M*)iKtit lieU

King clielront

Kig. I. A ciiculatly periled four beam can accelerate eleclron)
spiralling in a uniform magnetic field

I. Particle Dynamics

The dynamics and energy change of a single charged
particle in Ihc fields produced by Ihe solenoid and laser
are governed by the relativislic Lorenlz force equations

</. „ - - - -- (|)

where e and m arc Ihe particle's charge and mass, r is Ihe
speed of light, pV and ?mc' are Ihe panicle's velocity and
energy, respectively, and y"' = l--p-0. The motion is
influenced by both Ihe uniform magnetic field.
B,=(0,O.B0I, and Ihe radiation fields, E, and B,.
Equation (2) shows that Ihe energy transferred lo Ihe
particle will be maximized if Ihe vectors P and E, are
parallel, and retain Iheir orientation over many oscil-
lations. In this magnetic field, an electron's velocity
vector and Ihe electric field vector rotate in Ihe same
sense ffthc radiation is circularly polarized, with positive
helicity1

E, = £0(cos(fc,z - iu,r + tH - sin(M - w,i 4 010),

These are the fields of a plane wave traveling in the
2 -direction with frequency cu, = A,f, phase #, and con-
stant amplitude £„. We assume that only a small fraction
of the laser energy is transferred lo the particles.
Using the fields above, the Lorenlz force equations
become

where \ = k,:- i.»,i + £. The last two equations can he
combined to produce a relation between energy arid
f-velocily

•/(I -flj) = conslsc. 151

This constant of motion, determined by initial con-
ditions. describes the velocity of a particle as a function
of its energy. If Ihc energy increases. fl, increases: the
transverse velocity which can be expressed in terms of t
and •/•

decreases. The pitch angle of an accelerating panicle
therefore decreases as it moves through the interaction
region.
Wecan construct a second constant of motion by taking
/), and f, from (4b) and Ha), respectively, substituting
these results into |4c), and extracting Ihc overall lime
derivative. The result is

const. (7)

where

r, and Vofnr' and /l.ar are the electron's
initial energy and i-velocily. 0(1) is the angle between
the rotating electric field vector and the rotating
perpendicular component of the electron's velocity
vector: /J-E, = /)1£l>cost). As Ihe energy of the particle
changes. Ihe orientation of these vectors must also
change. The nonlinear character of the system is
apparent: this changing orientation feeds back lo
alter Ihe rale of change of energy.
We can use (6) and (7) 10 write /),«) and Olr) in terms of
KI), then substitute these results into (2) lo gel a first-
order differential equation for Ihc electron energy as a
function of lime

~s !/

1 a| The more relevant quantity is the energy of the electron
asa function of its distance down Ihc accelerating region.

(4b| From (5).

l-fcl

I'M!

1 Abinc.tteconsidcr the motion of negatively charged panicles. Since
posiliic panicle*, spiral in (he oppmile sense in Bn, a radiation field of
negatiic helicil) would be required

Then, intcgraling.
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where

and Ihe righl-hand side mujl beevaluated al the limits of
integration )• and y0.
This form of Ihe solution is ralher unwieldly. and can-
no) be inverted analytically. However, il is possible lo
rewrite 19) as two equivalent parametric equations

r»0-f nsin v.

where

and

{„. determined from the initial conditions, is

and v is an arbitrary angle. These are equations of a
"curtate cycloid", and generate Ihe curve shown in
Fig. 2. From Ihe properties of curtate cycloids, we can
immediately eitracl valuable Information on the be-
havior of y as a function oft. First, Ihe curve b periodic
in I. The electron alternately gains and loses energy, and
the distance between energy maxima (minima) is 2nd.
The maximum energy obtained Is /"„„=<]+(>. or

Similarly, y,j.=«-» + 8. The maxima occur al
{-(4n-f I Ian/2 -Ko. or

...MA.... "2)

The maximum of Ihe curtate cyloid depends on several
parameters. In particular,
(a) V«M will increase if Ihe power of the laser is increased,
'b' **.. "ill increase if the injection angle (and therefore
r.) is increased. Thb is apparent from (2) and (6). As y
grows, /), asymptotically becomes proportional lo
)'"''. As Ihe electron accelerates, II loses transverse
velocity, and Ihe acceleration process "turns off'.
Therefore, if two electrons are injected with Ihe same
energy but different pitch angles, Ihe electron with Ihe
larger pitch angle can accelerate longer, and achieve a
higher energy.
(c) )•„., increases if Mo>| Is decreased. This b illustrated in
Fig. 3. and will he discussed in detail below.

Unqlli Pirimtter. (
Fit- 2. Equations I101 generate 9 curtate cycloid, the path traced by fl
point'inside a circle ai that circle rolli along the Z-**'n

length tlrtitrary unlUI

Fit. 1. This family of curves iduitrates the influence of the parameter

,. °" 'I* amplitude and period of Ihe
energy cycloid. If Be-0, I<M»4 is large, and the particle energy
osculates rapidly. If !<M b decreaied te.«,. b; increasing 8,1. Ihe
ampliludc and period of the cycloid incrctse. Maximum acceleration b
achieved if Jra.O

From (2), we expect maximum acceleration for negative
particles («» -|r|) if f and E, anlialigncd (9 = n). In
general, their relative phase evolves in time, but under
certain conditions that evolution will be slow, and the
two vectors can rotate nearly synchronously. Physically,
we expect them lo be synchronous if exactly one
wavelength of light passes over the electron as it travels
through one complete oscillation. In the magnetic Held
atone, the electron would oscillate with Ihe cyclotron
frequency wt»|r|cf0/vDm<:; as it spirals down Ihe i-axis, il
sees a Doppter-shifled radiation Held of frequency
<D,( I -/?,). The parameter /f<u is Ihe difference between
these frequencies.
The family of curves in Fig. 3 shows the dependence of
y(j| on A<a. For a given laser and electron injection, Aio
can he varied by varying the magnetic Held strength. If

A liter Accelerator

ton

Fig. 4. An electron entering Ihe Interaction region with »,-« «nd
do>-0 operienco miximum acceleration, jti) b plotted assuming
1-001 ind r,-50 The election reaches in energy of 700MeV In
10m. All electron* with initial phases between R/I and 3«/i are
icccleriled. lire Intel ihowi their final energy distribution (-01*
FWHMI

BO=0, \Seu| is large; the cycloid period b short, and only
minimal acceleration occurs'. As B0 b Increased, |/M
becomes smaller; both the cycloid period and maximum
electron energy then increase. Finally, if B0 b chosen
such thai AiooO, we find that y(i) is described by a
cycloid of infinite wavelength, and continues lo increase
with i. We can examine this case further by setting
<)a>=0 in (8) and integrating

<">

where y^mr'is the final energy of the electron. In the limit
thai y, is large. Ihe energy increases as i'".
If a homogeneous, monoenergetic beam of electrons b
injected into the interaction region with drn«»0, the
energy change of a particular electron depends on its
initial position within a wavelength of light: those with
00 between n/2 and 3«/2 are accelerated, Ihe others are
decelerated. From Ihe synchronism argument, we know
thai Ihose with 00 = IT initially experience Ihe greatest
acceleration. But (7) indicates that if Aia = 0 and f?0 =• it,
flfzl is constant: f and E, rotate al exactly Ihe same rale,
and Ihe electron continues to experience acceleration.
This would be true for all initial phases if Ihe electron's
oscillation frequency were determined solely by Ihe

1 Note that energy b exchanged in Ihe absence of a static magnetic
field. The laser could be used alone to accelerate particles, but Ihe
energy transfer is tmall

static field. But Ihe laser fields influence its trajectory,
and. in general, 8(2) evolves as the electron travels down
the interaction region. In Ihe special case 4«i=0. 0|z|
does not oscillate, but evolves monotonically toward t.
Although Ihe accelerations felt by electrons with dif-
ferent initial phases can be initially quite different, their
phases evolve rapidly and are soon all near x. The
electrons' energies then evolve at nearly the same rate.
Figure 4 shows the energy as a function of interaclibn

.length of an electron injected "on-resonance" U«i=0,
#0 ~ «f; 'he ikelch in Ihe upper corner shows Ihe final
energy distribution of Ihe electrons from a homo-
geneous, monoenergetic beam with initial phases be-
tween n/2 and 3n/2. Assuming a static magnetic field of
10' Gauss and a 5 x 10" W laser with a wavelength of
10 urn, we find that an electron injected with r0 = 50
could be accelerated lo 700 MeV In only 10 m>. The
distribution of final energies of those accelerated elec-
trons b narrow: ~0.l X In Ihe above example.

LDbeasfdoo

Equation (9) b an exact analytical result, describing Ihe
' acceleration of in electron in a uniform magnetic field

and a circularly polarized laser Reid. Efficient energy
transfer b possible because Ihe magnetic field guides the
electron through a spiral trajectory, and thereby im-
proves the coupling between Ihe particle and the
radiation field The electron's energy is. In general, a
periodic function of f; as Ihe rate of rotation of 0
approaches that of F4, the maximum energy that Ihe
electron can attain increases. If f and E, rotate syn-
chronously, the Interaction b resonant; under these
conditions, half Ihe electrons in a monoenergelic beam
decelerate, but half accelerate. Those that begin to
accelerate continue to accelerate, and can reach ex-
tremely high energies over laboratory distances. In Ihe
limit of large energies. (13) can be Inverted lo find the
asymptotic form for y as a function of i

(16)

where J, - Zito/a), b the wavelength of Ihe laser light, and
(5)with Jiu-Ohas been used to writedn terms of B0and
if To maximize y(i), we should maximize 00 and choose
the laser to maximize Ihe product A,Ej. As technology
progresses, higher laboratory magnetic fields, and more
powerful, longer-wavelength lasers will make an accele-
rator based on these principles quite attractive.
An additional constraint on Ihe parameters, not em-
bodied in (17), b that the electron must remain in Ihe

' The electric field strength E. b related lo Ihe laser power F through
the beam diimrter «V P/c-lEi'/*^-In theexample in Ihe lest, a beam
diamelei of 0.5 cm (or greater! nut remain substantially constant ow
the RayWih range of turn
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laser beam ifacceleration is loconlinue. This implies firjl
thai Ihe laser pulse must be sufficiently long lhal Ihe

radiation docs not pass completely over the electron
before the end of the designated interaction region. In
Ihe example considered above, a 10" " j laser pulse will
remain coupled to Ihe electrons over Ihe 10 m length.

Second. Ihe diameter of Ihe electron's spiral trajectory

must not become greater than Ihe diameter of the laser

beam. In Ihe asymptotic limit, d = 2 \fx* + v1 grows as
y1''. In our example, d_,~02cm, to Ihe laser beam

diameter is determined instead by Ihe Rayleigh range.

In the above eiample. electrons injected with 7,=50

spiral through a few hundred helical cycles while being
accelerated. We assume lhal during this acceleration Ihe

electron beam evolution is not influenced by collisions:
since Ihe injected beam is relalivistic, Ihe effects of

Coulomb interactions are quite small (and can, of
course, be made as small as desired by reducing the beam

density). To maintain the optimum acceleration (A<a aO)
in a practical machine, Ihe inhomogeneities in Ihe
magnet and laser fields must be small enough that they
do not cause Ihe relative phase of f and E, to evolve

significantly («<«), This implies that, for our example.

JB/B0 should be less than -01".. and Ihe optical wave
should be coherent over - 1000 wavelengths. These are
not stringent constraints.

The calculation presented here is also applicable to
certain situations outside Ihe laboratory. For example,

our results could describe Ihe interaction of whistlers

(very low frequency waves in Ihe magnetospherel with
the charged particle spiralling in the earth's magnetic

field. This mechanism has been proposed as a means of
precipitating electrons from the radialion bells [3].
Further, it has recently been shown f_4J lhal free electron

laser action can be sustained in a uniform magnetic field.

If coherent radiation is produced, for example, in Ihe
magnetic fields associated with pulsars or quasars, ihis
acceleration mechanism could operate over astrophysi-

cal distances.
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ABSTRACT

The modes of a free electron laser evolve from the spontaneous
radiation emitted by relativistic electrons travelling in "small
pitch angle" helical orbits in a magnetic field. The details of free
electron laser operation depend on the angular and spectral characteristics
of the emission spectrum, and laser gain is proportional to the slope of
the spontaneous emission line.

We first obtain an exact, fully relativistic expression for the
radiation emitted by a charge travelling in a finite helical trajectory
(the finite length of the trajectory determines the spectral line width).
We then examine the specific case of spontaneous emission in a free
electron laser where the narrow radiation cone continually excites a
detector on-axis at infinity. The result is a spectrum of sharp, well-
separated harmonics, at frequencies that depend critically on the
observation angle. We discuss the spectrum for electrons guided by
(1) a periodic, transverse magnetic field, and (2) a uniform, longitudinal
magnetic field, and show that a knowledge of the spontaneous spectrum,
and its dependence on the field parameters, could be exploited to tune
the laser, or induce gain in the higher harmonics.



I. Introduction

1 2 3
In a free electron laser, '' highly relativistic electrons are guided

in helical orbits and forced to emit spontaneous radiation. The laser mode
grows from the spontaneous emission "noise" because this radiation acts
back on the spiralling electrons to stimulate further emission. The prop-
erties of spontaneous emission are obviously crucial to laser operation.
Since these lasers employ electron beams (produced by modern high energy
accelerators or storage rings) which are nearly monoenergetic and have
small angular divergence, the detailed spectral properties of the narrow
radiation cone are not washed out. If the laser is to realize its full
potential, these spontaneous emission features must be understood and
utilized.

Work on the problem of spontaneous emission by a charge in periodic
motion dates back to 1912, when Schott derived the spectrum of radiation
produced by charged particles in relativistic and non-relativistic circular

5
orbits. These results were rerderived and extended by Schwinger, and have
been discussed more recently by Takakura who also considered particles in
helical motion. The type of radiation analyzed in this work has been

8discussed by Epstein in connection with astrophysical objects. In 1951,
9 10Motz (and, more recently, Kincaid ) showed how helical motion can be

harnessed as a laboratory radiation source, and Colson related the process
to the free electron laser.

In the present paper, we first obtain the exact, fully relativistic
description of the spectral characteristics and angular distribution of
the radiation emitted by a classical charged particle in a finite helical
orbit. The finite extent of the trajectory is an important consideration,



and has not been included 1n previous works. We relate this general result
to limiting cases derived elsewhere, then focus on radiation emitted by the
highly relativistic electrons in a free electron laser as they spiral
through their small pitch angle trajectories.

The resulting radiation, an interesting composite of two well-known
limiting cases (emission into a single frequency by non-relativistic
circular motion, and emission of a broad synchrotron spectrum by relativistic
circular motion), is emitted into a few narrow, well-separated harmonics at
multiples of the fundamental emission frequency. The details of the
discrete spectrum depend crucially on the observation angle; and several
"harmonics" may be observed at a single frequency by varying the observation
angle slightly. Radiation into a small detector can therefore be continuously
tuned over a wide frequency range by simply changing its angular location.

The properties of the spontaneous radiation can be used to good advantage
in the operation of a free electron laser. For example, the oscillator
mode could be changed by storing and amplifying radiation emitted slightly
off-axis. This could allow continuous tuning of the frequency over a small
range, or operation.at significantly shorter wavelengths by inducing gain
in the higher harmonics. Furthermore, it has been shown (both theoretically
and experimentally ) that free electron laser gain is proportional to the
slope of the spontaneous emission spectral line. It is the finite length
of the trajectory, the number of oscillations the charge undergoes, that
determines the spontaneous emission line shape; this feature is essential
if the spontaneous and stimulated emission processes are to be related.



II. General Expression

In this section we calculate the intensity distribution of the radiation
produced by a charged particle travelling in a helical orbit. Motion in a
helix of radius a, with angular frequency b, is described by the equation

(1)

This is a general expression, and assumes no particular form for the fields
producing the motion; in particular, this motion could be produced by a
uniform magnetic field, a spatially periodic magnetic field (as in the

«

existing free electron laser at Stanford ), or a time-varying electric
field. In (1) (x , y , z ) is the initial position of the charge, 8 C its
velocity along the z-axis (a constant if we neglect the effects of radiation
losses).

If the trajectory of the charge is known, the Lienard-Wieckert potentials
provide a complete description of the resulting radiation fields (neglecting
radiation reaction). The intensity distribution, in the radiation zone is

" atr*/- \ J " * v.""py' ̂ — i (2)" // t» / - ̂ l. i

where JrI/eiQ.aicj is the energy radiated per unit solid angle (̂ -0.) per
unit frequency (Jio ) ac * JL'r/eLt is the velocity of the radiating charge,
and n is the direction to the observer. Although the explicit dependence
on the charge's acceleration has been removed by partial integration, there is
no radiation if the velocity is constant; the integration should be performed
over the time interval during which the charge accelerates.

The integral in (2) determines the character of the radiation emitted by

In the free electron laser operating at Stanford, the spontaneous power emitted
amounts to only 10~a of the charge's total energy.



a charge In a particular trajectory. It is possible to make substantial
progress toward a solution without reference to a specific particle trajectory.
First, notice that the radiation can be decomposed into two linearly polarized
components. Taking the scalar product of the vector integral with each of
two unit polarization vectors enables us to calculate the intensity distri-
bution of radiation with these polarizations. This decomposition not only
yields information on the polarization of the radiation, but also greatly
reduces the computational complexity of the problem.

We choose the polarization vectors to be & (& measured from the + 2-axis)* ĵ
and ? ( Y measured from the + x -axis), the unit vectors transverse to n.
Writing the vector integral (2) in terms of components along n,£, and ^,
and using vector identities which relate the members of this right-handed
triad,

The absense of a component along n reflects the fact that the radiation fields
are transverse. Equation (?) can be rewritten as

(4)

where 1^, and I~ are the intensities of radiation polarized along ^and *f ,
respectively. Writing these explicitly in terms of the observation angles

(5)

To this point we have made no assumptions about the trajectory.

To obtain the radiation emitted by a charge in a helical orbit, sub-
stitute the trajectory, (1), into (5). The transverse velocities, 3X and
3 , are trigonometric functions of time, and 6 = a is a constant. The



periodic nature of the motion enables us to write the limits of integration
in terms of the number of oscillations, N, that the charge travels
through (if the charge accelerates from t = -oo to t = °° , N is infinite).
It is N which determines the width of the spontaneous emission line.

To evaluate the integrals in (5), use the Bessel function identity

i*c<~r -? -,- /_A „*«'*' (6)

This extracts the time dependence from the arguments of the trigonometric
functions, and leaves us with the following integrals to perform:

*
^ „/,. ,-\ i*'(-»'r-r> f

A -I. ft ?„&<* J
' '

(7a)

(7b)

. ^ *-'*o •

*'*"**** *'**•*'* +"1'!) e'̂  +"'-' (7c)(£ +"1'!) e'̂ t̂t +"'-') 1
<*o *_ ̂ *v-o -1



where A' s exp [- ^? (***«(*&<**>¥ +yf*t*0*to
<f+*l>cix>£J^ is a phase and

depends on the initial conditions, J , (£") is a Bessel function of order n'
and argument £* - [uA/ĉ î+G- > £' = &(l-PZoc*>&) , and the integration
variable .is now >>3bt.

To put these results into a more physical form, we re-sum the series
to collect the contributions to the intensity at a given frequency. We
introduce Kronecker deltas in a new index, h, and rewrite equations (7) as,

A . ,^' e.d r, 5. _ . (8a)
*•-•• ( ̂ ~h)

s.

- (80
ĉ-,)1"' r, , C?)J

In terms of A, S and C, the intensity distributions are,

When A, S, C, and their complex conjugates, A*, S*, and C*, are substituted
into (9), these expressions exactly describe the radiation emitted into the
radiation zone by a charge oscillating through N periods of a helical trajectory.

Equations (9), though exact, are unwieldly. Although the overall phase
disappears (A*A = 1), the intensity distributions depend explicitly on N,̂ ,?



and & , as well as the parameters of the trajectory, through products of
infinite sums of Bessel functions. We have evaluated the expressions
numerically to study the intensity, polarization, and harmonic structure
of the radiation as a function of both frequency and observation angle.
Figure 1 shows the intensity distribution, as a function of <?-and 0 , for
a particular choice of initial parameters. This particular case is appropri-
ate to the radiation emitted by the relativistic electrons in the free
electron laser, and will be discussed in detail later. Before addressing
the detailed properties of the radiation, we will make some approximations
which enable us to proceed further analytically, and reduce (9) to a more
transparent result. The computer results, generated from (9), can be used
to verify the validity of our approximations in the regimes o'f interest.

In particular, we will first investigate the role of the parameter N,
the number of oscillations the charge goes through, and determine when the
large N limit is appropriate. As noted above, the intensity distributions
involve products of infinite sums of Bessel functions through the factors
A*A, S*A, etc. Each term in each sum over h contains a factor

(V-O
We define

and rewrite the intensity distribution displaying the double sums,

JIT~ .»*. »

where f is related to the bracketed terms in (9):

* c^

« -
,/Ĥ jCan be written in a similar way. The double sum in (12) can formally
be rewritten as an infinite series of single sums

.I Î ô odF/M'-) 02)
6 O / T
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A--*-
The size of each term depends on the overlap of the functions
This is clearly a maximum for h = h' and decreases rapidly as &h s |fi-A'|
increases. J can therefore be thought of as a perturbation series, with
Ah the parameter which determines the "order." To evaluate the relative
sizes of the terms note that f(h') peaks at a frequency &*
and has width » / /w .For relativistic motion nearly along the z-axis,

i.i_ -

the separation between V (h) and s*(h'), for the lower harmonics (*N ),
#

is much greater than the i/W width. Even for small N, the overlap is
small, and is negligible for N s 10. Note that N-»<x», the sum reduces exactly
to '

(13)

The first order correction, for finite N, is just the second term in (13).
Further, since 6"*(h) is a sharply peaked function for large N, tjie harmonic
frequencies are centered on (Y/4 -.4)»<j>; the argument can never vanish for
h<0 (since « must be positive), therefore the sum can be taken over positive
values of ho

In the approximation (14),

^X e^8 ^frrf d'6.c~*)-til r. *
xLm<f& (t(-A.~)-tf L>

(15)

'-A. -^

These results are independent of f . The exact answer (9) does not
have azimuthal symmetry because the trajectory has a finite extent: a

8



"beginning" and an "end."



III. Limiting Cases and Previous Results

It is easier to pick out the features of the spectrum from (15). First,
if Bx= 0 (the particle moves with uniform velocity B c), there is no radi-
ation. -Second, the on-axis result reduces to

Both polarizations contribute equally (circular polarization) as would be
expected from the symmetry of the orbit. Since all Bessel functions
except J vanish at. zero, only h=l contributes to the sum: all "harmonics"
vanish on-axis, and there is radiation only in the fundamental. The
frequency, w«{./£/-|Qselected by the delta-function is easily understood:
cyclotron motion produces radiation at harmonics of the orbital frequency
b; since the particle is also moving along the 2-axis, this frequency is
Doppler-shifted to the value above.

\

We can, of course, recover the cyclotron spectrum from (15) simply
by letting = 0. In this limit,

As N-*««» , the line shape approaches that of a delta-function and we obtain,
after some manipulation of BesseT functions, the power (per cycle) emitted

1 fcby a charge in circular motion into a particular harmonic * .

10



Returning to (15),. we can evaluate the expression for &*&/*. , an observer
in the plane of the circular motion;

In the non-relativistic limit, ab/c « 1, and we can expand the Bessel
functions to obtain the result that radiation is emitted primarily at the
particle's orbital frequency, &>= b. For extreme relativistic motion,
ab/c «1, and the argument of the Bessel functions is no longer small. We
therefore expect radiation into the high 'harmonics. Further, since
the width of the lines is -1/N, harmonics with hsN will overlap and produce
the broad, "continuous" spectrum normally associated with synchroton
radiation.

11



IV. Application to the Free Electron Laser

We now turn to the specific limiting case of interest in this'work:
that which applies to the operation of free electron lasers. The laser
mode grows from spontaneous emission radiated by the relativistic electrons.
The intensity of the spontaneous emission which will contribute to a par-
ticular oscillator mode is found by integrating (9) over the angle and
frequency which define that mode:

. CC
JJ (20)

The expression for .J.*r/Jo-J» can be simplified when we make the appropriate
approximations. The electrons are injected in such a way that their motion
along the axis of the helix is highly relativistic while their motion transverse
to the axis is not: ^ * 1 , and ^ = ̂  ̂ i . Because of these con-
ditions, the radiation cone (with angular width - >•"' ) is directed nearly
along the axis of the helix. Assume Y is large; the pitch angle of the
helical motion will be less than the width of the radiation cone if:

_

!£* (2D
where •*£=!-/&
If this condition is met (as it is, for example, in the free electron
laser at Stanford), a detector placed on-axis at infinity receives radiation
continuously. Assuming that the electron oscillates through many cycles
in the magnetic field, this detector is able to resolve the Doppler-shifted
frequency of the motion. The line shape and angular dependence of radiation

*This distinguishes the radiation produced in this process from normal
synchrotron radiation, in which the radiation cone rotates through 2̂ at the
fundamental particle motion frequency (the "search-light" effect).

12



are both involved in the AlSx/x1 factor in (15). This factor is essentially
a £ -function for tt\w , so the spectrum consists of sharp spikes. The on-
axis (^= 0) spectrum contains only a sharp spike at & » A/(f/-/O • There
is no radiation in the higher harmonics (the argument of the Bessel functions
vanishes at &= 0- J,, corresponding to fundamental, is the only contributer
to the spectrum).

As the detector at infinity is moved slightly off-axis it records a"
different spectrum. Since the radiation cone wobbles about ^ = 0 as the
electron spirals down the magnet, the detector samples (in a periodic manner)
different regions of the cone. Off-axis the sampling is asymmetric (radiation
from some parts of the orbit is sampled more often than that from others)
and harmonics appear in the spectrum. The harmonic frequencies are given
by

(22)

(the approximate relation is true for "a" large and &*,**• ).

For a given detector location (a specific &•), the spectrum will consist
of a series of spikes at the frequencies in (22) corresponding to h =(l, 2, •
3, ...). As the angle is changed, the spectrum is changed. Although the
radiation is emitted primarily into angles &£ 2r~ , even slight excursions
off-axis produce significant changes in the frequency. For example, the
frequency of the "fundamental" (h=l) goes down by a factor of 2 from &= 0
to &•= f^ . This dependence of emission frequency on angle for the first
ten harmonics is shown in figure 2.

The fundamental is found at the locus of points satisfying (22) for
h = 1, the first harmonic appears at the curve generated for h = 2, and so
on. If we were to plot a third dimension, <t*x/JAJtJt coming out of figure 2,
each value of h would correspond to a thin (width -1/N) "curtain" of
radiation. These curtains are sketched in figure 3.

We now examine the intensity of the radiaiton emitted into each harmonic
(the "height" of each curtain); this is a function of the observation angle,
and will change if the parameters of the electron trajectory are changed.
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The amount of radiation emitted at a given frequency and angle is weighted by
the Bessel function J(£") in (15). Using (22) at the emission spikes, and
the small angle approximation (valid in this regime),

(23)

From (2) we know that £ is less than unity. When it is very small, Ĵ .-]
is the main contributor to the infinite sum in (15) and emission (at all
angles) is primarily into the fundamental. This is illustrated in figure
4(a): the higher harmonics are small. Note again that the frequency of the
"fundamental" (the radiation associated with h =1) changes with angle.
When ^ is near unity, (figure 4(b)) the ratio fa/fa is higher, the oscillation
is more pronounced, and emission into the harmonics therfore becomes more
important. The overall scale of figure 4 (the height of the "curtains")
depends, of course, on the electron's acceleration. As either b (the
oscillation frequency) or a (the orbital radius) increases, the intensity
increases. The total instantaneous power can be computed exactly using the
relation

(24)

For a charge in a helical orbit, (i)t

p_ * /eV'\/**
.P • 3 ( -F X p - -•&* (25)

Our results, to this point, have been formulated in terms of the
parameters of a helical trajectory; we have made no reference to the fields
which produce that trajectory. We now consider two particular field con-
figurations which guide particles in helical paths, and could be used in
free electron laser design: a periodic transverse magnetic field, and a
uniform longitudinal magnetic field.

1) Periodic Transverse Field. This is the field configuration
employed in the Stanford free electron laser. The relativistic
electrons are injected nearly along the symmetry axis (z-axis)
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of a field 8= 8f(c*> '-j?,*'*'̂, o ), which is periodic in z (with
wavelength 3a=.zff*/fc>.), and has strength 30 (in the Stanford laser,
X = 3'* <•»*> 8. * 2.H x /o3 6*.<,ft ). The electrons
follow the helical paths of (1) with

(26)

where ^s= e&0/ftnc. , and /*^ c is the electron's initial z-velocity.

2) Uniform Longitudinal Field. It has recently been shown that laser
action could be sustained in a magnetic field of the form B"* eg(ojoj/̂
Again, relativistic electrons injected nearly along the z-axis will
follow helical trajectories; in this case, the orbit parameters are

(27)

where again o?8 *«$,/£>*:, and a^c is the electron's initial
transverse velocity.

With (26), (27), and the results of this and the previous sections, we
can immediately describe the spontaneous emission of a particular free electron
laser in terms of its magnetic field structure. The frequency of the radiation
is, of course, determined by the Doppler-shifted frequency of the particle's
motion:

Periodic Field Longitudinal Field

(28)

In the periodic field, the field strength has no affect on the emission
frequencies—those are determined by the periodicity of the field. In the
longitudinal field, however, the emission frequencies can be "tuned" by
changing the field strength. The two lasers would operate at quite
different frequencies for a given electron injection scheme and a given
field strength, 8. . In the Stanford machine, electrons are injected with
f*fo , and emit on-axis radiation into the fundamental mode at a wave-
length of -"10 microns; those same electrons injected into a longitudinal
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field of comparable strength (~ 2.4 x 10 gauss) would radiate at ~ <roo
microns (at &= 0, h = 1).

The intensity of the radiation, and the relative importance of the
harmonics, depend on the parameter &\>/t, In the helical-field free electron
laser, &l/c. = t̂ g/a*. „ This suggests that a larger fraction of the radiation
is emitted into the harmonics if either the period of the imposed magnetic
field, or the strength of the field, is increased. In the longitudinal
field, *4/<s • fa : the combination of the electron's energy and injection
angle determine the intensity (indirectly, since ̂ . determines N, the number
of oscillations over a fixed length), and the relative importance of
harmonics (since fa controls the wobbling of the radiation cone in
detector plane).

Either of the above lasers is continuously tunable: the operating
frequency can be changed by changing the electron energy or the periodicity
of the field (in a periodic field) or the field strength (in a longitudinal
field). It is also possible to tune the laser by adjusting the mirrors
of the cavity to store and amplify radiation emitted into some small,
off-axis angle &" .-• Selecting & selects a frequency. This may be an
advantage for lasers operating in storage rings, where the detection angle
can be altered more easily than the electron energy.

The off-axis radiation may enable us to extend the operating range
of free electron lasers to shorter wavelengths. At all angles except ^= 0,
there is emission into many discrete, well-separated harmonics. It should

3
be possible to induce laser gain in these higher harmonics , and therefore
operate the laser at much higher frequencies without altering the field
structure.
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V. Discussion

We have derived the spectral and spatial characteristics of the spon-
taneous radiation emitted by a charge in a helical trajectory of finite
length. The charge could be guided through this orbit by any one of several
field configurations: a longitudinal magnetic field, a periodic transverse
magnetic field, a periodic (in time, or in one space dimension) electric
field, or a circularly polarized light wave. Our exact analytic result,
(9), is formulated in terms of the parameters of a helical trajectory;
writing these parameters in terms of the fields producing the motion
immediately yields the spontaneous emission in as a function of the fields.

The character of the radiation depends crucially on the pitch angle of
the particle trajectory. If the pitch angle is large ( h./fe» > * )»
the radiation cone of a relativistic charge sweeps through the detector,
and the harmonics cannot be resolved: the result is a broad, synchrotron-
like spectrum. As the pitch angle decreases, the radiation cone deviates
less and less from the forward direction, and harmonics characteristic of
periodic motion can be resolved. If £, £ ^ , a detector near <^= 0 is
always illuminated by some part of the radiation cone; the spectrum it
sees consists of sharp, well-separated harmonics, at frequencies which
depend critically on the observation angle. This particular limiting case
describes the spontaneous emission from a free electron laser.

The radiation produced by the electrons as they spiral in the fields
of a free electron laser cavity is funadamental to the laser's operation.
It is stored in the cavity, and can therefore act back on the electrons,
stimulating further radiation and resulting in laser action. In a future
paper, we will include the spontaneous emission "noise" in the laser
evolution equations. In this paper we were able to derive the spectral line
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shape, which relates the stimulated emission rate to the spontaneous emission
rate, because to get (15) we integrated over a finite number of oscillations.
The free electron laser gain is proportional to the slope of this spectral
line.

If the features of spontaneous emission are understood, they can be used
to great advantage in free electron laser technology. For example, since
the free electron laser employs an overmoded optical cavity, the laser
modes are not determined by cavity modes, but by the spontaneous emission modes.
It should be possible to make use of the off-axis properties of the radiation
to tune the laser, either by amplifying the off-axis radiation into the funda-
mental modes, or by stimulating gain in the higher harmonics. Harmonic gain
should extend the operating range of free electron lasers to considerably
shorter wavelengths.

An understanding of the spontaneous emission process is important to
an understanding of the stimulated (laser) process in free electron devices.
It is also possible to run this argument in reverse: stimulated radiation
(from an external laser beam) could be used to probe the intricacies of the
spontaneous emission spectrum. If the laser were tuned to the appropriate
frequency, it would stimulate further emission from the radiating electron
beam; the "appropriate frequency" is a function of angle and "harmonic,"
as discussed above. The spontaneous modes could be mapped by slowly sweeping
the external laser beam through, angle and frequency, providing a means to
study the angular and spectral characteristics of the spontaneous spectrum
experimentally.
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Figure 1 - The intensity distribution, / - r * , 7 , is plotted
vs. observation angle, &- , for values of & ranging from
.SVj -to 2.0 tfj. (*>;-- i/f/-/*te))

 1s the "̂da-
mental frequency at & = 0). This was calculated from
equation (9), with 10 elements of the sum, for N=20,
a =fxs03c»* and b = £*/0/ff radians/sec.

Figure 2 - The emission frequencies of the first 10 "harmonics"
(h = 1, 2, ... 10) are plotted as a function of the
observation angle in units of tJf* L/(i-fo0'), the frequency
of the fundamental (h = 1) at ff' = 0. We assume the charge
is spiralling in a helix with a9o* .???f , the value
attained by electrons in the Stanford free electron laser.

Figure 3 - This three dimensional sketch shows the dependence of the
radiated intensity, &/MtJtt>̂  as a function of frequency and
angle. The thin "curtains" correspond to the harmonics for
h = 1, 2, and 3, and have width -1/N. Note that only the
fundamental (h = 1) contributes to the spectrum on-axis.

Figure 4 - We again plot Jiiz/Ja.J.u) vs. observation angle for values of
&> ranging from .5^ to 2.0 ̂  fam /̂d-ftJ) for (a) N = 20,
a = 5 x 10~3cm, b = 6 x 1070 rad/sec (this is identical to
figure 1, and is reproduced here for the purposes of com-
parison) and (b) N = 20, a = 5 x 10~3cm, b = 9 x 10 rad/sec.
As *Vc is increased (as it is by 50% from (a) to (b)), the
overall intensity increases, and a larger fraction of the
radiation is emitted into the harmonics.
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Abstract — This paper discusses a new device which oscillates at radio frequencies when
illuminated by light. It was originally conceived as a reflex klystron with the thermionic
electron source replaced by a photoemitter. In practice, the photoklystront has been found
to have different properties from what might be expected by simply scaling a reflex klystron
to lower electron energies and oscillation frequencies. These include electron energy ex-
change with the rf field on multiple oscillations and plasma effects. The device can be made
to "self-oscillate;" that is, no external accelerating bias voltage is necessary. The energy to
sustain oscillation is derived solely from the photoelectrons. An electrical efficiency of 1%
has been demonstrated for the first test model photoklystron. An ultimate efficiency of 10%
appears possible. A solar power satellite configured with photoklystrons might be weight
and cost competitive with solar ceil designs.

INTRODUCTION

The Solar Power Satellite is basically a system for converting broadband, incoherent
electromagnetic radiation (sunlight) into narrowband, coherent, ultra-high frequency
electromagnetic radiation. In the conventional SPS concept this is accomplished by
the conversion of sunlight to dc high voltage electricity which is then converted to
microwaves via an array of high power klystrons. A solid state system is also being
studied in which the solar cells and microwave amplifiers are an integral module.

It occurred to us that some increase in efficiency might be possible if photoelec-
trons could be used to generate the rf directly, possibly overcoming bandgap energy
limitations inherent in solar cells (1).

The reflex klystron converts a monoenergetic electron beam to rf by passing the
beam through a pair of grids on which an rf signal already exists. The rf field velocity
modulates the electrons so that, upon reflection by a repelling electrode, the elec-
trons may be bunched together instead of randomly distributed in their return arrival
times at the grids. If the return arrival time of the bunch corresponds to a point in
time at which the field between the grids is of such a polarity as to decelerate the
electrons, the electrons give up some of their kinetic energy to the electric field thus

tPatent applied for.
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. I. Schematic diagram of a phuloklysuou.

reinforcing ll.e oscillations in a luned LC circuil (2). The lime average of Ihe electron
energy imparted lo Ihe rf field is nonzero and positive because the electrons have
been bunched.

If reflex klystron theory could be scaled to very low electron energies a few eV
and if a spread in energies comparable to that expected from a pholoemiller could be"
accommodated, it seemed possible that Ihe pholoeleclron kinetic energy could be
used to drive oscillations. If we chose the appropriate frequency for oscillation it
appeared that conventional phototube photoemillers could provide sufficient photo-
current to sustain oscillations. To demonstrate that Ihe concept was sound we had
custom manufactured a proof of-concepl test model. Fig. I is a schematic of this
device. The photoemilter is a standard S-4. CsSb photocathode deposited on a glass
window. The two grids are 0.8 cm apart and separated I cm from the pholocathode
and reflector electrode. The grids are coupled by an air core inductor Fig 2 is a
photograph of the lest photoklyslron.

II. TEST RESULTS

The initial tests were conducted with a small accelerating bias voltage on the grids
positive relative lo Ihe pholocathode. We found no trouble obtaining a variety of
modes of oscillations in the frequency range from 8 lo about 240 MHz. To our
surprise, most of these modes (combinations of accelerating and reflection bias
voltages) did no! correspond lo what would be expected from reflex klystron theory
For example, we found that the photoklyslron would oscillate with Ihe reflection
voltage less than the accelerating voltage. Fig. 3 is a mode chart showing Ihe uncon-
ventional modes. '

Throughout these tests a small tungsten microscope lamp, producing about 10 mW
of light at Ihe pholocalhode, was used. With no tuned antenna but with the inductor
serving as a poor magnetic antenna, harmonics of Ihe if signal are delectable with a
small transistor radio several meters away. Oscilloscope and rf voltmeter measure-
ments indicate that Ihe oscillations are strong and start spontaneously. A search coil
pickup has been used to measure the output power under a 50 O load. The measured
electrical efficiency is about 1%. Using an rf voltmeter, the output voltages for the
strongest modes are aboul 2.0 V rms. An overall efficiency (including light energy
input) for this particular tube is not very meaningful since Ihe pholocathode has been
damaged and its quantum efficiency is now less than 1%. However, assuming an
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Fig. 2. Photograph of the test model photoklyslron.
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Fig. 4. An Applegate diagram for Ihe phololilyslron showing electron energy lost
lo Ihe ft field over successive cycles. This is a plot of electron distance from Ihe
pholocaihode vs lime for 10 electrons which leave Ihe pholocaihode al equal lime

intervals and wilh 0 initial energy.

ultimate quantum efficiency of 25%. we estimate an overall efficiency of about 10%
under AMO solar illumination. Furthermore, we wish to emphasize that this is Ihe
first pholoklyslron ever built and no attempt has been made lo optimize Ihe design.

III. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

Since Ihe strongest modes were those not attributable to conventional reflex klys-
tron theory, we initiated a program of computer simulation lo attempt to understand
these modes. This computer code models Ihe instantaneous electric field within Ihe
pholoklystron and plots Ihe resulting electron trajectories vs lime. Based on this, we
found a set of allowed conditions under which electrons leaving Ihe photocalhode al
certain limes and wilh certain energies can undergo multiple oscillations between the
grids losing energy to Ihe rf electric field all Ihe while. Some electrons eventually fall
out of phase wilh Ihe rf field, however, after about five such oscillations 90% of these
electrons have hit the grids. Figure 4 illustrates such trajectory calculations.

It is evident from these trajectory calculations that a selection process lakes place.
Electrons which take energy from Ihe rf field on Ihe first pass are quickly eliminated
by collision wilh Ihe cathode. The remaining electrons transfer a portion of their
kinetic energy lo Ihe rf field over a period of several cycles.

The heart of our present pholoklystron theory is Ihe condition that Ihe "favor-
able" electrons slay in phase wilh Ihe if field. To illustrate how this is possible, we
calculate Ihe total time required for an electron lo perform a single cycle. We define
an electron cycle as the sum of Ihe limes required for two grid crossings and Ihe two
turnaround limes. We then set the period of an electron cycle equal lo an integral
number of rf periods. We have:

The Pholoklyslron
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(I)

where
n=integer
/=frequency
v=velocity
y.=accelerating voltage
Vr=reflecling voltage

f=the fundamental charge
HI = electron mass
</-grid separation
8=cathode to first grid distance
<=second grid to reflector distance

This equation contains two assumptions:
(i) The if field has negligible effect on the electron velocity on a single pass.
(ii) No electron-electron interactions occur.

From Eq. (I) we can gain some insight as to how the electrons can slay approx-
imately in phase. As the electron velocity decreases so that the transit time between
grids increases, the turnaround limes decrease. Figure 1 represents a numerical
solution of Eq. (.1). We can see that for large v the curve becomes linear and the slope
can be made small by careful choice of electrode separation distances and operating
conditions. For example, a factor of two change in electron energy from 20 to 10 c V
leads to less than a 20% phase shift between the if field and the electron cycle.

If we assume that the electrons derive all their velocity from the accelerating field.
Eq. (I) predicts modes. Examples of these modes are shown in Fig. 6. Note the
excellent qualitative agreement between the location of the predicted modes shown
in Fig. 6 and the observed modes in Fig. 3.

IV. SELF-OSCILLATION

Our first tests to understand the operation of the pholoklyslron were in the biased

cvai urn
f«e«UIMCV- II Mil

ur-ia ci-«.ti
0.-I4 02-l.llt

Fig. 5. Numerical solution lo Eq. (I) al F=30 MHz. Ol. 02 and D3 arc
parameter] representing Ihe grid, pholocalhodc and reflector electrode

spacing.
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Fig. 6. Theoretical mode chart based on Eq. (I). Compare Chi) with I he actual lest results
shown In l:ig. J. The oulpui amplitude Is In aibitrary units.

mode, i.e. with an accelerating bias voltage on the grids used to boost the pholoelec-
Iron energy by several electron volls. Our pholoemilter has a quantum yield which
peaks in the visible and uses a standard glass window. With our tungsten lamp, the
measured photoeleclron energy spectrum peaks al about 0.5 eV. After investigating
the general properties of Ihis pholoklystron we began to investigate ways to lower
the minimum accelerating bias voltage for which oscillations could be obtained in
hopes that we could reach the point where oscillation could be sustained by the
kinetic energy from phofoemission alone, about 0.5 eV. The required accelerating
vollge or electron energy can be lowered by lowering the resonant frequency. In our
test model, the capacitance is that of the two parallel grids and is fixed. The inductor,
however, is outside the vacuum seal and can be adjusted lo a low or high inductance.

We found that at a frequency of 5.2 Mill our test model photoklyslron will
oscillate using only photoemission electron kinetic energy, that is, no external elec-
tron acceleration bias voltage is required. Switching from a tungsten lamp lo a xenon
lamp (a good solar spectrum approximation) greatly increases the rf output amplitude
even though the CsSb pholocalhode material employed does not have a strong blue
light response. Photoeleclron kinetic energy is thus shown lo be important in enhanc-
ing the oscillation amplitude. A small negative bias voltage is still required on (he
reflector electrode, however, since the reflector draws no current there is no energy
drain on Ihis bias supply. It may be possible lo provide this bias voltage by lapping
off a portion of the rf output and rectifying it. A voltage supply would be necessary lo
initiate oscillations but could be (hen removed.

We suspect but have not yet confirmed that space charge effects near the pholo-
emilter play a role in shaping the pholoeleclron spectrum lo a peaked spectrum
suitable for interaction with the rf field (Cooke, D. private communication, 1979). A
cloud of very low energy photoelectrons close to the pltotoemitler may repel other
very low energy pholocleclrons thus chopping off the low energy portion of the
spectrum. Colsou (private communication, 1979) has shown that a peaked spectrum

Thr PhulMyxtnin ISI

is essential for net positive energy exchange with the rf field. A negative space
charge cloud near the photocathode may also provide the repelling voltage necessary
for multiple oscillations in the self-oscillation mode. The self-oscillation mode cannot
be fully understood in terms of'the simplified analysis represented by Eq. (I). A fully
self-consistent model including space charge is required.

V. THE PROSPECT FOR IIUillER FREQUENCIES

The present test model pholoklyslron with an 8 mm grid separation self-oscillates
al about 5 MHz or lower/ and in the biased mode, it has been operated at up lo 240
MHz. Somewhat higher frequency oscillations are presumably possible by winding
smaller inductors. To make the leap lo ultra-high or microwave frequencies with the
grid type device would require changes in the grid separation distance. From Eq. (I)
we see that microwave frequency operation requires a substantial reduction in grid
separation distance. One design with a grid separation of 0.5 mm was run on the
computer and found lo provide oscillations al 2.45 GHz, however, the parasitic
capacitance of the grids al this distance is prohibitively high. Clearly the discreet
elements must be replaced by a resonant cavity at Ihese frequencies. This appears
possible, however', additional research is necessary to determine if cavities with such
narrow gaps are practical.

VI. ADDITIONAL RESEARCH

A problem found in some previous efforts to utilize photoelectric free electron
devices for dc solar energy conversion has been the low quantum yield (3). The
problem is thai thick photocalhodes which provide a high photon interaction proba-
bility leave a long escape path for the photoeleclron. Negative electron affinity
photoemillers have been tested which have quantum yields approaching 50% over a
substantial portion of the visible spectrum, however, they are carefully prepared
crystal surfaces. To solve the problem of low quantum yield, a pholoklyslron design
may be possible which allows more than one pholoemission surface lo contribute lo
the electron beam. It has been found that oscillation modes exist in which the
reflector electrode voltage is the same as the pholoculhode voltage relative lo the
grids. In Ihis case, the electric fields are fully symmetric about a plane halfway
between the grids. The reflector electrode can now be a pholoemilter and contribute
an independent stream of pholoeleclrons generated by photons which pass through
the front pholoemiller. Moreover, if the reflector electrode pholoeiniller is backed
by a mirror, still unused photons traverse the tube backwards and can further liber-
ale photoeleclrous. In Ihis way, it may be possible lo design a pholoklyslron with a
very high effective quantum yield.

An additional area for future research is the determination of an optimum photo-
emitter combining high quantum yield, stability and low cost. !n order lo maximize
Ihe effectiveness of the conversion device, pholoemissive materials must be used
which possess the lowest possible work function. A systematic search for stable and
economical materials is presently underway. Al Ihis lime, certain interstitial
Iransilion-melal compounds coaled with alkali metals and their oxides are being
tested for their pholoemissive properties.
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Fig. 7. A sketch thawing • possible pholoklyslron SPS array config-
uralion. The pholoklyslrons generate a rf wave which travels along
the wave guide and emerges from Ihe horn. The insel in the upper
left hand corner shows Ihe total satellite. The secondary mirror and

pholoklyslron array rotate to follow Ihe earth.

VII. PIIOTOKLYSTRON APPLICATIONS

In Ihe SPS application of the photoklystron, the entire solar array becomes the rf
radiating surface. Instead of a cluster of high power klystrons we invision a large
array of low power pholoklyslrons. This system lends itself to modular construction
with radiating units being added as needed. This could reduce Ihe high initial capilol
cost for a given system. Moreover, the lower radiation energy density would reduce
Ihe hazard for aslroworkers and make possible Ihe addition of new modules without
shutdown of Ihe entire system.

To be competitive with a solar cell/klystron system (including bus bar and slip-
ring), efficiencies for Ihe pholoklyslron of about 12% will have to be demonstrated.
Based on our present estimate of about 10% and Ihe fact that reflex klystron ef-
ficiencies higher than this have been achieved, it appears possible to reach Ihe 12%
figure.

In order lo obtain a mass per unit area estimate of an SPS configured with photo-
klystrons, we have developed a hypothetical design using resonant cavities and
solar reflectors lo concentrate sunlight on the photocalhode surfaces. In this design,
each pholoklyslron excites the center of a resonant cavity which forms a wave guide
with adjacent resonant cavities. A traveling wave then moves down a line of adjacent
pholoklyslrons. Since Ihe resonant cavity/wave guide occupies more cross-sectional
area than Ihe photocalhode surface, solar reflectors placed sunward of Ihe resonant
cavity/wave guide concentrate sunlight onto Ihe pholocalhode surface. A concentra-
tion ratio of J is used. The resonant cavity/wave guide walls are made of aluminized
1/2 mil Kapton as are the solar reflectors. The pholocalhode consists of pholoemis-
sive material vapor deposited on a 1/2 mil Kaplon (or similar uv transparent material)
substrate. Wire grids are used al the resonant cavity gap. The reflector electrode is
again an aluminized Kapton sheet. The resonant cavity/wave guide may be formed
by separating the two sheets of aluminized Kapton by dielectric spacers or hon-
eycomb material and drawing Ihe sheets together into contact al Ihe edge. Figure 7 is
a sketch of this design.

The Phiiluklyilron IS)

The mass per unit area of the photoktystron area of such a configuration is esti-
mated to be about 0,2 kg/m*. The resonant cavity/wave guide reflector area is esti-
mated al 0.21 kg/m*.

For a CR3 satellite whose combined photoklystron and radiation efficiency are
10%. and which is required lo radiate 6.75 GW (5 GW reclenna output), Ihe required
pholoklyslron area is 16.6 km* and Ihe resonant cavity/wave guide reflector area is
33.3 km', for a total of 50 km*. The resulting masses are 3.2x |0< kg and 8.3x 10* kg
for Ihe pholoklyslron and resonant cavity/wave guide reflector areas respectively.
The total mass is 11.5x10" kg. This compares very favorably with Ihe 13.8x10* kg
and 27.6x 10" kg for Ihe GaAIAs Cr2 and silicon CRI NASA/DOE reference system
solar array masses (4x( especially since an additional 13.5x 10" kg must be added to
the solar cell configuration weights for Ihe klystron antenna array and slipring. In this
photoklystron array weight estimate, no weight has been added explicitly for anten-
nas, phase control, primary or secondary mirrors, or structure. However, an overall
30% contingency factor has been added lo cover these items. It is expected lhat Ihe
antenna would be an integral part of Ihe wave guide, probably periodic slots or
horns, and would therefore add negligible weight. The overall satellite configuration
could be similar to that proposed for the solid slate sandwich system proposed by
Rockwell International (5) with a primary and secondary mirror turning Ihe solar flux
through 90° and then onto Ihe planar pholoklyslron configuration with rf radiating
out the opposite side. See Fig. 7.

This mass and area estimate naively assumes that pholoklyslrons can be designed
which will self-oscillate al Ihe requisite frequency and efficiency. If it should lurn out
that bias voltages are required, these could be provided by interspersing solar cells
among the pholocalhode surfaces in Ihe trough. The solar cells would thus feed
nearby pholoklyslrons and Ihe modular nature of Ihe concept would be preserved.
The ralio of solar cell lo pholocalhode area would depend on how much of Ihe energy
to drive the pholoklyslrons had lo be derived from the bias voltages.

Aside from Ihe application lo the solar power satellite, Ihe pholoklyslron may
have other uses in space and on Ihe earth. Communication satellites and telemetry
transmitters for satellites and space probes have a need for highly reliable rf sources.

A great advantage of the photoklystron is Us simplicity and hence reliability. It is a
rf oscillator with only passive elements. Further, we expect low cost per unit area
relative lo solid stale energy conversion devices because Ihe photoemiller is vapor
deposited. In space applications where large areas of photoklystrons are required, it
may be possible lo manufacture the pholoklyslron in space and dispense with vac-
uum encapsulation.

We expect the pholoklyslron to be relatively insensitive lo degradation from
charged particle radiation due lo Ihe thinness of the pholoemilter.

Potential ground based applications of the pholoklyslron include direct production
of power for microwave transmission lines and use in large scale drying operations
such as drying lumber, grain or tobacco. When operated in Ihe biased mode, the
output frequency is sensitive lo Ihe accelerating bias voltage so Ihe device may be
used as a voltage controlled oscillator or alternatively as a simple precision voltage
measuring device. It might also be used as a transmitting light sensor for alarm
systems or lo decode laser or fiber optic transmissions through rf amplifiers.

At Imm'IrtigrmrnlJ — We acknowledge helpful discussions with Dr. William Wilson and Mr. David
Cookc. This work has been supported by a grant from Ihe Brown Foundation of Houston. Teias. The
Editor wishes lo thank Oordon Woodcock and Dr. Owen Carrion for their assistance in reviewing this
paper.
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Abstract. A simple single particle model of a free-electron laser (PEL) amplifier has been
used in a computer simulation to determine the maximum fractional conversion of electron
kinetic energy to laser energy. The simulation results can be represented by a single
universal curve. A simple scaling relationship for the length of the optimized constant
period helix together with the universal curve permit one to predict maximum fractional
energy conversion for any set of values of initial electron energy, initial laser intensity,
magnetic field amplitude, and magnet period.

PACS: 42.55

In a free-electron laser a fraction of the energy in a
relativistic electron beam is converted into coherent
short wavelength radiation as both travel together
through a periodic field which we will assume to be a
static magnetic field. This laser is continuously tunable
to short wavelengths and promises to be a powerful
efficient radiation source. We are studying the free-
electron laser as a potential fusion reactor driver [1,2].
For this application we require short wavelength
radiation (< 1 um), and high beam currents. To protect
the focusing optics in a high-power laser system the
cross sectional area of the laser beam at the focusing
elements must be large. The cross sectional area of the
electron beam must be matched to that of the optical
beam in the laser amplifier, so that electron beam
diameters of the order of centimeters may be needed.
The period of a magnetic amplifier that can accom-
odate such a beam must be at least several centi-
meters to a few tens of centimeters. To obtain short
wavelength light with large magnet periods, electron
energies of several hundred MeV are required.
The existing technologies best suited for high current
beams at high energy are induction linacs [3] and
storage rings [4]. Both of these devices can produce

beams with very low energy spread (AE/E< 10 3). The
storage ring has the additional advantage, that the
electrons may be repetively passed through an acceler-
ator section which replaces the energy converted to
radiation. The maximum peak current obtainable from
these devices is about 10k A for an induction linac and
a few kA for a storage ring. For the laser wavelengths
and electron energies and densities being considered,
the interaction of individual electrons with the magnet
and laser fields is the dominant effect.
Microscopic distortion of the electron density, or
bunching, on the scale of an optical wavelength does
produce longitudinal electric fields of the order of
2nQXr, where g is the electron charge density and Ar is
the radiation wavelength. The effect of these micros-
copic fields on the highly relativistic electrons has been
calculated and is small for the parameter range studied
here. Electrostatic effects are therefore neglected in this
paper.
Several previous studies of the FEL have already been
made. Both experimental and theoretical work has
been carried out at Stanford University [5-8].
Theoretical analyses of the FEL have been carried out
using the Maxwell-Boltzmann equations [9-11] and

0340-3793/80/0022/0219/S01.40
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the Vlasov equation [12,13]. For this paper we de-
scribe the PEL by numerically solving the single
particle Lorentz force equations in the combined mag-
net and laser fields. The goal of the study is to
determine the maximum fraction of the electron beam
energy that can be converted to radiation energy on a
single pass through a constant period helical magnet.
The electrons enter in a monoenergetic, uniform beam
and the laser light is taken to be monochromatic with
a self-consistency determined amplitude.

1. Basic Equations of the Single-Particle Model

The basic equations used in the single-particle model
of the PEL are the Lorentz force equations which
govern the electron trajectories. These are given in
Gaussian units by [14]

and

where

(D

(2)

(3)

Here P is the electron velocity divided by the speed
of light c, y is the ratio of electron energy to electron
rest mass energy me2, Er and Br are the electric and
magnetic fields of the electromagnetic wave, Bm is the
magnetic field of the laser amplifier, and e is the charge
of an electron. Equations (1) and (2) are a set of four
equations, any three of which suffice to describe the
interaction.
The static magnetic field is taken to be of the form
Bm = Bm (cos kmz, sin femz, 0), where km = 2ji/Am and Am is
the magnetic period. This is an excellent approxima-
tion for the magnetic field near the axis of a helical
wiggler magnet as has been shown theoretically and
experimentally [15]. The electric and magnetic fields of
the laser beam are given by

r = E,(t)(cosX, -sin&O)

(4)

where ^ = krz — (art + (j>, Ar = 2n/kr = 2nc/(or is the opti-
cal wavelength, and <f> is the optical phase.
Since all the fields are assumed to be transverse it is
convenient to rewrite (1) through (3) in terms of axial
and transverse components

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

For the cases we are considering, p,Bm$>Er(i)(\— /?.),
so that we can neglect the first term on the right-hand
side in (9) giving

dy

and

Because p, x Br = - /?rEr, (5) becomes

d
-7-dt

e
—me

(10)

Using the transformation dt = dz/f}zc, (10) can be easily
integrated. Limiting ourselves to the case for which Bm

and km are constants we obtain,

+ const. (11)

We will assume that the electrons start out in perfect
helical orbits, so that the constant of integration in
(11) equals zero.
Defining

eBm (12)

(13)

(14)

Differentiating and taking the limit /?.«! we obtain,

mc2km'

the magnitude of p± is given by

X~ V '

From Eqs. (8) and (13) we obtain

df,
~dT

2) dy
'dt

(1+a2) e

where

(15)

(16)

Equation (15) can be put into the form of the pen-
dulum equation in the low-gain limit [8].
An electron is said to be in resonance with the
electromagnetic wave when the electron moves a dis-
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tance of one magnet period during the time one
wavelength of light passes over it.
When this is the case

— ̂ ~ ~ = ~ a ! (17)

where J.R is the wavelength at resonance.
The position of an electron in the electron beam can be
written in the form

z(t)=^0zct + z'(t), (18)

where /?0- is the initial electron axial velocity. Using
(18) we can write (16) as

(19)

(20)

(21)

where

From (20) we obtain

AQ
j-=COR-0)r,

where caR is the resonance frequency for electrons
moving with the initial electron velocity.
The relative angle f between Er and p± determines
whether an electron loses or gains energy. From (19)
we see that at any instant of time this angle varies by 2n
radians over a distance of one wavelength of light and,
therefore, sections of an electron beam Ar in length will
evolve identically in time provided the electron and
laser beams are initially uniform. Electrons in a region
where cos!P is positive will be decelerated and elec-
trons in a region where cos ¥ is negative will be
accelerated. This produces bunching of the electron
beam on a scale of the wavelength of the laser light. If
car = u>R there will be no explicit time dependence in the
phase factor T, and the electrons will bunch symmetri-
cally around the position f=— n/2. For convenience
we define a new angle 8 = Y — n/2 for which
sin0= — cosf. Bunching at resonance then occurs
around 9 = n (Fig. 1). Net transfer of energy to the laser
field as a result of the bunching process will be zero at
the resonance energy and there will be no laser gain.
If o>r 4= (QR then 9 will be explicitly dependent on time,
the function sinfj will shift relative to a reference frame
moving with the initial electron velocity, and the
electron density distribution will no longer be sym-
metric about 6 = 11. If AQ is positive, the shift of the
function sinfl in the reference frame moving with the
initial electron velocity will cause more electrons to
lose energy than gain energy (Fig. 2). This produces
amplification of the electromagnetic wave. If AQ were

SIN e

DECELERATION

z'

Fig. 1. Phase factor of the axial force on the electrons, sin#, and
electron density Q, as a function of position over a distance equal
to one wavelength of light when the mean electron energy equals
the resonance energy

SIN e

• z'

Fig. 2. For cor3?coR the phase factor sinfl shifts with time relative to
the position of the electron bunch. For the phase shift shown in this
figure (or<toR

negative more electrons would be accelerated than
decelerated, and the laser beam would give up energy
to the electrons.
It is assumed that energy lost or gained by the
electrons is transferred to or from the laser field. This'
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holds as long as the laser has a fixed frequency and
resembles a single-mode plane-wave, which is usually
the case. If the electron and optical beams are assumed
to occupy the same volume, the condition for energy
conservation can be written

LE'(t)~n
E'm dV=eyomc*dV- 7i(t)mc> (22)

where yQmc2 is the initial electron energy, Q is the initial
uniform electron density, dV is the volume element in
the beam, and the sum is taken over all electrons in the
volume element.

2. An Upper Bound on Energy Extraction

Using the basic equations derived in the previous
section we can obtain an upper limit on the fraction of
the electron energy that can be converted to laser
energy in a single pass through a constant period
helical wiggler magnet. Using the fact that gd V = Ne

we can rewrite (22) in the form

(23)

(24)

where

Qj0mc

is the initial ratio of field energy density to electron
energy density and

_ Ney0-Zy,.(t) = -1 2? Jyf (25)

is the fraction of the initial electron energy that has
been converted to laser energy at time t. Substituting
(11) info (7) we have

dt
(26)

The expression for Er(t) in (23) is now substituted into
(26) to give

m
2(s+^^ cos Vdt, (27)

which describes the variation of electron energy with
time for a single electron. Summing both sides of (27)
over all electrons in the volume element dV and using

. assuming y0^>Ay l we obtain

(28)

Integrating over the length of the amplifier and utiliz-
ing the definition of r\ in (25) we obtain

172

•COS
dt

(29)

Where rjf is the fractional energy conversion that has
been attained at the output end of the amplifier, NAJc
is the time required for the electrons to traverse the
amplifier assuming /?zss 1, and

(30)\3/2 '

The evolution of the phase angle ft is a complicated
function of time which we are able to determine by
calculating electron trajectories in a computer simu-
lation. To obtain an upper limit for the fractional
energy conversion r\ we assume that the electrons are
perfectly bunched to provide maximum energy transfer
to the electromagnetic field throughout the amplifier,
so that cos !P, always has the value — 1. The integral on
the right-hand side in (29) therefore has the value of
unity. Performing the remaining integration in (29) we
obtain

K
(31)

where ijmax is the upper limit on fractional energy
extraction. Equation (31) is a simple expression with
only two variables, r\/s and K/\/s, which provides an
upper limit for the performance of all constant /.,„.
constant Bm amplifiers free electron laser. From
conservation of energy it can be shown that r\/s = AI/
I0 = (If-I0)/I0, where /0 = £2(0)c/47i is the input
laser intensity and /;- is the output intensity.

3. Computer Simulations

A computer code has been written incorporating the
basic equations of Sect. 1 which simulates the passage
of an electron beam through an PEL amplifier. Using
the computer code it is possible to calculate, the value
of the fractional energy conversion rj for any given set
of initial conditions. A segment of the electron beam
one radiation wavelength long is followed through the
amplifier. The beam is represented by an array of
discrete charges initially positioned at equal intervals
within a laser wavelength. At each time step the change
in the electron energy, velocity, and position are
calculated and the amplitude of the laser field is
updated. Periodic boundary conditions are used. The
electrons are assumed to be initially monoenergetic
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Fig. 3. Maximum single-pass fractional energy conversion, rj, as a
function of initial electron energy £0 for a helical magnetic amplifier.
Curves are shown for three values of the electron density g
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Fig. 4. Ratio of output laser intensity !f to input intensity /0 as a
function of initial electron energy £0 for several values of the input
intensity and an electron density of 1012cm~3

and the laser beam traveling with the electrons is
assumed to be monochromatic with frequency cor.
To find the conditions under which the greatest frac-
tional energy conversion can be obtained for a given
magnet period Am, magnet field strength Bm, initial
electron energy £0, and input laser intensity I0, a laser
frequency is chosen that differs from the resonance
frequency COR by an amount Aca. For this frequency,
u)r = a>R — A(a, electrons were permitted to progress
down the amplifier until net transfer of energy to the
laser field decreased to zero. This was done for a range
of values of AGO. The laser frequency <ur for which laser
gain was a maximum was then assumed to be the
frequency of the light propagating in the amplifier and
the maximum fractional energy conversion was taken
to be the maximum value for this frequency. The
length of the amplifier was taken to be the length for
which greatest fractional energy conversion was ob-
tained and, therefore, varied as a function of initial

to1

ID-'

10-

THEORETICAL
UPPER LIMIT

o PARTICLE
° SIMULATION

* RESULTS

10'

Fig. 5. Maximum single-pass fractional energy conversion for con-
stant period helical amplifier. Data points are computer simulation
results, and the solid line is the analytically derived upper limit given
by (31)

electron energy £0 and input intensity 70. The com-
puter simulation was used to find peak single-pass
fractional energy conversion values for a range of
values of initial electron energy, input laser intensity,
and electron density. Calculations were made for a
range of values of the laser frequency and magnetic
field strength.
Figure 3 shows peak fractional energy conversion as a
function of electron energy for three values of the
electron density for an input laser intensity of
IO9 W/cm2, laser wavelength of 0.5 urn, and magnetic
field of 1 kG. Fractional energy conversion is signi-
ficantly higher at 0=1012cm~3 than at the lower
densities. At this density small changes in electron
energy produce large changes in .laser intensity along
the amplifier. As the laser intensity increases the
magnitude of the forces that accelerate or decelerate
the electrons increases resulting in greater fractional
energy conversion. At lower densities the change in
laser intensity as a result of energy transfer is lower,
and a smaller fraction of the electron energy is con-
verted to photon energy. For sufficiently low densities,
fractional energy conversion will be essentially inde-
pendent of electron density.
The ratio of output intensity If to input intensity /0 for
a range of input intensities at an electron density of
IO12 cm~3 is shown in Fig. 4. It can be seen from Fig. 4
that over a large range of electron energies the ratio of
optimized output intensity to input intensity varies
approximately inversely with input intensity, so that
fractional energy conversion varies little with input
intensity. However, the amplifier length required to
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Fig. 6. Amplifier length at maximum gain as a function of the
scaling parameter y0/Bi'2/A'*
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Fig. 7. Relative frequency difference at maximum gain as a function
of initial electron energy for selected values of laser wavelength,
amplifier magnetic field, electron density and initial laser intensity

obtain a given fractional energy conversion increases
with decreasing input intensity.
In Fig. 5 data from the computer simulation are
compared with the upper limit for rj/s given by (31).
The computed values are, as expected, always lower
than the limiting value of the function n^Js. All of the
computed values for peak fractional energy conversion
lie along a single curve in the (rj/s, K/]/s) parameter
space. The data which are plotted cover a range of two
orders of magnitude in electron energy (50 MeV to
5 GeV), three orders of magnitude in input laser power
(IO7 to IO10 W/cm2), and two orders of magnitude in
electron density (IO10 to IO12 cm~3). They also cover a
range of laser wavelengths from 0.5 to 15 um and
variations in magnetic field from 1 to 5 kG. We can fit
an empirical curve to the simulation results. A function

j/I
\2/3

(32)

Equation (32) by itself is insufficient for determining
peak fractional energy conversion r\ given a set of
values y0, IQ, Q, Bm, and /lm, since the number of periods
in the magnet must be determined from the computer
simulation for any particular set of conditions. An
expression can be derived, however, which provides an
upper limit for the length of the amplifier. This limit
will be very close to the computed amplifier length
when the laser gain is low. To obtain this upper limit
we make the assumption that when the laser intensity
is approximately constant in the amplifier (low gain),
the evolution of the electron beam will be similar in all
cases. Only the rate at which the distribution function
evolves will be affected by the input parameters. The
rate of evolution is determined by the magnitude of the
axial acceleration. When the amplifier length has been
optimized for maximum gain, electrons in the beam
will move relative to each other a distance on the order
of one wavelength of light. Let us assume that on the
average the motion of the bunched electrons can be
approximated by the formula

Ar«l/2<U2, (33)

where a. is the magnitude of the axial acceleration at
the input end of the amplifier. From (15) we have

The transit time across the amplifier is t = L/c. Using
this and substituting (34) into (33) we obtain the
scaling for L in terms of system parameters

2;1'2

o.
(35)

Since A r«AR we can use (17) in (35) to obtain

Loc_./,°..,A. (36)

In Fig. 6 the amplifier length, as determined from the
computer simulation, is plotted as a function of
7o/(Bm 2jo'4)- Tne straight line is a best fit to the low
gain data. Because amplifier length is only weakly de-
pendent on laser intensity calculated amplifier lengths
were within 5% of the value given by the straight
line for increases in laser intensity of up to a factor of
50. The data points which deviate from the straight line
fit are high gain cases with If several hundred to over
IO4 times /0. For these cases /0 was not a good
approximation to the average laser intensity in the
amplifier.
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The equation of the straight line in Fig. 6 is given by

(37)

for Bm in kG and /„ in W/cm2. Equations (32) and (37)
give the scaling for optimized constant period helical
amplifiers in the low gain regime, and provide an upper
limit for amplifier length and fractional energy con-
version when laser gain is high.
The value of Jco that is needed to maximize laser gain
varies as a function of electron energy and density,
laser intensity, laser frequency, and magnetic field.
Typically values lie in the range between 10"3 and a
few times 10~2 of the resonance frequency. Examples
of the variation of Aco/ca as a function of energy for
different values of electron density, magnetic field, and
laser wavelength are shown in Fig. 7.
All of the computer simulations described above have
been carried out for an initially monoenergetic electron
beam. In practice the electron beam will always have
some spread in energy which will tend to reduce laser
gain. To prevent serious degradation of laser perfor-
mance the initial energy spread should be less than the
difference between the mean electron energy and the
resonance energy. It can be shown by differentiating
(17) that

- a>r)/car» 2(£0 - ER)/ER, (38)

where ER is the resonant electron energy at the laser
frequency. From the data of Fig. 7, we see that for
an amplifier with a constant period helical magnetic
field this energy spread is of the order of a few tenths
of a percent of the resonance energy. •
In conclusion, a simple model has been developed to
predict the optimum performance of constant period
free electron laser amplifiers with transverse helical
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magnetic fields. The model identifies the primary ef-
fects that can produce net laser gain in the single-
particle regime, provides the scaling of fractional en-
ergy conversion with the various system parameters,
and defines limits on the gain that can be obtained
from constant period amplifiers.
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We develop a self-consistent, nonlinear description of the free electron laser using single-particle dynamics and Maxwell's
wave equation. Microscopic electron bunching drives the amplitude and phase of the optical wave.

In a free electron laser [ 1 ], ultra-relativistic elec-
trons travel through a static, periodic magnetic field,
and oscillate to amplify coherent optical radiation *'.
The electron trajectories are determined by both the
helical magnet and the slowly evolving optical wave;
the electron current drives Maxwell's equations, and in
turn governs the evolution of the optical wave. We
handle this nonlinear process by self-consistently cou-
pling Maxwell's equations to the single-particle Lorentz
force equations.

The single-particle formulation [4] provides a clear,
intuitive description of the free electron laser, that ac-
curately reproduces and extends the results obtained
using more complex analyses (coupled Maxwell—
Boltzmann equations [5], computer simulations [6],
plasma dispersion relations [7], and quantum electro-
dynamics [8]). In previous applications of the single-
particle approach, energy, conservation was invoked to
relate the decreased electron beam energy to the am-

* The results of this paper were presented at the Free Elec-
tron Laser workshops at Stanford University (March 1979)
and at Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (April 1979).

1 Supported by NASA Grant NSG-7490.
*' Stanford university experiments have demonstrated both

amplification [2], and laser oscillation [3].

plified intensity of the optical wave. We go a step
further, and employ the single-particle dynamics to
determine the transverse current in Maxwell's equations.
Coupling to Maxwell's equations enables us to describe
the evolution of both the amplitude and phase of the
optical wave; employing the single-particle dynamics
enables us to obtain a self-consistent analytic solution.

1. Optical wave evolution. Maxwell's equations govern
the evolution of a light wave in the presence of an elec-
tron current. The resulting wave equation is

(V2 - c-292/3f2M (x, t) = -(4ff/c) J,(x, t), (1)

where A is the radiation vector potential, c is the speed
of light, and JL is the transverse current density (cgs
units). The electron trajectories will be determined
self-consistently in the next section.

When the laser is "turned on", the optical wave
grows from spontaneous emission to a large amplitude
wave with a well-defined phase. After the coherent
wave is established, its amplitude and phase can still
evolve in time. To represent the laser optical wave
during these stages of evolution, we choose a waveform:
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A(x, 0 =[£(z, r)/frr](sin *, cos >//, 0) , (2)

where C (z, t) is the wave amplitude, and \jj = kfz
- corr + 0(z, r); the wave has frequency u>r = fcrc, and
phase 0(z; f), and depends only on z and r. When the
amplitude and phase of this wave are held fixed, eq.
(2) describes a plane wave traveling in the z-direction.
We take the amplitude and phase to evolve slowly over
an optical wave length ( £ <^ cjf (., etc.); faster evolu-
tion would diminish the coherence and monochromi-
city. The left-hand side of eq. (1) can be rewritten by
inserting eq. (2), and neglecting terms containing two
derivatives. The remaining terms are "fast" rotating vec-
tors with "slow" coefficients. In order to establish true
slowly varying equations, we project the wave equa-
tion onto two unit vectors, £j = (cos i//, -sin i//, 0) and
e2

 = (sin \l/, cos i//, 0), to get

(3)

dulum" equation for an electron's motion within an
optical wavelength [9] :

£(30/3z + c-l 30/30 = (2V

The second-order partial differential equation (1) has
now been reduced to two first-order differential equa-
tions (3), one describing the evolution of the ampli-
tude of the wave, the other describing the evolution of
its phase. When there is no source current (/j_ = 0), £
and 0 satisfy the free-space wave equation.

The waveform (2) contains no dependence on x .
and y; a proper description would give it some finite
transverse dimension. In order to address the essential
physics of the problem, we choose to avoid this com-
plication by describing dynamics well within the op-
tical wave (an appropriate "filling factor" could be in-
troduced to handle the overlap between the optical
mode and the electron beam [2,3]).

2. Single-particle current. The dynamics of electrons
in the combined static and radiation fields are governed
by the Lorentz force equations. A helical magnetic
field of the form

Bm = BQ(COS kQz, sin kQz, 0) (4)

produces the optical polarization in eq. (2). B0 is the
field strength, and X0 = 2-n/k^ the wavelength of the
helical magnet. The radiation electric and magnetic
fields are obtained from the vector potential; inserting
the static and radiation fields into the fully relativistic
Lorentz force equations yields the "self-consistent pen-

X cos(r + 0(z, r)) ,

where f (r) = (ATr + *0)z(r) - wrr, v(f) = l(f)L/c, L is
the magnet length, K = |e|5gX0/27rmc2, and e (m) is
the electron charge (mass), f and v describe the elec-
tron's microscopic bunching on an optical scale; its evo-
lution depends crucially on the initial conditions f0

= f(0) = (*r + k0)z0 and VQ = v(Q) = [P0k0c - wr

X (1 - 00)]Z,/c, where z0 and (30c are the electron's
initial position and z-velocity. Since 7 is large, fcr ^> &Q
and f0 is lne initial electron phase within an optical
wavelength. If an electron is injected such that I>Q = 0,
then exactly one wavelength of light will pass over it
as it passes through one wavelength of the magnet. VQ
therefore measures an electron's deviation from this
"resonant" condition, and will be termed the reso-
nance parameter. v{t) is related to the evolving electron
energy 7(r)mc2 through y2 = j(l +K2)kTL/(kQL - v).
In the low gain limit, & and <j> are nearly constant, and
for small energy extraction, v < kQL; in this case eq.
(5) becomes the pendulum equation.

The self-consistent pendulum equation (5) correct-
ly describes electron dynamics up through saturation.
When the radiation field becomes large, the electron
becomes trapped in closed orbits of the pendulum
phase space. In the beam frame, the bunching electrons
will have moved on the order of an optical wavelength
(Af * 1); at this point gain stops, and the laser saturates.

For relativistic electrons, the transverse radiation
force is very small so the electron's transverse velocity
(and therefore the transverse current) is determined al-
most entirely by the static magnetic field. Solving for
the velocity in the field (4) alone, and projecting the
single-particle current onto our two unit vectors e j
a n d £ :

(6)

where r;-(r) denotes the location of the /th particle at
time t. Note that the sinusoidal factors depend on the
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We develop a self-consistent, nonlinear description of the free electron/laser using single-particle dynamics and Maxwell's
wave equation. Microscopic electron bunching drives the amplitude and phase of the optical wave.

In a free electron laser [ 1 ], ultra-relativistic elec-
trons travel through a static, periodic magnetic field,
and oscillate to amplify coherent optical radiation *'.
The electron trajectories are determined by both the
helical magnet and the slowly evolving optical wave;
the electron current drives Maxwell's equations, and ir
turn governs the evolution of the optical wave. We
handle this nonlinear process by self-consistently <
pling Maxwell's equations to the single-particle Lo/entzy
force equations.

The single-particle formulation [4] provides a'clear,
intuitive description of the free electron laser, mat ac-
curately reproduces and extends the results obtained
using more complex analyses (coupled Maxwell-/

/ \
plifled intensity of the optical wave. We go a step
further, and employ the single-particle dynamics to

/determine pie transverse current in Maxwell's equations.
Coupling to Maxwell's equations enables us to describe
the evolution of both the amplitude and phase of the
optical wave; employing the single-particle dynamics
enables us to obtain a self-consistent analytic solution.

1. Opticaiwave evolution. Maxwell's equations govern
the evolutiomof a light wave in the presence of an elec-
tron current. The resulting wave equation is

- c-232Jar
• i

) = -(4ir/c)/i(*,f), (1)

* I f

Boltzmann equations [5 ], computer simulations [6],
plasma dispersion relations [7], and quantum electro-
dynamics [8]). In previous applications, of the single-
particle approach, energy conservation was/invoked to
relate the decreased electron beam energy/to the am-

.fl The results of this paper were presented'at the Free Elec-
tron Laser workshops at Stanford University (March 1979)
and at Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (April 1979).

1 Supported by NASA Grant NSG-7490.
** Stanford university experiments have demonstrated both

amplification (2), and laser oscillation (3).

where A is the radiation vector potential, c is the speed
of light, and JL is the transverse current density (cgs
units). The electron trajectories will be determined
self-consistently in the next section.

When the laser is "turned on", the optical wave
grows from spontaneous emission to a large amplitude
wave with a well-defined phase. After the coherent
wave is established, its amplitude and phase can still
evolve in time. To represent the laser optical wave
during these stages of evolution, we choose a waveform:
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The Free Electron Laser: Maxwell's Equations Driven by

Single-Particle Currents

W. B. Colson and S. K. Ride

1. INTRODUCTION

In a free electron laser [1], ultra-relativistic electrons travel

through a static, periodic magnetic field, and oscillate to amplify

coherent optical radiation. The electron trajectories are determined by

both the helical magnet and the slowly evolving optical wave; the

electron current, the source term in Maxwell's equations, in turn governs

the evolution of the optical wave. This non-linear process can be

explored by self-consistently coupling Maxwell's equations to the

single-particle Lorentz force equations.

The single-particle formulation [2] provides a clear, Intuitive

description of the free electron laser, and accurately reproduces results

obtained using considerably more complex analyses (coupled

Maxwell-Boltzmarm equations [3], computer simulations [4], plasma

dispersion relations [5], and quantum electrodynamics [6]). In previous

applications of the single-particle approach, energy conservation was

invoked to relate the decreased electron beam energy to the amplified

intensity of the optical wave. In this chapter, the formulation is taken

a step further; the single-particle dynamics are used to determine the

transverse current in Maxwell's equations [7]. This procedure produces

immediate analytical benefits: Maxwell's equations describe the

evolution of both the amplitude and phase of the optical wave; the

single-particle dynamics describe the self-consistent electron evolution

in phase space.

A free electron laser can operate as an amplifer [8], or as an

oscillator [9]. In the first case, the electron beam amplifies an

existing wave during a single pass through the interaction region. In

the second case, a resonator is formed by placing mirrors at either end

of the interaction region (see Figure 1); the radiation stored in the

cavity bounces between the mirrors, and fresh electrons are either

supplied continuously, or injected to overlap the rebounding optical

pulse. The laser field grows on each pass, and becomes large. The

equations developed in the next section will be used to describe laser
\

evolution over a single pass (this is the timescale relevant to the

electron beam evolution), but will also be used to describe the laser

oscillator, following the evolution of the optical pulse (toward a steady

state) over many passes.

In the later sections of this chapter, the coupled equations, and

the phase space diagrams they generate, are applied to several aspects of

free electron laser operation. How is laser gain affected if the

electron beam has some angular divergence or energy spread? What are the

qualitative and quantitative effects of ultra-short pulses? And, in

particular, do experimental results show evidence of these effects?



-^ELECTRON PATH

\

MIRROR PERIODIC MAGNET

-—JL

MIRROR

OPTICAL RESONATOR

Figure 1. The electron pulse is Injected Into the resonator with

velocity flcc, and travels through the periodic magnetic field with

the optical pulse. The electron pulse is removed after a single pass,

the enhanced optical pulse is stored in the cavity. The parameters of

the Stanford free electron laser are suimarized in the table.

Bc = 2.4 kgauss

0̂= 3.2 cm

N = 160

L = 5.2 m

J| = 3.4 microns

mode area = 0.096 cm

£= 12m

power loss per pass = 3.5X

y = 84.524

peak current = 0.66 amps

electron pulse length = 0.13 cm
^_ «

beam cross section = 0.0079 cm

The results dealing with Initial pulse shapes and "imperfect"

Initial conditions oust be obtained numerically. It is possible,

however, to make significant progress analytically, and attain results

valid in the strong-field regime. The single-pass result can be

Incorporated in the laser rate equations to describe the operation of an

laser oscillator analytically throughout its evolution to saturation.



2. MAXWELL'S EQUATIONS

Maxwell's equations govern the evolution of a light wave In the

presence of an electron current. The resulting wave equation Is

where "A Is the radiation vector potential, c Is the speed of light, and

3̂  Is the transverse current density (cgs units). When the laser Is

"turned on", the optical wave grows from spontaneous emission to a large

amplitude wave with a well-defined phase. After the coherent wave Is

established, Its amplitude and phase can still evolve In time. The -

following waveform was chosen to represent the laser optical wave during

these stages of evolution:

, 0\ (2)

where 6(z.t) Is the wave amplitude, and ^= k,.z -idLt + ̂(z,t); the wave

has frequency UL= k̂ c, and phase 0(z,t), and depends only on z and t.

When the amplitude and phase of this wave are held fixed, (2) describes a

plane wave traveling in the z-directlon.

The amplitude and phase of the wave evolve slowly over an optical
•

wavelength ( £ « ulr£ , etc,); a faster evolution would diminish the

coherence and monochromicity of the radiation. The left-hand side of (1)

can therefore be rewritten by inserting (2), and neglecting terms

containing two derivatives. The remaining terms are "fast rotating

vectors with "slow" coefficients. Equations which are truly slowly-

varying can be constructed by projecting the wave equation onto two unit

vectors, 6, = (cos V*, -sin 1f, 0) and 6̂ = (sin ̂, cos V*, 0) , to get

(3)

ajt Tc Jj
The second-order partial differential equation (1) has now been reduced

to two first-order differential equations (3); one describing the

evolution of the amplitude of the wave, the other describing the

evolution of its phase. When there is no source current rfx = 0),

£ and ̂ satisfy the free-space wave equation.

The waveform (2) contains no dependence on x and y; a proper

description would give it some finite transverse dimension. In order to

address the essential physics of the problem, we choose to avoid this

complication by describing dynamics well within the optical wave (an

appropriate "filling factor" is included in the definition of the

electron density to handle the overlap between the optical mode and the

electron beam [1]).

The dynamics of electrons in the combined static and radiation

fields are governed by the Lorentz force equations. A helical magnetic

field of the form

(4)



produces the optical polarization in (2). B0 is the field strength,

^ = 2*/k0 the wavelength, and L = Nj(a the length of the helical

magnet. The radiation electric and magnetic fields are obtained from the

vector potential; inserting the static and radiation fields into the

fully relativistic Lorentz force equations yields the "pendulum" equation

for an electron's motion within an optical wavelength [10]:

5 .
(5)

where ^(t) =/Mct/L + io + lyu(t), ia= krz, is the initial electron
t

phase within optical wavelength, z(t) = ze + Act +A*(t) is its position

along magnet axis, ac is its Initial velocity along the z-axis. If the

electron is injected with a velocity ftac such that M= (L/c)L99 k,c-

ujU-A,)] = 0, exactly one wavelength of light will pass over the

electron as It passes through one wavelength of the periodic magnet. A*-,

determined by the initial conditions, therefore measures an electron's

deviation from this "resonant" condition, and will be termed the

resonance parameter. Equation (5) is the self-consistent, non-linear
•

equation for a electron's microscopic position; V(t) =3(t)L/c is the

electron's microscopic velocity. "Perfect injection" into helical orbits

has been assumed. As the electron energy changes,Az(t) describes

bunching on the optical scale. If the electrons are relativistic, as

they are in a free electron laser, kj,» kc. The electron energy,

y<t)mc , can be updated to evolve with V, but in most cases this leads

8

to minor corrections (in the Stanford laser, an electron's energy changes

by less than ~0.1X on a single pass).

The pendulum equation correctly describes the electron dynamics

through laser saturation. When the radiation field becomes large, an

electron becomes "trapped" in the closed orbit region of the pendulum

phase space. In the beam frame, the bunching electrons will have moved

on the order of an optical wavelength (k̂ z ~1); at this point gain

stops, and the laser saturates.

For relativistic electrons, the transverse radiation force is very

small, so the electron's transverse velocity (and therefore the

transverse current) is determined almost entirely by the static magnetic

field. Solving for the electron velocity in the field (4) alone, and

projecting the single-particle current onto the two unit vectors

€, and Ĉ :

J .I,1 = f
(6)

where ?j (t) denotes the location of the 1th particle at time t. Note

that the sinusoidal factors depend on the longitudinal position of the

electrons through j, the solution to the pendulum equation.

The total beam current is the sum of all single-particle currents.

The electrons can be labelled by their initial positions and velocities

(or, equivalently, resonance parameters); this definition is unique, and

rigorously defines the electron beam current (Jean's theorem). In



experimental situations, the electron pulse is large compared to an

optical wavelength, so on a microscopic scale the electrons are Initially

spread uniformly over each wavelength of light. Although bunching occurs

within an optical wavelength, it does not affect the average density in

any macroscopic section of the beam. Similarly, although the energy

spread of the injected electron beam would generally not be large enough

to result in distortion of the pulse as it travels down the magnet, it

may be large enough to result in a significant spread in resonance

parameters. Neither the bunching mechanism nor an Initial velocity

spread alter the macroscopic electron pulse shape, and it travels

undistorted through the Interaction region. Microscopically, however, an

electron's resonance parameter u. and initial position witln a wavelength

of light $4(i.g., its initial coordinates in the pendulum phase space)

are crucial in determining the result of its interaction with the wave.

The beam current density in a volume dV (which is large compared to an

optical wavelength, but small compared to the pulse length) is found by

averaging over u. and 5., then weighting this result by the-macroscopic

particle density o(z) within that volume element. Combining (5) and (6),

and indicating the appropriate microscopic averages by < V,. and < )< the

coupled Maxwell and Lorentz force equations become:

(7)

10

where X>(z -/9act) is the density of the travelling electron pulse at

position z.

In their general form, the non-linear equations (5) and (7) are

valid for low-gain and high-gain' systems, In weak or strong optical

fields, and describe the evolution of an arbitrary electron pulse, and

the amplitude and phase (and therefore structure and spectrum) of the

optical pulse. The remainder of this chapter is dedicated to exploring

the content of these equations, both numerically and analytically.
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3. ELECTRON PHASE SPACE EVOLUTION

The physics contained In equations (5) and (7) can be understood by

appealing to the electron phase space diagrams. Consider the microscopic

current within a small volume of the beam. If the coefficientJlJ-Xc =
I/I i

(28.6) eL/Jfmc in (5) were truly constant, the electron phase space

would be exactly that of a single pendulum, as shown in Figure 2.

. BUNCHING
LENGTH

OPEN ORBITS
(POSITIVE GAIN)

OPEN ORBITS
(NEGATIVE GAIN)

CLOSED ORBITS
(SATURATION)

Figure 2. The pendulum phase space ($(t), V(t)) is periodic in the

optical wavelength which defines the bunching length. Electrons

evolve along their paths in either the open or closed orbit regions.

The optical field strength £ determines the height of the closed

orbit region 4J1L/C.
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Two sample electrons are included in the figure; each electron's initial
•

conditions determine the evolution of its "velocity" V(t) = $(t)L/c and

"position" $(t), and therefore constrain it to follow a particular path

in phase space. The height of the "closed-orbit region", AAL/c, is

determined by the optical field strength, and is important in determining

the character of electron evolution and hence the laser gain process.

Equations (5) and (7) indicate that an electron's evolution is not

governed by the exact pendulum equation, but by a "self-consistent"

pendulum equation; at any instant in time, however, an electron's motion

can be determined from the pendulum phase space defined by the value of

4D.L/C and 4> at that instant. The phase space picture therefore remains

a valuable tool in understanding beam evolution. Figures 3-6 show the

evolution of a monoenergetic beam with the parameters of Stanford's laser

(Figure 1) in terms of the phase space of an "evolving pendulum". Since

the electrons in a pulse are spread uniformly over an optical wavelength,

and the pendulum phase space is periodic in the optical wavelength; it is

only necessary, then, to consider a sample of electrons distributed

uniformly over one optical wavelength.

In low gain, weak-field.lasers, electron evolution can be described

quite accurately by the exact pendulum phase space; this is evident in

Figure 3. All electrons are injected withy= 2.6, the maximum gain

point in weak fields. With the optical power only 5xl03 W/cm* all

electrons fall in the open orbit region. The beam acquires an energy

spread, and some bunching can be detected. The gain equation and

electron distributions have previously been derived in this regime by

expanding the pendulum equation in the field strength [10]; in section 6,
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we solve Maxwell's equations analytically in this same regime.

t = 0

= l_/c t= L/C

Figure 3. In weak optical fields (power = 5x10 W/cm*), electrons

evolve In the open-orbit region and acquire a small spread In energy.

ÔCX
t = 0

t= L/C

Figure 4. In stronger fields (power = 10 W/cm*)A is larger;

bunching becomes evident at the end of the laser.

14

In Figure A, the optical field is stronger (10fcW/cm*); the closed-

orbit region has expanded, and now contains some of the electrons. The

energy spread is larger, and bunching is more evident.

In Figure 5, the field

saturation begins to occur:

In Figure 5, the field Is larger enough (5x10 W/cm*) that

t=L/c

Figure 5. Saturation occurs when the fields become so strong (power

5x10 W/cm*) that net

closed-orbit region.

5x10 W/cm ) that nearly qll electrons are "trapped" In the

electrons gain and lose energy In a nearly symmetric way, and the gain

(originally ~15X) has dropped to ~5J5. When the laser oscillator

reaches the point that gain per pass = loss per pass, it runs in a steady

state.
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Each of these figures are derived from the self-consistent

equations, so the phase is also allowed to evolve. As it evolves, the

separatrix (the path which separates the closed and open orbit regimes)

shifts. For low gain the shift is slight, and is barely perceptible in

Figure 3 through 5. However, this effect is larger if taking into

account the laser cavity mode. In the Stanford laser, radiation is

stored in an over-moded resonant cavity, 12 m long. Although the mode

geometry causes only a small change in the field's amplitude along the

laser, it results in a significant change.the phase of the wave. In

Figure 6, the effect of the cavity is included. The separatrix clearly

shifts with the phase; the qualitative behavior of the electrons remains

the same, but there are slight quantitative differences.

t = 0

I/

t= f L/C
\_y_yf

t = L/C
Figure 6. Now a finite length resonator (£= 12 meters) is included;

the major effect is a shift in the phase of the optical wave along the

magnet length. This is evident as a shift in the pendulum separatrix

at each point in time (compare to Figure 4).
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4. GAIN DEPRESSION

The phase space diagrams of the previous section show how the gain

of a monoenergetic beam depends on its resonance parameter, and on the

field strength. The electrons in a beam populate the horizontal

5(position)-axls of an element of phase space uniformly, and Figures 4-6

show that the history of an individual electron depends critically on its

location along that axis. This section addresses population of the

vertical axis as well. A range of resonance parameters results from a

range of z-velocities.̂ /t's. A perfectly injected, monoenergetic

electron beam is characterized by a single resonance parameter; any

realistic beam, however, will enter the laser with a range of ji-'s. The

electron beam powering Stanford's free electron laser is supplied by a

superconducting linear accelerator with excellent beam quality;

measurements Indicated a fractional energy spread of only ~0.05X, and an

emittance (angular divergence at a given beam diameter) of ~0.06 nm-mrad

over 1 rnn. This beam can be characterized by a single /*•. Other

electron sources, which may power future free electron lasers, are

capable of supplying higher average currents, but with.lower oeam

quality; the fractional energy-spread and the' 'emittance may be a factor

of ten to hundred higher, and in some recirculation schemes (storaqe

rings, for example) the beam quality may deteriorate with time. It is

clearly inrportant to evaluate the effects of these factors on laser

performance. The "gain depression" which occurs if the beam quality is

low has been explored for weak fields [11,12], and also for high density

beams (in which collective effects are important, and the single pass
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gain is very large [4,5]).

The equations of section 2 allow an exploration of this phenomenon

in strong, as well as weak, optical fields. Extenstion to strong-fields

is important for free electron laser oscillators, which operate in this

regime.

A weight function, f(u) can be introduced to populate the velocity

dimension of phase space and appropriately reflect the range of /i's.
!«•

The gain which results is then an average gain^g>= J f(jtigtytidj*.. A

wide distribution will tend to yield a small <g>, depressed gain, since

g<M) is anti-symmetric. The distribution in/i (centered at̂ i.) which

results from an initial distribution in electron energies, is defined as

fe(̂ L,/t0); the distribution in/i(positioned at^uc) which results from

a distribution in injection angles, is defined at fe(y ,/••).

If the gain is low, the gain curve in weak fields is anti-symmetric,

and peaks at a resonance parameter's 2.6 (i.e., if the parameters of

the system are chosen such thatyu= 2.6, the laser will operate at

maximum gain). In weak fields, gain has been shown to be proportional to
j. j.

the slope of the spontaneous emission line, sin (/«/2)/̂ M/2) [10]; if the

field strengths are Increased, the gain curve is altered. The effect is

examined for parameters of a low gain laser similar to Stanford's:

B0 =2xl0
3gauss, A0 = 5 cm, V = 100, N = 200, and \= 2x10 cm (these

parameters lead to ~10X gain). Figure 7 shows a family of gain curves,

derived for this system, in increasingly strong optical fields. The peak

of the gain curve decreases, and shifts to higher /<, as stronger optical

fields (B0£ £ 0.85(ymc*/eL)'
/t) are imposed.
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UJ

Resonance Parameter ft

Figure 7. In weak optical fields (curve a, power = 5x10 W/cm ), g(/«)

is anti-symmetric and peaks at ̂ i= 2.6; the width of the closed-orbit

region is shown. At stronger fields (curve t>, power = 10 W/cm*), the

closed-orbit region is wider than the gain region. Saturation occurs
t >

when the fields are sufficiently strong (curve c, power = 2x10 W/cm )

to significantly reduced gain. The maximum available gain occurs

at ju.= 4 (in b) and 4.5 (in c). Inserted is an electron distribution

distorted by an energy spread and imperfect injection.

In higher gain lasers (up to ~100X gain has been examined with this

approach) the positive gain "bump" begins to swell, while the absorption

region shrinks. An energy spread and angular spread have similar effects

on the average gain; in fact, a single distribution function, which takes
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into account both the angular and energy distribution, can be found from

fe and f»:

—09

(8)

l\ typical distribution, with both an energy spread and angular spread Is

shown in Figure 7. It is clear that the location and size of the

distribution, relative to the gain curve, are crucial in determining the

average gain.

Electron Energy Distribution. The strong-field results will be obtained

numerically from (5) and (7). It is possible, however, to derive the

weak-field average gain analytically in the low-gain limit [11,12].

Assuming the spontaneous emission line-shape to be gaussian introduces

negligible error, but simplifies the analysis considerably. The gain,
-.«*/ff-*

proportional to the slope of the line-shape, is then g<tyue ' ,

where <r should be chosen so that the peaks of the approximate gain curve

occur at the correct values of /*(•" = 2.6 JT).

Consider a beam with a range of energies &/. The range of resonance

parameters is related to the fractional energy spread in a simple way,

* Û/AirN. Taking f£(/i) to be a normalized gaussian centered at

2.6, with a 1/e half-width of Aft, the average gain is

(9)

The constant of proportionality has been determined by comparing (g)

for Uf 2.6 and tM- 0 to the correct maximum gain [10].
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On resonance, jut= 0, ̂g)B is zero regardless of &u; if A.

the weak-field, low gain formula result (for a gaussian line-shape) is

recovered. If the beam quality is "poor", so that AM »<r- , (9) shows

that the maximum possible gain decreases as Ap. . The characteristic

spread is &U.t,ss*~. Note that the maximum average gain occurs for

jjif J («-*•+ Â *)/2. As the beam quality decreases (ty. increases) ,

It becomes beneficial to move the mean resonance parameter yU0, further

away from resonance, toward larger JU : a less severe penalty is incurred

(the gain depression is less), if f£(ii) is shifted to the right (to

overlap zero gain. regions) instead of being allowed to overlap negative

gain regions. Gain begins to deteriorate when the spread in resonance

parameters is larger than the characteristic width of the positive gain

region in phase space (Ayu^o").

Gain depression in the strong-field regime must be calculated using

numerical techniques. Each appropriately populated "bin" in the electron

phase space ( 3 , V ) is allowed to evolve and drive Maxwell's equations

((5) and (7) are solved self-consistehtly). The resulting gain

depression, as a function of the initial energy spread of the electron

beam is shown in Figure 8 for lasers of different optical power levels.

The uppermost curve is for weak optical fields, and agrees with the

analytic result (9). For stronger fields, the average gain is depressed

even if AU.- 0; further depression occurs as AJi increases. Each curve

In Figure 8(a) is plotted assuning the laser is turned on with yu,= 2.6

(the value which gives maximum gain in weak fields); Figure 7, however,

shows that in strong fields this JI0 is no longer the optimum resonance

parameter. In Figure 8(b), each curve is plotted with /«• equal to the

value that gives maximum gain for the particular field strength.
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figure 8. If the electron beam has an Initial energy distribution,

laser gain is depressed. The curves show the gain as a function of

energy spread AM= 4irN&Y/y for the three power levels in Figure 7:

in 8(a), with jAf= 2.6; in 8(b), with JLO chosen optimally for each

power level parameter.

All curves decrease with /M. in qualitatively the same way as in Figure

8(a). Note that the characteristic spread Aut» 4 causes approximately

a factor of two decrease in gain for strong or weak fields, but A/1,, is

somewhat larger for higher power levels (this roughly agrees with the

analytic result above).

Electron Beam Angular Spread. All electron beams have a finite

emittance, so not all the electrons in a beam can be injected into

perfect helical orbits. Physically, a poorly injected electron will

drift off-axis and fall behind "perfectly injected11 electrons with the

same initial energy and z-velocity. A small angular misalignment 6,

translates directly into an altered resonance parameter: UL-+JI + fy.,

where

(10)

and K = eB0A0 /2 Trmc*. For typical parameters, an angular spread of a

few tenths of a mi Hi radian gives a unit shift In ^M.

A finite-emittance electron beam contains a distribution of •'s; we

take this distribution to be gaussian centered about 0=0, with

characteristic angular spread A8. The distribution of yx's populated by

(10) is not gaussian, because fyt. is quadratic in 6 :

f
(11)
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where a = 4»N Y &9 /(1+K1) and f& has been normalized. This

distribution has a spike at^i=i*e (corresponding to 0= 0), and is zero

above (since imperfect injection can only lower the resonance

parameter). Figure 7 shows a composite f(̂ t), which combines the effects

of a gaussian energy spread and this asynmetric angular spread.

The gain depression in weak and strong fields, determined
t

numerically from (5) and (7) for j*̂  2.6, is shown in Figure 9(a); in

each case the average gain peaks at 40 = 0 (no angular spread) and

decreases substantially for an angular spread of only 2 milliradians. In

Figure 9(b), the laser is started at its optimum resonance parameter for

that power level. Remarkably, we find that if the laser is operating in

the saturated regime (strong field), and at the optimum resonance

parameter, there is comparatively little penalty for these angular

spreads. If we compare the strong-field gain curve in Figure 7 to the

shape of 10, the reason becomes clear: increasing A0 produces a

distribution which can expand and fill the positive region in the gain

curve without much gain depression; no negative or zero gain regions are

populated. In fact, given a beam with some angular spread, the gain can

be larger for strong fields than for weak.

The free electron laser experimentalist (who is given an electron

beam of fixed emittance), may find it beneficial to accept a larger

angular spread in order to obtain a smaller electron beam diameter. The

increased beam density will yield higher gain, while the angular spread

will cause only modest depression in the strong-field regime if the

resonance parameter is optimized.

0.15

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
Angular Spread A0 (mrad)

0.15

0.10

a 0.05

optimum

ft.)

0 0.5 1,0 1.5 2.0
Angular Spread A0 (mrad)

Figure ?. If the electron beam has an intial angular spread, A0 ,

laser gain is depressed. The curves show gain as a function of £0

for the three power levels in Figure 7: in 9(a), with ju.= 2.6, in

9(b), with u0chosen optimally for each power level.
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5. ULTRA-SHORT PULSE PROPAGATION

To this date, the free electron laser at Stanford University is the

only such device to have demonstrated amplification and oscillation.

Detailed comparison between experimental results and theoretical

predictions have been difficult because analyses have assumed long

optical and electron pulses, while the experimental device produces

ultra-short pulses. The system of equations, (5) and (7), can be solved

iteratively, step-by-step along the laser, and take into account the

spatial structure of both the optical and electron pulses.

The behavior of the free electron laser is, in fact, modified by

short-pulse effects [13]. The shape of the optical pulse, its Fourier

transform (which shows the laser line shift), and the optical pulse

"slippage", are all sensitive to the pulse length. This is not

particularly surprising, since each of these depends on the overlap

between the optical pulse and the electron beam—which for ultra-short

pulses is continually changing. In Stanford's system, for example, as

the short ( ~ 1 mm) pulses travel together down the 5.2 m magnet

(Figure 1), the optical pulse gradually passes part of the way over the

electron pulse. Each section of the optical pulse sees a varying

electron density; similarly, each section of the electron pulse sees a

varying optical field. The evolution is therefore quite complex.

In the working laser oscillator, the optical pulse remains in the

resonator, bouncing between mirrors at either end. On each roung-trip

3.5X of the pulse's power is lost at the mirrors. To maintain the pulse,

a fresh electron beam is injected every cycle, and timed to overlap the
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rebounding optical pulse. The evolution of a low amplitude, coherent

wave, can be followed through many hundreds of cycles in the resonator;

the parameters chosen are those in Figure 1, so the results of this

section can be compared directly to Stanford results.

Optical Pulse Slippage. One might think that to "synchronize" each

electron pulse with the rebounding optical pulse (to have it overlap the

optical pulse In the same way on each pass), the electrons should be

injected every 2jC/c seconds (£ is the resonator length). But while

2jf/c is the bounce time of a photon, it is not the bounce time of the

centroid of the optical pulse. The physics: since there is more gain at

the end of a free electron laser than at the beginning [10], the trailing

edge of an ultra-short optical pulse experiences more amplification than

its leading edge. The net effect is that the centroid of the optical

pulse passes over the electrons at a speed less than c(l-̂ ,), and would

therefore intercept the next electron pulse later than the expected 2JC./C.

If the experimenter does not compensate for this effect, the optical

pulse centroid will continually "slip" back, and after many passes will

no longer adequately overlap the electron pulse; when this occurs, the

absorption per pass exceeds the gain, and the equilibrium oscillator

power is zero.

In the Standford experiment, the resonator length was varied until

maximum steady-state power was achieved. The experimenters found that

the power was sensitive to changes on the order of microns, but did not

measure the absolute length of the cavity. It is now clear that the

resonator must have been slightly shortened (by *JL~microns), to
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decrease the 2Jt/c bounce time, and compensate for the optical pulse

"slippage". Figure 10 shows the steady-state power as a function of

cavity length; our results agree well with the "detuning curve" found

experimentally [14].

-30 -20 -15 - 1 0 - 5 0 5

RESONATOR SLIPPAGE COMPENSATION

A Z, , microns
Figure 10. The length of the resonator must be "tuned" to compensate

for optical pulse "slippage". The steady-state power is a sensitive

function of the length. The inset shows Stanford's experimental

"detuning curve", which is similar to the theoretical curve, but only

5 microns wide.

Optical Pulse Structure. Once the cavity has been properly adjusted, the

ultra-short pulse in a free electron laser can evolve to, and operate in,

a steady state. In Figure 11 we show a predicted optical pulse in the

Stanford laser; after ~600 passes the pulse evolution slows considerably
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and has nearly reached a steady state. The Stanford group has not yet

had the opportunity to measure the structure of the optical pulse; when

the measurement is performed, it will be an excellent test of the

predictive powers of this analytic technique. Various pulse shapes are

possible depending on the cavity length; often a large peak is followed

by a smaller bump.

POSITION
Figure 11. After 600 passes, with at, = -0.5 microns, the.optical

pulse has grown to ~3xlO W/cm . It can evolve through various

shapes which depend on A£ ; multiple peaks can occur as can single

wider shapes. The multiple peak spacing is ~0.8 mm.

The multiple peak structure in Figure 11 does, however, explain an

observed feature of the power spectrum. The peaks («-0.8 nro apart) would



correspond to approximately a 60 GHz modulation in the laser line shape.

The Stanford experiments do report a 60 GHz modulation. This can be

interpreted as indirect evidence for multiple peak structure.

The spatial Fourier transform of the steady-state optical pulse

yields the laser power spectrum shown in Figure 12. A low amplitude pulse

starts at maximum weak-field gain (It = 2.6); after many passes the

pulse amplitude grows large and the power spectrum shifts toy14- = 4 for

maximum strong-field gain (see Fig. 7). The structural cause for the

shift is a linear phase change along the pulse profile so that <J> ra 6kz where

6k/k «< -0.0015; the resonance parameter is shifted by (M = -2nN6k/kr = +1.5.

UJ
CL UJ

THEORY

\

A EXPERIMENT

'V
*

OPTICAL WAVENUMBER (X|0"3kr)
Figure 12. The power spectrum is obtained by taking the spatial Fourier

transform of the pulse.

The theoretical width and shape of the power spectrum is in excellent

agreement with experiment, but the reported laser line appears to be shifted

towards resonance (U.= 0) as determined by comparison with the spontaneous

emission line-center. A possible cause for this discrepancy is a slight
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misalignment of the detector from the magnet axis during the spontaneous

emission measurement. This alignment is so delicate that 9 «> 0.0007 radians

would shift the spontaneous line-center up by 6^t = 2TtNy 9 /(1+K ) = 2.5

and make the laser line appear to be shifted towards resonance by the amount

shown. Note that there is no other determination of resonance in the Stanford

experiment and such a misalignment can only cause the laser line.to appear

shifted towards resonance.

No matter how the laser pulse grows, 0 (« 1) remains nearly constant

for all electrons and the electron pulse retains its shape. On

y 5
UJ

\ I I I I I I I 1 I

. EXPERIMENT
THEORY

-8 -4 8 12
FINAL ELECTRON VELOCITY v.f

Figure 13. As the steady-state optical pulse passes over the monoenergetic

electron beam, an energy distribution results: \ff s \_\_ j3f Ka "(1 'flfjkfj,

each pass all electrons are injected with the same energy, but as they respond

to the local optical field a small microscopic energy change alters the

resonance parameter. Figure 13 shows the resultant energy distribution within

the electron pulse envelope; experimental agreement is consistent with the

resolution of the spectrometers.
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6. ANALYTIC STRONG-FIELD TECHNIQUES

The results presented to this point have been derived numerically

From the self-consistent coupled equations. It Is possible, however, to

make progress analytically In the limit of low gain and long pulses»».

Wave dynamics depends only on the average phase shifts ̂ cos( $ «)^ and

(sin($«))» (where •$» = -5 + ̂). These phase averages cannot be performed

analytically since the solutions to the full pendulum equation (5) are

elliptic Integrals. In the low gain limit, however,5* can be written as

an expansion in powers of £ : •$» = J*W + j«0) + j»« +...f where the

superscript Indicates the power of £($*<'> is proportional to £ , etc.).

We expand {cos( $*))j , then perform a partial resummation of important

terms. This can be diagrarrmed in the following way:

""*•• (12)

where the resunmation retains the underlined terms, $ «*>> and ;J» (l), to

all powers in £ . We do the same for <(sln( $»))>,j . A selective

summation which retains only $»W vanishes when averaged over initial

**A monoenergetlc, perfectly injected beam, a good approximation for the

Stanford laser, is again assumed.
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phases. If j»"' is retained as well, the net average current can be

non-zero, and will drive the wave's evolution. We will see that this

resunnation, rather than a straight-forward expansion in powers of £ , is

necessary to retain the essential features of the strong-field effect.

The quantity ($«W + 5«c" ) is obtained by expanding the full

pendulum equation, (5), to order £ , and integrating twice with respect

to time. Inserting the result into (12), and performing the average over

initial positions within the optical wave,

f (AWt) (13)

where b*= 8e4B*/(ymcAu»)1, (l+(Awt)*/2-cos«ut-

and AitJ =ju.c/L. In this low gain case, the microscopic average is

independent of ^, and the only dependence on the fields is in the

argument of the Bessel function. Further, the functional form (13) is

non-analytic in the coupling constant, e, and therefore could not be

obtained to any finite order in perturbation theory.

Sunning an infinite class of diagrams, then performing the

microscopic average, yields a result which describes the growth of the

wave to saturation. When the amplitude is small, (9) Is proportional

to £ , so the field's growth rate Is proportional to Its amplitude. As

the field grows, problems with the expansion might be expected: the
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argument of the Bessel function contains the same expansion parameter

used to calculate the electron single-particle currents; the results are

consistent (the Bessel function description is applicable) only so long

as this parameter does not grow too large. Fortunately, before this

parameter becomes too large, the Bessel function approaches its first

zero—the growth rate decreases, and the laser begins to saturate. In

other words, the result remains consistent with the perturbation

expansion of the pendulum equation, and is therefore a reliable

description of laser behavior through saturation.

Further analytic progress can be made, and the essential physics

retained, if the Bessel function is approximated by the first two terms

in its expansion: J,(x) 2= (x/2)(l-x*/8+...). Since the expanded form

has the same functional dependence as J, up to its first zero, this

fornulation still allows a description of the laser through saturation.

The differential equations, (7), can be simplified by choosing to

follow the evolution of a single point ( y = z - ct) within the optical

pulse as It travels down the magnet. The amplitude and phase of this

portion of the wave evolve in time according to

(14)

where S(/»u>t) = [l-(b£ f(Aitft))/c() is called the "saturation function".
a
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If the field is small, 5*1, and (U) reduces to the weak field gain

equation. As the field grows, S -»0, and evolution stops. An important

point is that S(AIO) is a function of the laser frequency, and has no

nodes: for any ur, S(u>,.) will saturate at some value of £ .* These

equations therefore can describe the evolution of the amplitude and phase

through saturation.

•Previous perturbative approaches, with no resunmation of terms, give

divergent results [15], and cannot describe laser saturation.



7. LASER. OSCILLATOR EVOLUTION: A PHASE TRANSITION

In a laser oscillator the optical wave grows slightly during each

pass, and requires many passes to achieve saturation. Its growth, d£,

over a number of round-trips, dn (which Is >1, but small compared to the

characteristic evolution time of the wave), is &£dn, where &£ Is the

growth per pass. $£ will have contributions from two sources: the

wave will grow or decay as a result of its interaction with electron

pulse; It will also decay due to losses inherent in the optical cavity.

The fractional power lost on each round-trip is modelled by the resonator

Q. The growth due to the wave's interaction with the electron beam is

found by integrating (14) over the interaction time, t = 0 to t = L/C, on

a single pass. In the low gain limit, £ and 4> change very little over

this timescale, and can therefore be taken outside the time integrals on

the right-hand side. Performing the resulting integrals produces terms

proportional to £ and £ , with constant coefficients. The long term

behavior of £ and <f> are described by the following equations:

£ -<e - f c
A4 ^' -A'£3~f« * * r

(15)

where n is the number of round-trips of the optical pulse in the

resonator, and we have assumed that the pulse is long enough that every

point a, evolves in the same way (we therefore drop the subscript y). The

coefficients are

/»l ( 1 -

(16)

Note that 2x Is the gain per pass, and is identical to the gain

coefficient derived by other techniques [10]; Q is the fractional power

loss per pass.

These differential equations can be solved for the amplitude and

phase of the wave:

> SL locn / / £»•
~" (17)
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where £ and </»„ are the initial amplitude and phase at t = 0, and it is

assured that the laser starts far from saturation, £0 / tot/p. The

square of the amplitude is related to the power in the wave, 2f c/8»,

plotted in Figure 14.
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I I
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a'= 0.1

NUMBER OF PASSES, n

figure 14. Laser power grows exponentially from noise to saturation.

The laser frequency shifts during amplification, and again near

saturation.

In the early stages of evolution, the power grows exponentially in time,

and the phase shifts linearly in time. Near saturation, e "'"fcl, and

the power asymptotically approaches the constant value <<c/4n̂  . The

phase changes linearly in time, as before, but now the coefficient of the
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linear growth is different: <f>-^0 = («*'- <*fl'/p)n.

In the laser oscillator, £ and u\. are not externally prepared, but

evolve in a manner determined by the system parameters: a , Be, %a , V ,

N. The changing phase can again be interpreted as an evolving laser

frequency, and a correspondingly evolving resonance parameter,̂ . . The

definition of ̂u, and the form of the optical wave, imply yx(n) = ̂u(0) +

î >(n)/in LB^O,- The conditions £ = 4> = 0 define the stationary

points of the system (determined by £ = «c /ft , <*'/) = a 'u. ). In

general, the rate at which <f> evolves is determined by <*' and/or ot;

since they are roughly the same magnitude as the gain in the system, the

shift in̂ u(O) is small (only 2% of its initial value of 2.6 at maximum

gain). During oscillator 'growth, the' resonance parameter is shifted away

from resonance; after saturation it moves back towards resonance. The

net shift is small and positive. Note that this result, for a long

pulse, is much smaller and opposite to that for the ultra-short pulses.

The theoretical growth rate, power at saturation, and frequency

shift are shown in Figure 14 where we plot (17) for the set of physical

parameters appropriate to the Stanford free electron laser.

This formulation is important for the physical Insight ill provides

into free electron laser operation. Equation (15) can be rewritten in

the form k = -}{(£)/}£ , where !(£) = -*£*2 + /3£Y/4. The dynamic

equation for the amplitude of the laser field is then desribed by the

overdamped motion of the coordinate £ in the generalized potential

$(£.. This potential has the form shown in Figure 15. It is evident

from the graph that the behavior of £ depends critically on the sign of

at. If <x< 0, the losses in the system exceed the gain, and the
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steady-state amplitude of the field is zero. Now suppose the electron

current density, /°y9«c, were slowly increased.

GENERALIZED POTENTIAL. *(£)

Figure 15. If the electron current is raised above threshold, the

generalized potential J(£) changes shape; fluctuations drive the

field from zero to the new steady-state minima ±(ei/p)la".

As long as <x.< 0, this has no effect on the only stable point of the

system: £ = 0. At some critical value of the current, the value for

which £ = 0 is now an unstable point, and fluctuations will drive the

system to a.new steady-state configuration, £ = (<</̂ 3 )

The potential $ (£) has the same form as the thermodynamic

potentials which describe ferroelectric!ty, ferromagnetism (in the

Ginzburg-Landau formulation), superconductivity, and laser action in
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atomic lasers [16]. Each of these phenomena can be described by a

mean-field theory, with the result that the system (described by a

potential of the form 1 above) changes from a disordered state to an

ordered state when an external parameter attains some critical value.

The low-gain analysis of the free electron laser presented above is also

a self-consistent, mean-field theory: each electron is Influenced by the

radiation fields produced by the other electrons. 6 can be identified

as the "order parameter" of the system, analogous, for example, to the

magnetization in a ferromagnet. If the optical field strength is small,

there are only a few photons, and the laser phase is disordered; if £ is

large (the system has "lased"), the optical wave becomes ordered and

coherent. The free electron laser is a system which undergoes a

second-order phase transition.



8. DISCUSSION

The single particle analysis of the free electron laser has proven

to be a valuable description of laser performance. If the single

particle currents are coupled to Maxwell's equations (section 2) the

resulting set of self-consistent, non-linear equations describe the

evolution of the electron beam and the amplitude and phase of the laser

field. The two keys to the formulation of section 2 were (a) the slowly

varying amplitude and phase approximation, an approximation commonly

applied to laser systems, and (b) the distinction between microscopic and

macroscopic scales, which distinguishes the microscopic bunching from the

macroscopic pulse progagation.

The coupled equations lend themselves to numerical analysis, and

such analysis is instructive for both experimenters and theorists. The

analysis of gain depression, for example, directs the experimenter to run

his laser far off-resonance for poorer quality electron beams (the

electron distribution function should be "moved" to populate zero-gain

regions instead of the negative-gain region just below resonance). The

fact that the fractional gain depression is largely independent of the

gain makes these results quite general.

The capabilities of this new theoretical approach become apparent

when Its predictions for the ultra-short pulse free electron laser are

compared to the experimental data. The optical pulse evolution,

determined simply and accurately, agrees well with observations. This

moves free electron laser theory into a new regime, making it a tool

which can be used to explain detailed experimental observations.
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Although the coupled equations are easily solved numerically, it is

instructive to investigate them analytically. A selective summation

(involving terms to all orders in £ ) can be performed to obtain

non-divergent analytic results which capture the physics of the processes

occurlng in the closed-orbit regions of the pendulum phase-space. When

these results are incorporated in a set of laser rate equations, the

laser oscillator can be followed analytically through saturation. This

description correlates well with numerical analyses, but can only

describe evolution of long pulses. Its real value comes from the insight

it yields into the physics of the free electron laser: the form of the

equations reveals that this laser, like an atomic laser, is a self-

ordering, many-body system which undergoes a second-order phase

transition.

We are grateful for the support (of W. B. C.) by NASA Grant NSG-7490.
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FREE ELECTRON LASER WAVE AND PARTICLE DYNAMICS

William B. Colson

Quantum Institute
University of California Santa Barbara
Santa Barbara, CA 93106

INTRODUCTION

In a free electron laser, a beam of relativistic electrons passes
through a static periodic magnetic field to amplify a superimposed
coherent optical wave (Figure 1). Here, the lasing process has been
reduced to its most fundamental form and is manifestly classical in
nature. This point is at the root of many of the free electron lasers
potential advantages over conventional atomic lasers; many properties
of atomic lasers such as efficiency, are limited by quantum mechanics.
This new laser is free from the bonds constraining atomic lasers to
a particular wavelength and therefore is continuously tunable. The
optical cavity contains only light, radiating electrons and the
magnetic field so that intense optical fields may propagate without
the degrading non-linear effects (self-focussing, etc.) of denser media.
The advanced technology of high-energy electron accelerators and storage
rings promises efficient recirculation of the beam energy.

The earliest coherent radiation sources, radar and microwave
electron tubes, used classical non-relativistic electron beams to
amplify long wavelength radiation (10 cm to 0.1 cm). These devices
satisfied a wide range of applications with hundreds of varied designs,
but it was not possible to generate shorter wavelengths until the early
sixties when atomic and molecular lasers were developed. A necessary
technical advance at the time was the replacement of "closed" microwave
cavities with "open" optical resonators. J.M.J. Madey's conception^
of the free electron laser in 1971 showed how relativistic electrons
and "open" resonators could extend the advantages of electron tubes
to the optical regime.

189
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Fig. 1. Successive electron pulses travel through the periodic
magnet with z-velocity 8OC; the optical pulse is amplified
as it slowly passes over oscillating electrons.

Madey and his collaborators at Stanford University demonstrated
free electron laser amplification2 in 1976 and laser oscillation in
1977. In the oscillator experiments, a nearly monoenergetic 43 MeV
electron beam from a superconducting linear accelerator was passed
through a 5.2 m long helical magnet with a field strength of B = 2.4
kGauss and wavelength Xo=3.2 cm. Short 4 picosecond electron pulses
of 1 amp peak current produced 2xl07 W/cm2 peak optical power at
X = 3.4 y wavelength with circular polarization.

The fundamental physics of free electron lasers is now well under-
stood; several theoretical viewpoints adequately describe its behavior.
Semi-classical quantum theory, or quantum electrodynamics,1'^"^
explains the laser action as stimulated Compton back-rscattering of
the virtual photons in the periodic magnet, or equivalently, as
stimulated magnetic Bremsstrahlung. In this view, the finite length
magnet and the resulting electron kinematics allow stimulated emission
to exceed absorption. Viewed classically,7 the electron beam is a
cold relativistic plasma;8-10 dispersion relations from the Boltzmann r'
equation can properly .characterize the evolution of the electron
distribution in the optical wave. The most fruitful and widely used
theory calculates the dynamics of individual electrons1*"13 as they .
are affected by the fields in the laser cavity; the total transverse
current then drives Maxwell's non-linear wave equation.11* Reference
15 and this volume review most of the current theoretical and experi-
mental work on the free electron lasers.
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In the next section we develop the equations governing wave and
electron dynamics. The electron phase-space, and the optical wave
evolution are each examined separately. Finally, the short pulse
problem of Stanford's laser is reviewed.

Formalism

In the FEL oscillator, mirrors are placed at each end of the
interaction region to store radiation; fresh electrons are either
supplied continuously or injected to overlap the rebounding optical
pulse. As electrons enter the laser cavity, they are acted on by
the static magnetic field, and the oscillating electric and magnetic
components of the nearly free optical plane-wave; interparticle
Coulomb forces are small for the high energy, low density beam of .
the Stanford experiment. The magnet guides an electron through N
periodic oscillations as it travels the length of the magnet (L=NA )
with z-velocity Bzc(Sz

e'l); the small transverse accelerations produce
a small amount of spontaneous radiation carrying the polarization
of the magnet geometry: circular polarization for a helical magnet,
linear polarization for alternating poles. The emission is
confined to within an angle =%Y (ync2 is the electron energy) about
the forward motion, and within a narrow (~%N) spectral line-width
about the fundamental A=Ao(l-Bz)*Ao(l+ic

2)/2Y2 for y»l and
K=eBX0/2irmc

2 where e=|e| and m are the electron charge magnitude and
mass, B is magnetic field strength, c is the speed of light. If
K<1, as is usually the case, there will be a small amount of emission
into a few well-separated higher harmonics. The Stanford experiment
gives typical values for these parameters, and has demonstrated the
tunable characteristic of the laser frequency by varying the acceler-
ator energy. In future machines the tunable wavelength range is
estimated to be about a decade; this is primarily determined by the
dynamic range of the electron source.

The radiation from multiple passes of the electron beam is
stored in the resonant cavity. Maxwell's wave equation governs the
evolution of a light wave in the presence of an electron current:

-• -•
where A is the radiation vector potential, and Jj_ is the transverse
current density (cgs units). When the laser is "turned on", the
optical wave grows from spontaneous emission to a large amplitude
wave with a well-defined phase. After the coherent wave is
established, its amplitude and phase can still evolve in time.
The following waveform was chosen to represent the laser optical
wave during these stages of evolution:
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A(x,t) = -LYJ- (sin(kz-d)t+$(z,t)), cos(kz-ut+<i>(z, t) ) ,0) (2)

where E(z,t) is the wave amplitude; the carrier frequency is
u)=kc, and the phase is 4>(z,t). When the amplitude and phase of
this wave are held fixed, (2) describes a plane wave traveling
in the z-direction.

The waveform (2) contains no dependence on x and y; a proper
description would give it some finite transverse dimension. In
order to address the essential physics of the problem, we choose
to avoid this complication by describing dynamics well within the
optical wave (an appropriate "filling factor" is included in
the definition of the electron density to handle the overlap
between the optical mode and the electron beam1).

The dynamics of electrons in the combined static and radiation
fields are governed by the Lorentz force equations. A helical
magnetic field of the form

B = B(cos k0z, sin knz,0) (3)
mag °

produces the optical polarization in (2) and Xo=2ir/ko is the magnet
wavelength. The radiation electric and magnetic fields are obtained
from the vector potential using the slowly varying amplitude and
phase approximation explained below. When both of these fields
are inserted into the transverse components of the relativistic
Lorentz force equations, their contributions nearly cancel in
comparison to the magnet (2): 6ZB»(1-6Z)E when gz=l. If inject-
ing perfectly, the large scale, or macroscopic, helical motion is
then p=B0z+B_i_ where IL=-|e |Bma_/ymc

2k0. This motion alone appears
uninteresting, but it allows efficient energy exchange with the
purely transverse radiation field (2) if near "resonance":

Substituting B_j_ into the fourth component of the Lorentz force
we have

and

=

dt

= =c(Bzk0-k(l-ez)) (5)

where Y2=(l+K2)/(l-6z) . and £=(k+ko)z-ut is the electrons phase
within an optical wavelength. If an electron has a velocity
such that v=0, then exactly one wavelength of light is passing
over the electron as it travels through one magnet wavelength.
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v =v(t=0) is determined from initial conditions and is called the
resonance parameter. E and <}) are to be interpreted as the local
radiation field and phase in the superimposed macroscopic (covering
several optical wavelengths) part of the optical beam; the phase-
space coordinates (£,v) describe the evolution of electrons on a
microscopic scale (£X). The coordinates (C,Y) may also be used
since v~4irN(Y-YR)/YR near resonance where YR =k(l+<2)/2ko (Y»l) .
The number of periods N is usually large, a few hundred, so that
small changes in y giye large changes in v. This point means
that, in general, fractional changes in y are small during a single
pass through the laser, and to a good approximation (4) and (5)
become

\(Y0mc)
2

where Yomc
2 is the initial electron energy, and k~(l-Hc2)k0/2y

2

has been used. 4fi is the height of the closed orbit separatrix
in the dimensionless pendulum phase-space.

Electron dynamics (6) have now been put into a form where we
see that the fundamental phase-space is that of the simple
pendulum. While exact for low gain, where E and <j> are nearly
constant, the pendulum phase-space is only slightly modified when
more complicated effects are self -consistently included. It
therefore has been and remains a valuable tool for experiments and
theorists.

The optical wave evolves on a slower time scale than do
individual- electrons. The changes in E and <\> then act back to
slightly alter the phase-space paths guiding electrons. The ampli-
tude and phase of the wave evolve slowly over an optical wavelength
(E«ci)j.E, etc.); a faster evolution would diminish the coherence
and monochromicity of the radiation. The left-hand side of (1)
can therefore be rewritten by inserting (2) , and neglecting terms
containing two derivatives, either spatial, temporal, or both. The
remaining terms are "fast" rotating vectors with "slow" coefficients.
Equations which are truly slowly-varying can be constructed by
projecting the wave equation onto two unit vectors,
and £2=(sin4',coŝ ,0) to get

c 3t,

(7)
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The second-order partial differential equation (1) has now been
reduced to two first-order differential equations (7); one
describing the evolution of the amplitude of the wave, the other
describing the evolution of its phase. When there is no source
current (Jj_=0) , E and <)> satisfy the free-space wave equation.

For relativistic electrons, the transverse radiation force is
very small, so the electron's transverse velocity (and therefore
the transverse current) is determined almost entirely by the
static magnetic field. We project the single-particle currents,
eg^c, onto the two unit vectors i: and t2.

The total beam current is the sum of all single-particle
currents. The electrons can be labelled by their initial positions
and velocities (or, equivalently, resonance parameters); this
definition is unique, and rigorously defines the electron beam
current (Jean's theorem). In experimental situations, the electron
pulse is large compared to an optical wavelength, so on a
microscopic scale the electrons are initially spread uniformly
over each wavelength of light. Although particle redistribution
(bunching) does occur within an optical wavelength, it does not
affect the average density in any macroscopic section of the beam
several wavelengths long. Similarly, although the energy spread
of the injected electron beam would generally not be large enough
to result in distortion of the pulse as it travels down the magnet,
it may be large enough to result in a significant spread in
resonance parameters. On a macroscopic scale neither the bunching
mechanism nor an initial velocity spread alter the macroscopic
electron pulse shape, and it travels undistorted through the
interaction region. Microscopically, however, an electron.' s
resonance parameter, v0 and initial position within a wavelength
of light £0 (i.e., its coordinates in the pendulum phase-space)
are crucial in determining the result of its interaction with the
wave. The beam current density in a volume dV (which is large
compared to an optical wavelength, but small compared to the pulse
size) is found by averaging over vo and £0, then weighting this
result by the macroscopic particle density p(z) within that volume
element. Indicating the appropriate microscopic average by < > the
equation becomes

where P(z-Soct) is the density of the traveling electron pulse.
Within the slowly varying amplitude and phase approximation,
macroscopic sections of the electron beam (those covering several
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Fig. 2. The pendulum phase-space (£(t),v(t)) is periodic in the
optical wavelength which defines the bunching length.
Electrons evolve along their paths in either the open or
closed orbit regions. The optical field strength E
determines the height of the closed orbit region 4ft.

optical wavelengths) can be accurately represented in the periodic
pendulum phase-space by a single section of phase-space X long.
Equations (8) and (9) are coupled through the pendulum equation (6),
or the more general equations (4) and (5). In more complicated
magnet structures, the electron equations (4) and (5) may be
altered, but the wavelength equations (8) and (9) retain a similar
form.

In their general form, the non-linear equations (8) and (9)
are valid for low-gain and high-gain systems, in weak 'or strong
optical fields. They describe the evolution for an arbitrary
electron pulse shape, and the resulting amplitude and phase (and
therefore the structure and spectrum) of the optical pulse. The
remainder of this work explores the content of these equations.

ELECTRON PHASE SPACE EVOLUTION

The electron physics can be understood by appealing to the
electron phase-space diagrams. Consider the microscopic current
within a small volume, of the beam. If the pendulum equation
coefficient ft=(2BoE)^eL/ymc

2 were truly constant, the electron
phase-space would be exactly that of a single pendulum, as shown
in Figure 2. Two sample electrons are included in the figure;
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each electron's initial conditions determine the evolution of its
"velocity" v(t)=£(t)L/c and "position" £(t), and therefore constrain
it to follow a particular path in phase-space. The height of the
"closed-orbit region", 4fi, is determined by the optical field
strength, and is important in determining the character of electron
evolution and hence the laser gain process. A large S2 "traps" a
large area of the phase-space in closed orbit paths.

The fully coupled equations indicate that an electron's
evolution is not governed by the exact pendulum equation, but by
a "self-consistent" pendulum equation; at any instant in time,
however, an electron's motion can be determined from the pendulum
phase-space defined by the values of ft and 4> at that instant. The
phase-space picture therefore remains a valuable tool in under-
standing beam evolution. Figures 3-5J show the self-consistent
evolution of a monoenergetic beam with the approximate parameters
of Stanford's laser (except that the optical pulse is assumed to
be long and the optical cavity mode structure has not been
included). The electrons phase-space paths are almost indistin-
guishable from pendulum paths; the self-consistent separatrix is
included for reference. Since the electrons are spread uniformly
over an optical wavelength, and the pendulum phase-space is periodic
in the optical wavelength; it is only necessary, then, to consider
a sample of electrons distributed uniformly over one optical
wavelength.

In Figure 3, all electrons are injected with vo=2.6 for
maximum gain in weak fields.11 With the optical power only 10s W/cm2,
all electrons fall in the open orbit region. The beam acquires a
small energy spread, and some bunching about £=TT can be detected.
The gain equation and electron distributions have previously been
derived in this regime by expanding the pendulum equation in powers
of E. ":i

In Figure 4, the initial optical field is stronger (106 W/cm2);
the closed-orbit region has expanded, and now contains some of the
electrons. The energy spread is larger, and bunching is more
evident. Note that in both Figures 3 and 4 the £=TT is overpopulated
at the end of the laser to amplify E in (8).

In Figure 5, the field is large enough (107 W/cm2) that
saturation begins to occur: electrons gain and lose energy in a
nearly symmetric way, and the gain (originally VL5%) has dropped
to 5̂%. When the laser oscillator reaches the point where gain per
pass equals the loss per pass, it runs in a steady state. Note here
that the C=IT phase is overpopulated before the end of the laser!
The electrons become spread again at the end of the laser and do
not efficiently drive the wave. In the Stanford experiment, only
a small fraction (s=vo/4irN~0.1%) of the electron beam energy
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t=0

t=|L/c t"L/c

Fig. 3. In weak optical fields (power=105 W/cm 2 ) , electrons evolve
in the open-orbit region and acquire a small spread in
energy.

is extracted at saturation.

The character of the gain process is analogous to the energy
exchanged between two weakly coupled pendula (the optical wave and
electron beam). For very short times, little energy can be transfr-
red, and for very long times, the exchange averages to zero. But for
the appropriate finite time, defined by VQ in our case, energy flows
in one direction only, giving a net transfer to the optical wave.
Note that the energy density in a relativistic electron beam can be
quite large; any reasonable fraction that can be transferred to an
optical wave produces a sizable laser field.

Electron dynamics may also be derived from a self-consistent
pendulum potential; V(c;)=-(nc/L)2sin(j;+<j>) and £=-V (c;) give (6).
The potential changes slowly and self-consistently with & and cj>
coupled to the wave equations. From this viewpoint, when electrons
enter at the resonant velocity cAo/(A0+A), they are initially
stationary on the V(£)-surface (v0=0); an equal number of particles
"roll" ahead and back exchanging equal amounts of energy with the
optical wave. There is no gain in this case. If electrons enter
at a slightly higher velocity, then all electrons are initially
"rolling" along the £-axis of the corregated V-surface. For optimum
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Fig. 4. In stronger fields (power=105 W/cm2) ft is larger; bunching
becomes evident at the end of the laser.

gain conditions the "rolling" is slow; none will "roll" past more than
one crest during the interaction time, and the electron beam will
then lose energy to the optical wave. This is the gain mechanism.
During amplification the initially monoenergetic, uniform beam becomes
bunched at the optical wavelength and spread in energy; the fractional
energy spread is &y/y~n/'n'S for weak fields and "'IMN at saturation.
Maximum gain for weak fields occurs when the "rolling" velocity is
V0=2.6. Absorption is predicted and observed for vo£0. For typical
parameters, each ampere of beam current within the optical mode
cross section gives a few percent gain; one to one-hundred amps of
peak current can be provided by accelerators or storage rings. The
useful energy range is roughly ten to several hundred MeV; this
spans a range of wavelengths from submillimeter to x-.rays. Higher
energies (with the best feasible magnets) result in very low gain.

After many passes of the electron beam, the intracavity optical
amplitude becomes large, V(C) becomes large, and saturation occurs.
When there is no value of VQ which can prevent the nearly
symmetric falling of particles into the potential troughs, the
electrons become "trapped," and gain decreases. In future experiments,
the deep troughs may be put to an advantage, increasing the energy
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t=L/c

Fig. 5. Saturation occurs when the fields become so strong (power=
107 W/cm2) that nearly all electrons are "trapped" in the
closed-orbit region.

extracted from the electron beam and extending the laser performance.
At large field strengths, electrons are trapped in the beginning
stages of the magnet; the magnet (called a "tapered wiggler") is
designed with a slowly decreasing wavelength so the guiding phase-
space paths move down. Computer simulations show that about half
the electrons remain trapped in the deep decelerating "buckets" with
-10% (possibly 50%) energy extraction. This is the same mechanism
(in reverse) used in linear accelerators; in fact, a periodic magnet
with a slowly increasing wavelength and a powerful laser pulse may
be used as a particle accelerator. The possibility of modified
magnet geometries is an important flexibility in free electron
laser design; in an atomic laser, this would correspond to altering
the atomic structure, seen by an excited electron, during the
emission process.

Optical Wave Evolution

After concentrating on electron dynamics, we now consider the
result wave evolution. In a small section within long pulses, we can
take P, E, and <C to be spatially uniform in z. Furthermore, assume
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small electron energy extraction (y~Y0)
 and l°w gain so that the

pendulum equation is valid. The phase averages are difficult to
perform, since the solutions to the full pendulum equation £ are
elliptic integrals. The averages start at zero since the phases
are uniformly populated, but the electrons response to the wave
leads to non-zero values. In weak optical fields, the pendulum
equation and averages may be expanded to first-order in E and the
integrals performed; this gives a maximum gain Ĝ ax = 0.27
e*B2pX0(L/Y0mc

2)3 when vo=2.6.

In reference 15 (Colson and Ride, Chapter 13) an approximate
solution was found for these phase averages with higher order
E-dependence included. On each pass through the magnet, E and <J> are
nearly constant: they evolve on a slower time-scale than the
electrons. A more appropriate time-scale for light is the evolution
over many passes. The light will bounce between the mirrors many
times, and if electrons are continuously supplied (or injected in
pulses to overlap the optical pulse), it will grow during each pass
until saturation. Its growth, dE, over a number of round-trips, dn
(which is -^1, but small compared to the characteristic evolution
time), is 6Edn, where 6E is the growth per pass. <5E will have contri-
butions- from two sources: the electron beam interaction, and the
inherent losses of the optical cavity. The net growth over a single
pass is found by integrating (8) and (9) from t=0 to t=L/c. E and <J>
change very little over this time-scale and the resulting integrals
produce terms proportional to E and E3 with constant coefficients.
The long term behavior of E and $ are described by

= aE - gE3
dn

dn

(10)

=a' - 6'E2

where n is the number of round-trips of the light in the resonator
(pulses must be long enough so that every part of the pulse evolves
in the same way) and the lowest order coefficients are

a = (1-cos v0 - 4v0 sin VQ) -
(Y0mc

2v0)
3

2eVXQL
3p

a' = (sin vn - Jjv-. (1+cos vn))

(ID

(Y0mc
2v0)

3
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Note that 2a is the gain per pass and is identical with the gain coef-
ficient derived using energy conservation;11 Q"1 is the fractional
power loss per pass, a and a' are exact in the weak-field, low-gain
limit and are therefore fundamental results for the free electron
laser. The coefficients 6 and 6' are lengthy expressions not
presented here; they are written out in reference 15. Furthermore,
they are less fundamental since they are dependent on the specific
higher order approximation scheme. Both a and B are antisymmetric
functions of VQ centered about resonance (vo=0), but they are not
exactly the same shape. Both a' and g' are symmetric functions of
VQ and also differ in detailed shape, g and g' are proportional to
[(2e8B'*X0L

7p)/U0n
ic2v0)

7] times a function of VQ.

The differential equations (10) can be solved for the amplitude
and phase of the wave after any pass n.

E2(n) = E£e~"U+

<{)(n) = 4>Q+a'n- -^ In

(12)

where EQ and <$>Q are the initial amplitude and phase and it is assumed
that the laser starts far from saturation, E2«a/g. The phase
initially accumulates as a'n; then after saturation (when e^an»l)
4>(n)-»-(a'-ag'/B)n. In the early stages of evolution, the power grows
exponentially then asymptotically approaches the constant value

In the laser E and X are not externally prepared, but evolve as
determined by the system parameters: p, B, A0, yo, N and Q. We
chose p=1.9x!09 cm"3, B=2.4 kGauss, Xo=3.2 cm, Yp

=85' N=160, and
Q'̂ O.SS to describe the Stanford laser.2 The changing phase <J>(n). .
is to be interpreted as an evolving laser frequency aj=2iTc/X which
slowly changes the resonance parameter v. From the definition of
v and the form of the optical wave (2) , we identify v(n)=vo+
8v(n)/3n|v_ . The shift in v is small (only 2% of its initial value

of 2.6 for maximum gain). We previously neglected this shift in the
low gain limit; here we see that this was justified. During growth
the shift is away from resonance (and the maximum gain point at 2.6);
after saturation v moves nearly back to the maximum gain point.

The formulation above enables us to describe the onset of free
electron laser operation as a second-order ^hase transition.
Equation (10) may be rewritten in the form E=-3$(E)/8E, where $(E)=
-aE2/2 + BE^/A. The dynamic equation for the amplitude of the laser
field is then described by the overdamped motion of the coordinate E
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GENERALIZED POTENTIAL. <t>(£)

Fig. 6. If the electron current is raised above threshold, the
generalized potential $(E) changes shape; fluctuations
drive the field from zero to the new steady-state minima

in the generalized potential $(E). It is evident in Figure 6 that
the behavior of E depends critically on the sign of a- If a<0,
losses in the system exceed the gain, and the field amplitude
fluctuates near zero. At the critical current density p60c (for
which a=0) the laser reaches threshold; for greater currents the
potential takes on a different form and fluctuations cause evolution
to a new steady-state configuration at E2=a/B- It is important we
found that V(n)*v0 for all n so that only the amplitude evolution
needs to be followed in developing <J>(E); therefore, B and B' need
only be accurate near v=v =2.6 (as they are), the maximum gain point
in weak fields.
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The potential $(E) has the same form as the thermodynamic
potentials which describe ferroelectricity, ferromagnetism (in
the Ginzburg-Landau formulation), superconductivity, and laser
action in atomic lasers-.17 Each of these phenomena can be
described by a mean-field theory, with the result that the system
changes from a disordered state to an ordered state when an
external parameter attains some critical value. This low-gain
analysis of the free electron laser is also a self-consistent mean-
field theory. The "order parameter" is Kanalogous, for example,
to the magnetization in a ferromagnet). If E is small, the
photon density (E2/4TTfikrc) is small, and the laser phase «p has no
long range order. If the system has "lased", E2 goes to its large
value of a/S; the laser phase becomes ordered over many optical
wavelengths (the coherence length) producing a classical electro-
magnetic wave. The role of spontaneous emission has been included
in a quantum mechanical description of this same evolution.5

Short Pulse Evolution

Now that the electron and wave evolution has been explored for
long uniform beams, we consider the short pulse dynamics. The
system of equations (.6), (8) and (9) can be solved to take into
account the spatial structure of both the optical and electron pulses.
The behavior of the free electron laser is, in fact, modified by
short-pulse effects.18 The shape of the optical pulse, its
Fourier transform (which shows a laser line shift), and the optical
pulse "slippage" over the slightly slower electrons, are all
sensitive to the pulse length. This is not particularly surprising,
since each of these depends on the overlap between the optical
pulse and the electron beam—which for short pulses is continually
changing. In Stanford's system, for example, as the short C^l mm)
pulses travel together down the 5.2 m magnet (Figure 1), the
optical pulse gradually passes part of the way (.5 mm) over the
electron pulse. Each section of the optical pulse sees a varying
electron density; similarly, each section of the electron pulse sees
a varying optical field. The evolution is therefore quite complex.

In the Stanford laser, radiation is stored in an over-moded
resonant cavity, JL =12 m long. The mode geometry causes a small
change in the field's amplitude along the laser, and a more signi-
ficant change in the phase of the wave. The self-consistent
separatrix shifts with the phase (A<j>/pass~7T/4), but the qualitative
behavior of the electrons remains the same. The undriven wave's
amplitude and phase vary as they propagate along the laser magnet
axis. E varies in proportion to (l+(2z-L)2/.C )~^ and the optical
phase changes by -tan~1((2z-L)/i). These undriven changes in the
wave are included at each step in the systems evolution. This mode
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also changes the coupling in (8) and (9) and is included by
introducing a "filling factor" F(z)=F /U+(2z-L)2/i.2) which
multiplies p everywhere. F is the ratio of the electron beam area
to the optical mode area and equals FQ=.082 at z=L/2.

In the working laser oscillator, the optical pulse remains in
the resonator, bouncing between mirrors at either end. On each
round-trip 3.5% of the pulse's power is lost at the mirrors. To
maintain the pulse, a fresh electron beam with fixed gaussian shape
is injected every cycle, and timed to overlap the rebounding optical
pulse. The evolution of a low amplitude, coherent wave, can be
followed through many hundreds to a thousand cycles in the resonator.

It would appear that to "synchronize" each electron pulse with
the rebounding optical pulse (to have it overlap the optical pulse
in the same way on each pass), the electrons should be injected
every 2//c seconds. But while 2«t/c is the bounce time of a photon,
it is not the bounce time of the centroid of the optical pulse.
Since there is more gain at the end of a free electron laser than at
the beginning,11 the trailing edge of an ultra-short optical pulse
experiences more amplification than its leading edge. The net
effect is that the centroid of the optical pulse passes over the
electrons at a speed less than c(l-go), and would therefore
intercept the next electron pulse later than the expected 2«C./c. If
the experimenter does not compensate for this effect, the optical
pulse centroid will continually move back, and after many passes will
no longer adequately overlap the electron pulse; when this occurs,
the absorption per pass exceeds the gain, and the equilibrium
oscillator power is zero.

In the Stanford experiment, the resonator length was varied
until maximum steady-state power was achieved. The experimenters
found that the power was sensitive to changes on the order of microns,
but did not know the absolute length of the cavity within microns.
We can now infer that the resonator must have been slightly shortened
by A£, to decrease the 2i/c bounce-time, and compensate for the
slower speed of the optical pulse. Figure 7 shows the steady-state
power as a function of At. Our result is in fair agreement with the
curve found experimentally, but is wider for the precise parameters
reported.19 One of the less well-known experimental quantities
is the. electron pulse length (a factor of two uncertainty), which
could clearly have a serious effect on the slippage curve width.
The average current is actually well-known, so that uncertainties
in the electron pulse length translate into uncertainties in p and
therefore, gain. We have seen numerically that larger gain widens
the curve in Figure 7 (50% gain/pass and 10% loss/pass make the curve
~30 microns, wide) so that less gain from a slightly longer electron
pulse could conceivably give closer agreement to experiment. At this
point, however, there are too many uncertainties to meaningfully
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Fig. 7. The length of the resonator must be adjusted to compensate
for reshaping of the optical pulse. The steady-state power
is a sensitive function of the length, Ai.. The inset shows
Stanford's experimental curve, which is similar to the
theoretical curve, but not as wide.

pursue better agreement; future experiments will improve this
situation.

Once the cavity has been properly adjusted, the free electron
laser can evolve to, and operate in, a steady state. In Figure 8
are shown two optical pulses evolving in the Stanford laser; after
several hundred passes the pulse evolution slows considerably to a
steady state. The multiple peaked structure is typical of short
pulses with small slippage compensation AJt.(<2 microns); in this
case the optical pulse "rides" near the middle of the electron pulse.
If AJtis larger (£2 microns), the optical pulse is longer with no
structure and "rides" near the front of the electron pulse. The
Stanford group has not yet had the opportunity to measure the
structure of the optical pulse; when the measurement is performed,
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Fig. 8. In (a), the laser runs with small AX (=% micron) to steady-
state, and in (b) the laser runs with larger A£(=2 micron).

it will be a good test of the predictive powers of this analytic
technique.

The multiple peak structure in Figure 8 does, however, explain
an observed feature of the power spectrum. The peaks Cv>0.8 mm apart;
would correspond to approximately a 60 GHz modulation in the laser
line; the Stanford experiments do report a clear 60 GHz modulation
which is indirect evidence for this multiple peak structure.
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Fig. 9. The power spectrum dP/dk (laser lines) is obtained by taking
the spatial Fourier transform of the pulse. The steady-state
line-center is calculated to move from k (VQ=2.6) to Vf=4
(largely independent of A3t,)» the resonance parameter for
maximum strong-field gain. We suggest that the experimental
line-center is placed too close to resonance (\>=0) due to
detector misalignment (by 0*0.0007 radians) during the
spontaneous emission measurement.

Furthermore, as A is increased, the modulation is observed to
disappear and the power spectrum narrows; each feature is predicted
by the theory here.

The spatial Fourier transform of a steady-state optical pulse
yields the laser power spectrum dP(k)/dk as shown in Figure 9. A
low amplitude pulse should start at vo=2.6, the resonance parameter
for maximum weak-field gain; this determines the carrier wave-
number k. After many passes the pulse amplitude becomes large and
the power spectrum shifts to Vf~4, the resonance parameter for
maximum strong-field gain.15 The structural cause for the shift
is a linear phase change along most of the pulse profile so that
(p«6kz where 6k/k=-0.0015; the resonance parameter as observed in a
detector outside the laser cavity is then shifted by 6v=-2irN6k/k=l.5.
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The theoretical width and shape of the power spectrum are in
excellent agreement with experiment,20 but the experimental laser
line appears to be shifted towards resonance as determined by
comparison with the spontaneous emission line-center. A possible
cause for this discrepancy is a slight misalignment of the detector
from the magnet axis during the spontaneous emission measurement.21

This alignment is so delicate that 0*0.0007 radians (well within the
relativistic emission cone of angular width y~l~lQ~2 radians) would
shift the spontaneous emission line-center up by 6v«2.5 (since
6v=2irNY262/(l-H<2)) and make the laser line appear to be shifted
towards resonance by the amount shown in Figure 9. Note that there
is no other determination of resonance in the Stanford experiment
and such a misalignment can only cause the laser to appear shifted
towards resonance as found.

No matter how the laser pulse grows, for electrons 6Z(=1)
remains nearly constant and the electron pulse retains its shape.
On each pass all electrons are injected with the same energy, but as
they respond to the local optical field a small microscopic energy
change alters their resonance parameter. In reference 15 the
resultant energy distribution is shown; experimental agreement is
consistent with the resolution of the spectrometers.19 For small
A£, the fraction energy spread is !2/irN. We found that large Alt
produces anamolously small electron distributions by about a factor
of two. The electron moves out of the back of the optical pulse
prematurely on each pass since the pulse is "riding" on the front
of the electron pulse. This early decoupling fails to spread
electron energies the expected amount.

The author wishes to acknowledge support by NASA Grant NSG-7490
and many helpful discussions with S.K. Ride, J.M.J. Madey, and
J. Eckstein and the numerical assistance of K. Lind and R. Zarnowski.
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Free Electron Lasers
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In a free electron laser, a beam of relaUvistic electrons passes through a

static periodic magnetic Held to amplify a superimposed coherent optical wave.

Such a laser is free from the bonds constraining atomic lasers to a particular

wavelength and therefore is continuously tunable. The optical cavity contains

only light, radiating electrons, and the magnetic field so that intense optical

fields may propagate without the degrading non-linear effects (self-focusing,

etc.) of denser media. The advanced technology of high-energy electron

accelerators and storage rings promises efficient reclrculation of the beam

energy. Here, the lasing process has been reduced to its most fundamental

form and is manifestly classical In nature. This point is at the root of many of

the free electron lasers potential advantages over conventional atomic lasers;

many properties of atomic lasers, such as efficiency, are limited by quantum

mechanics.

The earliest coherent radiation sources, radar and microwave electron

tubes, used classical non-relativistic electron beams to amplify long wavelength

radiation (10 cm to 0.1 cm). These devices satisfied a wide range of applications

with hundreds of varied designs, but is was not possible to generate shorter

wavelengths until the early sixties when atomic and molecular lasers were
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developed. A necessary technical advance at that time was the replacement of

"closed" microwave cavities with "open" optical resonators. J. M. J. Madey's con-

ception of the free electron laser in 1971 showed how relativistic electrons and

"open" resonators could extend the advantages of electron tubes to the optical

regime.

Madey and his collaborators at Stanford University demonstrated tree elec-

tron laser amplification in 1976 and laser oscillation in 1977. In the oscillator

experiments (Pig. 1). a nearly monoenergetic 43 MeV electron beam from a

superconducting linear accelerator was passed through a 5.3 m long helical

magnet with a field strength of B0 = 2A kG and wavelength Xo = 3.3 cm. Short 4

picosecond electron pulses of ~1A peak current produced 3000 kW peak optical

power at A = 3.4/1 wavelength with circular polarization.

y optical pulse optical pulse
»—• ̂ electron path

\ .S e i e^ectlon pulsex

periodic magnet

Figure 1. In the oscillator configuration, the electrons are guided into the
transverse periodic magnetic field with velocity ft,c; the stored optical
pulse slowly passes over them and stimulated emission occurs. The elec-
trons are removed after each pass, and the enhanced optical pulse is stored
between the mirrors of the resonant cavity. A partially-transmitting mirror
allows useful coherent radiation to escape.

The fundamental physics of free electron lasers is now well understood:

several theoretical viewpoints adequately describe its behavior. Semi-classical

quantum theory, or quantum electrodynamics, explains the laser action as

stimulated Compton back-scattering of the virtual photons in the periodic mag-

net, or equivalently, as stimulated magnetic Bremsstrahlung. In this view, the

finite length magnet and the resulting electron kinematics allow stimulated

emission to exceed absorption. Viewed classically, the electron beam is a cold
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relativistic plasma; dispersion relations From the Boltzmann equation can prop-

erly characterize the evolution of the electron distribution in the optical wave.

The most fruitful and widely used theory calculates the dynamics of individual

electrons as they are affected by the fields in the laser cavity; the total

transverse current then drives Maxwell's non-linear wave equation.

To simplify the discussion, only the essential physics of the Stanford oscilla-

tor experiment are explained. Mirrors are placed at each end of the interaction

region to store radiation; fresh electrons are either supplied continuously or

injected to overlap the rebounding optical pulse. As electrons enter the laser

cavity, they are acted on by the static magnetic field, and the oscillating elec-

tric and magnetic components of the nearly free optical plane-wave; tnterparti-

cle Coulomb forces are small for the high energy, low density beam of the Stan-

ford experiment. The magnet guides an electron through N periodic oscillations

as it travels the length of the magnet L = N\0 with z-velocity f),c (ft, » 1); the

small transverse accelerations produce a small amount of spontaneous radiation

carrying the polarization of the magnet geometry: circular polarization for a

helical magnet, linear polarization for alternating poles. The emission is

confined to within an angle « 1/87 (ymce is the electron energy) about the for-

ward motion, and within a narrow (*>l/2N) spectral line-width about the funda-

mental X = AO (1 - p.) " Ao(l + tP)/Z-f for 7 » 1 and K = eB0-y0 /2nmce where

e and m are the electron charge and mass, c is the speed of light. \! K <• 1, as is

usually the case, there will be a small amount of emission into a few well-

separated higher harmonics. The Stanford experiment gives typical values for

these parameters, and has demonstrated the tunable characteristic of the laser

frequency by varying the accelerator energy. In future machines the tunable

wavelength range is estimated to be about a decade; this is primarily deter-

mined, by the dynamic range of the electron source.
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The radiation from multiple passes of the electron mass is stored in the

resonant cavity. The magnet alone does no work on electrons (neglecting spon-

taneous emission), but does give a small transverse velocity, j}(. The radiation

fields alone have no significant effect on either the electron trajectory or

energy, since the forces due to the optical electric and magnetic fields nearly

cancel. In combination, the magnetic field guides electrons through a

transverse path so that the radiation electric field E can do work on an electron

according to 7 = (8/mc)/5, &. The fundamental emission frequency Is such

that one wavelength of light passes over an electron as it passes through one

magnet wavelength; therefore, the transverse velocity j}| retains its orientation

relative to & over many magnet periods and the energy exchange persists in the

same direction. The direction of energy flow ( 7 being positive or negative) is

determined by the electron's phase ( = 2n[(\~ t+\o l)z(t)-\~>r.t] within sections

of the electron beam, each an optical wavelength long. Evolution of electrons in

the {"-coordinate space (the "resonant frame") is slow and simple; for low gain, (

is approximately governed by the pendulum equation ( = Qzcos(f + <p) where

0" = ZesBoE/ (True)8 and <f is the optical phase.

Since any practical electron beam is many optical wavelengths long, the

potential V(() = -O2 sin({ +• <f) is uniformly populated with electrons along the

(-axis. If electrons enter at the resonant velocity c X0 / (\0 + X), they are Ini-

tially stationary on the V(f)-surface ({(0) = 0); an equal number of particles

"roll" ahead and back exchanging equal amounts of energy with the optical wave.

There is no gain in this case. If electrons enter at a slightly higher velocity, then

all electrons are initially "rolling" along the {"-axis of the corrugated K-surface.

For optimum gain conditions the "rolling" is slow; none will "roll" past more than

one crest during the Interaction time, and the electron beam will, then lose

energy to the optical wave (Fig. 2). This Is the gain mechanism. During
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ampliftcalion the initially monoencrgetic. uniform beam becomes bunched at

the optical wavelength and spread in energy; the fractional energy spread is

6y/y<*ni/nNc for weak fields and »l/2/V at saturation. Maximum gain for

weak fields Is GaMI = 0.27e4fl|pX0(t/7mcz)a when the "rolling" velocity is

{•(0) = 2.6c/£. and the beam density is p. Absorption is predicted and observed

for ((0)L/c £ 0. For typical parameters, each ampere of beam current within

the optical mode cross section gives a few percent gain; one to one hundred

amperes of peak current can be provided by accelerators or storage rings. The

useful energy range is roughly ten to several hundred MeV; this spans a range of

wavelengths from submillimeter to x-rays. Higher energies (with the best feasi-

ble magnets) result in very low gain.

2* (b)

2tr
(0 Id)

Figure 2. In the resonant beam frame, sample electrons (spanning one opt-
ical wavelength) evolve in the potential V((). Maximum gain is achieved by
initially "rolling" particles along the {'-axis. The peaks in f(f) cause spatial
bunching and decelerate the particles so that they give up their energy to
the optical beam; an energy spread results. (The potential V(() shown here
actually grows in amplitude and shifts in phase self-consistently. and almost
imperceptibly, according to Maxwell's wave equation; this shows the simple
pendulum to be an accurate concept.)
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The character of the gain process is analogous to the energy exchanged

between two weakly coupled pendula (the optical wave and electron beam). For

very short times, little energy can be transferred, and for very long times, the

exchange averages to zero. But for the appropriate finite time, defined by

t(Q)L/c in our case, energy flows in one direction only, giving a net transfer to

the optical wave. Note that the energy density in a relativistic electron beam

can be quite large; any reasonable fraction that can be transferred to an optical

wave produces a sizable laser field.

After many, passes of the electron beam the intercavity optical amplitude

becomes large. V(() is large, and saturation occurs. When OZ./ c & 2.8. there is

no value of f(0) which can prevent the nearly symmetric falling of particles into

the potential troughs, the electrons become "trapped," and gain decreases. As

the gain decreases to equal the cavity loses, the laser runs in steady-state. In

the Stanford experiment, only a small fraction (fal/2N « 1/2%) of the beam

energy is extracted prior to saturation.

In future experiments, the deep troughs may be put to an advantage.

Increasing the energy extracted from the electron beam and extending the laser

performance. At large field strengths, electrons are trapped in the beginning

stages of the magnet; the magnet (called a "tapered wiggler") is designed with a

slowly decreasing wavelength so V(() moves to the left in the resonant frame.

Computer simulations show that about half the electrons remain trapped in the

deep decelerating "buckets" with nlO% (to possibly 50%) energy extraction. This

is the same mechanism used in linear accelerators; in fact, a periodic magnet

with a slowly increasing wavelength and a powerful laser pulse may be used as a

particle accelerator. The possibility of modified magnet geometries Is an impor-

tant flexibility in free electron laser design; in an atomic laser, this would

correspond to altering the atomic structure, seen by an excited electron, during
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the emission process.

For high density, tow energy electron beams (where p/T3^ 102 times

Stanford's parameters), interparticle Coulomb forces can influence a particle's

motion in competition with V((). The gain process is then collective; many elec-

trons oscillate together due to spatial beam instabilities and amplification is

non-linear in the current. Still, relatlvistic electrons are necessary to reach

short wavelengths and electron bunching Is the key to gain; the emitted

wavelength is generally related to the system parameters through dispersion

relations containing the electron density. Groups at Columbia and TRW have

demonstrated free electron maser action in the collective regime with moderate

energy beams (7 ̂ 2.4).

At present, free electron laser development is in its infancy; only the Stan-

ford laser has operated in the short wavelength regime. Several experiments

are now underway in the U.S. and Europe and many new designs are being con-

sidered. The necessity of high current, high energy electron beams appears to

dictate that, for the near future at least, free electron lasers will be large

machines; but, these facilities will be unique in that they are continuously tun-

able with high average power and high efficiency. Some basic configurations

currently under investigation are diagramed in Fig. 3. A specific single-pass

arrangement (3(a)) uses an Induction linac (50 MeV and 2 kAnips peak current)

as the electron source for a "tapered wiggler" magnet; collective effects are

important for this beam. With high energy extraction, an impressive optical

pulse (50 GW) is developed; the degraded electron pulse would then be dis-

carded.

- B -

(8)

-N-
Figure 3. Some basic free elec-
tron laser systems.

(0

With less energy extraction, the electron beam quality can be maintained

and recirculated in a storage ring (3(b)); the electron energy lost per pass is

replaced with an RF linac In the ring. However, even small beam degradation

per pass can build up over many cycles until synchrotron radiation damping

eventually allows steady-state operation; analysis predicts that the available

laser power will then be only a small fraction ("*< 1/2W) of the synchrotron

power. Several possible "cures" for this "ailment" are described in the refer-

ences and now it appears that the laser output can greatly exceed the necessary

synchrotron damping. One method alters the periodic magnetic structure to

diminish the beam degradation; in another, the magnet structure is specifically

designed to operate with an energy broadened electron beam; and another

method recycles the beam energy without recycling the electrons. Electrostatic

accelerators can also be used efficiently with lower energy beams (y£ 10). The

electron current («10A) and energy can be recovered by electrostatic decelera-

tion of the beam after a pass through the laser (3(c)).

Several conceptual designs Indicate 20% (to possibly 50%) "wall-plug"
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efticicncy is possible; Ihe greatest losses coming from bending magnets and

power supplies. It Is the classical and relativistic nature of the electron beam

which, in principle, allows efficient flow of energy into the electrons and then the

optical wave. Efficient free electron lasers with an average optical output from

10 kW (at X > 10/j) to MW (at X « 1/i) are proposed.

A review of all the proposed free electron laser schemes with their advan-

tages and disadvantages is lengthy. The above ideas just give the "flavor" of the

research. Scientific, industrial, and military applications look promising. Solid-

state, atomic, and chemical spectroscopy can reach wavelengths not previously

accessible. The military needs powerful far-reaching beams for communications,

radar, and weapons; in particular, space applications require high efficiency.

Industrial photochemical processing looks promising in that free electron laser

light appears relatively inexpensive. Judging from the more mature technolo-

gies, electron masers and atomic lasers, several free electron laser

configurations will be required to satisfy differing needs; there won't be just one

free electron laser.
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The nonlinear wave equation and self-consistent pendulum equation are used to generalize
free-electron-laser operation to higher harmonics: this can significantly extend their tunable
range to shorter wavelengths.

INTRODUCTION

In a free-electron laser, a beam of relativistic elec-
trons travels through a static periodic magnetic field
and oscillates to amplify coherent optical radiation
with the same polarization as the magnet.1 While the
laser radiation causes spatial "bunching" on the opti-
cal wavelength scale,2 the large-scale electron trajec-
tories are primarily determined by the magnet.
Several theoretical approaches have been used to
describe the free-electron laser, and Ref. 3 compiles
many of these techniques. The picture of single-
particle electron currents driving the nonlinear optical
wave equation4 provides a clear, intuitive description
of both electron and wave dynamics; we use this view
to analyze the feasibility of operating free-electron
lasers at selected frequencies which are odd multiples
of the fundamental 3ti>, 5<a

Theory and experiment have been primarily applied
to free-electron lasers using helical magnets, but
many proposed experiments will use linearly polar-
ized magnets^, which are magnets with alternating
poles. A small periodic longitudinal motion of elec-
trons in the linear magnet causes spontaneous emis-
sion and gain in the higher harmonics; this has been
proposed as a method of extending their tunable
range.5 Backscattering into higher harmonics has also
been described (Ref. 3, Chap. 32, Vol. 7), but this
process does not involve gain. Recently,6 harmonic
gain has been calculated for the low-gain case, but an
incorrect result is presented; also, we are told of a
quantum-mechanical contribution to the topic.7 We
derive a complete nonlinear, self-consistent wave
equation for the laser field and show how the cou-
pling between the electrons and light is altered in a
nontrivial way. A useful notation allows simple scal-
ing arguments to compare operation in any selected
harmonic.

NONLINEAR WAVE EQUATION

General solutions to the electron motionjn a
purely transverse, periodic magnetic field B
= S(0,sin/c0z, 0) with wavelength \o = 27r/A-0 are dif-

ficult; but the physical situation of interest occurs
when ft, = 1 » Px.fiy. An electron's path through
the magnet is nearly sinusoidal with oscillation ampli-
tude Kfyoko, where K = eB\0/2Trmc2, e = \e\ is the
electron charge, m is the electron mass, and y0tnc2 is
the initial electron energy; smaller longitudinal oscil-
lations of amplitude K VS-yo^'o cause spontaneous
emission and gain into a few higher harmonics.8

Calculation of the detailed properties of spontane-
ous radiation is straightforward using standard classi-
cal techniques.5 In a long magnet (/V = Z./\0 = 102),
emission is sharply peaked at well-separated harmon-
ics

/u) = 2ircf/( 1 - /30) \0 = 2y2
0fkQc/( 1 +j K2)

in the forward direction, where /30c is the electron's :
velocity; the spectral width is — 1/2N. Far away from
the linearly polarized magnet the element of optical
energy received in the /th harmonic per unit solid
angle, </ f l , in the forward direction per unit frequen-
cy interval, </(/o>), is

dWf
(0

/-1.3.5.7

where

The radiation is stored in a resonant cavity which
we take to be selective to only one of the harmonics.
In order to describe stimulated emission, we must
calculate the feedback of the light wave on the elec-
tron current using Maxwell's nonlinear wave equa-
tion. The detailed derivation of the wave equation is
presented elsewhere.9 The optical wave amplitude
E(t) and phase <f>(/) slowly evolve into a coherent
laser beam.

Relativistic electrons in both B and the radiation
fields are governed by the Lorentz force equations.
The electron motion contains factors which oscillate
periodically each magnet wavelength, but we actually

24 639 ©1981 The American Physical Society
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want to describe the slow evolution about these
periodic oscillations. This is accomplished by averag-
ing the motion over each magnet wavelength.6 It is
then convenient to define a slowly evolving dimen-
sionless velocity v( t ) = /. [(k + k0)/3z(t) -k] using
the wave number of the fundamental k = <a/c, and
the averaged electron z velocity c/3z. The initial ve-
locity i-o^^O) is called the "resonance parameter";
when y=0, exactly one wavelength of light passes
over an electron as it passes through one period of
the magnet and the coupling between light and elec-
trons is maximized. The dimensionless phase is
£(,) =*[ (k + k 0 ) z ( t ) -<a t ] , where z ( t ) = J^'c/3r(/') dt'
note that ^d^/dr = v, where r = tc/L. £ describes
electron dynamics on the optical wavelength scale.
The total beam current is the sum of all single-
particle currents which we label by initial positions £0

(spread uniformly) and velocities i/o; we average over
sample electrons ( ), then weight this result by the
macroscopic particle density p0. Furthermore, we
note that in long, periodic magnets, the fractional
changes in y are always small [ < (2AO"1].

The coupled wave and electron equations are,
respectively,

a = -r(e-*l), /£ = j|fl | cos(/£+ 0) , (2)

where |o| ^tirNefX^&LE/ylmc1, and
r=%ir2NefX*(t)L2po/y3

0mc2 , and a =|a|e'*. The
second equation is recognized as the self-consistent
pendulum equation. The Bessel functions 3C/(f) ex-
press the reduced coupling between electrons and
light resulting from the time electrons spend in
periodic longitudinal motion (instead of transferring
energy to the optical wave). A helical magnet has
X/U)— A: throughout (2) and \ \ a \ ~ \a\ in the
pendulum equation. Since the pendulum equation
is periodic in /£, we only need to explore one 2ir
section of phase space; with the transformation
(£, v) — (/£,/!') the pendulum phase space can be
transformed into the same phase space of the funda-
mental (/ = !). The separatrix v2 = 21 a \
x [1 +sin(£, +<£)] is a slowly evolving function of
|o| and <t> which guides electrons into bunches about
the £ = IT phase; this drives the wave equation and is
the gain mechanism.2-3

It is instructive to solve (2) for weak fields and low
gain. We expand the pendulum equation in weak
fields (|a| « 1) and insert £ into the wave equa-
tion. The resulting gain g (the fractional increase in
wave energy |a|2) and phase shift A$ describe the
evolution of the optical wave:

\__d_
2 dx

cos* -1

These are fundamental results, and the effects of
stronger fields and higher gain are best described as
deviations from these expressions. The maximum
weak-field gain occurs at fv0 = 2.6056 and the max-
imum gain is g =0.067 52r; the gain curve is sym-
metric in /VQ and A<£ is antisymmetric. For large r, a
large optical phase shift causes the gain curve to dis-
tort and become more symmetric about VQ = 0. In
strong fields (|a| » 1), electrons become trapped,
the gain curve becomes broader in VQ, and decreases
in height; this is the saturation mechanism.

HARMONICS

We now examine Eqs. (2) with particular attention
paid to the possibility of operating in higher harmon-
ics (/= 3, 5, 7, . . . ). Several points are explored
separately:

(1) The optical wavelength in higher harmonics is
given by \o(l + jK2)/2ylf; the tunable range can
now be adjusted by /as well as K and y.

(2) The weak-field, low-gain expression (3) gives
us a good indication of many of the scaling results.
Maximum gain occurs closer to resonance in higher
harmonics than in the fundamental; vg1" = 2.6056//.
This creates a stiff requirement for the electron beam
energy and angular spreads since their initial range in
CD'S must avoid the negative-gain region of the gain
curve.

(3) Since the natural energy spread of the electron
beam must fit into the narrower gain curve, we must
have Sv0 < ir/f. In terms of a real fractional energy
spread this becomes 8y/y < 1/4 /V/ where /V is the
number of magnet periods.

(4) For an initial angular spread, there is the simi-
lar restriction in /since a_change in electron angle
also changes v0 through J3r. The requirement is

\_J_
4 dx

sinx — x
(3)

These restrictions on the energy spread 8-y/y and
the angular spread A0 are the most serious problems.

(5) The gain in a free-electron laser is decreased in
higher harmonics due to the factor /3C^ in r. See Fig.
1. Gain decreases rapidly in /, but the decrease can
be diminished using higher values of K. Practical
values10 can reach K = 10, but K =2-4 seems to be
adequate to reach higher harmonics.

(6) After a pass through the laser, the final elec-
tron energy spread is given by 8-y/y = \ a \ / & i r N f i n
weak fields, and 8>/y = 1/4/V/in strong fields.
These results may be important for recirculating elec-
tron beams in a storage ring6 or Van de Graaff."

(7) The laser saturates when \a\ >.2ir; this gives
the final optical-field strength. The optical power at
saturation actually increases in the higher harmonics
in proportion to (/3C/)~2.

(8) At shorter wavelengths, the optical-mode area
in the resonator tends to decrease. The mode area at
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FIG. I. Gain r is proportional to the new coupling factor
in linearly polarized magnets, in higher harmonics

/ = 3, 5.7, ... the coupling decreases rapidly unless K is
large.

the optical beam waist is trw$ =z0\//, where 2zo is
the confocal mirror spacing. As the harmonic
number increases, the resonator should be adjusted so
that the overlap with the electron beam cross section
is maximized. With /= 10, for example, one could
decrease the beam waist w0 by 2.15 and increase ZQ
by 2.15. If the increase in /is shared between WQ
and z0~', the optical cavity for higher harmonics can
be made reasonable.

CONCLUSION

The use of free-electron lasers in higher harmonics
is promising; a fixed facility then has a much broader

tunable range by another factor of / — 10 or 20. The
major limitation seems to be in the electron beam
quality (as usual); the necessary energy and angular
spreads decrease with /. A shorter magnet length L
may relieve this restriction somewhat. The gain also
decreases in higher harmonics, but if K =2-4 this
penalty does not seem too severe. Van de Graaff
free-electron lasers" tend to have high gain (larger r
because of lower -y0) and excellent beam quality, but
produce long wavelengths ~ 200 /im; higher har-
monics may help to reach shorter wavelengths (~ 10
pirn) without changing yo- Storage rings also have
excellent beam quality, but not such large gain
(smaller r because of higher yo)- Even so, with suf-
ficiently high K, higher harmonics could, in principle,
extend these free-electron lasers to new shorter
wavelengths in the uv and towards x rays. For in-
stance, when y is increased to achieve an 11-fold de-
crease in optical wavelength, the normal-gain process
(f ~ yo3 and X — y^1) drops by a factor of 36 (de-
creasing \o is worse). But. if the/ = l l t h harmonic
is used with A" =5, then only a factor of 2.5 in gain is
lost; comparisons of higher harmonics are even more
dramatic, but the excess beam quality necessary is
less likely.
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The Nonlinear Wave Equation for Higher Harmonics
in Free-Electron Lasers

WILLIAM B. COLSON

Abstract-The nonlinear wave equation and self-consistent pendulum
equation are generalized to describe free-electron laser operation in
higher harmonics; this can significantly extend their tunable range to
shorter wavelengths. The dynamics of the laser field's amplitude and
phase are explored for a wide range of parameters using families of
normalized gain curves applicable to both the fundamental and har-
monics. The electron phase-space displays the fundamental physics
driving the wave, and we use this picture to distinguish between the
effects of high gain and Coulomb forces.

INTRODUCTION

IN a free-electron laser, relativistic electrons travel through a
static periodic magnetic field and oscillate to amplify co-

herent optical radiation with the same polarization as the
magnet [l]-[3]. The electron trajectories are primarily deter-
mined by the magnet, but the laser radiation causes "bunching"
on the optical wavelength scale and leads to gain [4]-[6]. Sev-
eral theoretical approaches have been used to describe the
free-electron laser; [7] gives a good description of many of
these techniques. While the first analyses used quantum me-
chanics [l],and quantum electrodynamics [8]-[10], classical
methods have been shown to be clear and accurate [4] -[7],
[11]-[21]. The coupled Maxwell-Boltzmann equations have
been developed into quasi-Bloch equations to enhance the
laser physics perspective [14], while plasma dispersion rela-
tions- [15]-[17] and computer simulations [18], [19] empha-
size the role of interparticle Coulomb forces and collective
effects. The picture of single-particle currents driving Maxwell's
nonlinear wave equation "is a mixture of these views and pro-
vides a clear, intuitive description of both electron and wave
dynamics [7], [20], [21].

In the past, theory and experiment have been primarily
applied to free-electron lasers using helical magnets, but most
proposed experiments will use linearly polarized magnets: a
magnet with alternating poles. In this paper, the wave equa-
tion technique is applied to linearly polarized magnets and
the possible use of higher harmonics. Although the basic
operation of the free-electron laser in either polarization mag-
net remains essentially the same, a periodic longitudinal
motion of electrons in the linear magnet causes spontaneous
emission and gain in higher harmonics of the optical field; this
has been proposed as a method to extend their tunable range
[9]. In a recent work [22] the electron trajectories in linearly

Manuscript received January 2, 1981; revised April 6, 1981. This
work was supported in part by NASA Grant NAS 2-48, NATO Col-
laborative Grant 1876. and Air Force Office of Scientific Research
Grant AFOSR-81-0061.

The author is with the Quantum Institute, University of California,
Santa Barbara, CA 93106.

polarized magnets and the gain in higher harmonics were cal-
culated; we extend the method developed there to derive a
complete nonlinear, self-consistent wave equation for the laser
field and electrons. We show how the coupling between the
electrons and light is altered in a nontrivial way. We then
consider some examples of high gain and low gain in both
weak and strong optical fields. A useful notation is proposed
which reduces the system parameters and meaningfully relates
the remaining variables to the self-consistent pendulum phase-
space evolution. A simple extension of the theory includes
Coulomb forces [23] within the single-particle viewpoint, and
we show that these forces are not usually significant except for
very high gains. A distinction is made between the effects of
high gain (with an accompanying optical phase shift) and the
effects of Coulomb forces.

SIMPLE MAGNET TRAJECTORIES AND RADIATION
The character of radiation from a free-electron laser is ulti-

mately determined by electron trajectories in the periodic
magnet structure. If radiation losses and radiation feedback
are neglected, electron motion in an external magnetic field
Bm is governed by the Lorentz force:

(1)dt

where e = \ e \ , m, and c0 are, respectively, the electron charge,
mass, and velocity, 7"2 = 1 - 0 - 0 , and c is the speed of light.
The electron energy ymc2 in a magnetic field is a constant of
motion so that 7 = 70, the initial gamma. Introduce a purely
transverse, periodic magnetic field

Bm=iBe i k° z$Xa} (2)

with maximum strength B, wavelength X0 = 2ir/k0, and polar-
ization vector ~a. The transverse polarization vector (a • z = 0)
can describe various polarizations:

, - 1, 0) x linearly polarized magnet

X 0,0) y linearly polarized magnet

- 1, i, 0) left circularly polarized magnet

1, /, 0) right circularly polarized magnet.

This representation of Bm is only accurate near the z-axis and
it is assumed that electrons only sample fields near that axis;
farther off-axis, the transverse field lines bend to satisfy Max-
well's equations.

General solutions are difficult, even for specific choices of
la, but the physical situation of interest here is 0r * 1 »0X,

a =•

0018-9197/81/0800-1417500.75 ©1981 IEEI
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0y. Since the deflection from uniform motion is proportional
to the magnetic field strength, a perturbation in powers of the
field is suggested:

-V.A a " ir(f) - 00crz + — — e
7o

/Xp

167T (il ^zCa- ?) + (3)

where oj0 = k0c, K = eB\0/2rimc2, and 00c is the initial elec-
tron z-velocity. For a circularly polarized magnet ~a • ~a = 0 and
the path is helical;, ih Slihear magnet ~a-!i = 1, giving a sinusoi-
dal path with sliijii ldrij|i(udinai corrections.

Radiation from relativistic particles is confined to a forward
cone of angular width ~7Jj'. If transverse motion has a large
amplitude (K/y0~), the radiation cone will periodically deflect
out of a detector placed on-axis at infinity (the "searchlight
effect"). This will cause radiation from many harmonics to
appear (up to ~70 times the fundamental) and produce a
broad band of frequencies. The requirement for the cone to
stay in the detector is K £ 1; then the radiation will have sharp
emission lines but still could have small contributions at well-
separated harmonics.

In the magnetic fields considered here [24], accelerations are
small (K/y0 « 1). Calculation of the detailed properties of
radiation is straightforward using standard classical techniques
[9], [25]. Electrons accelerate, and hence radiate, only within
the length of the magnet L =N\0, so that the radiating time is
L/C. For a long magnet (large TV), resonant terms become
sharply peaked about a spectrum of radiation frequencies o>
satisfying

GJ=M,/( l -0 0cos0) (4)

where 9 is the observation angle away from z,
number: /= 1 is the fundamental and /= 2 is the next har-
monic, etc. A detector typically looks at each harmonic sepa-
rately because they are separated by ~N times the linewidth.

Far away from a linearly polarized magnet, <?=(0, - 1, 0),
the element of energy received dW, the per unit solid angle
dtt, the per unit frequency interval dco, is

dW
sin |(—

LV^o
( l - 0 o cos 0)-

o>
Hf ( l -0 0 cos0) - /
C00

( l - 0 o cos 0)2 sin2 6Al

+ ( — ) sin 29 cos<{>A0Ai
\7o/

Y ( l - sin2 9 cos2 6)A\

2

.
sin (5)

where

Aa = Z
K sin 9 cos 0 fK2 cos 6

•(8

<j> is measured away from x in the x-y plane and /„ is an nth
ordinary Bessel function of the first kind. Since the line shape
factor is narrow, the value for w in (4) has been used through-
out (5) except in the line shape itself. The complete spectrum
is a sum over all harmonics /.

The expression in (5) is plotted in Fig. l(a) for the first three
harmonics of u and d; 0-dependence is small for large N. Each
harmonic has an increasing number of lobes (/ = number of
lobes) within the forward cone d <7o1 and is centered about
S = 0. There is some radiation into higher harmonics because
K = 0.72 (the Stanford magnet [2]) is close to unity. If K is
made smaller, the harmonics retain the same shape but de-
crease relative to the fundamental. N has been taken large
enough (N = 200) so that emission about each harmonic can
only occur in thin "sheets" or "curtains;" following these cur-
tains gives a large frequency shift in each harmonic when d
covers the narrow range Q-fo l- At a fixed angle within this
range, a sweep through w would reach all harmonics. For fixed
cj, the harmonics would be spaced at angles Of« \ff~-~\ho
symmetric about 0 = 0. All this has been observed in the Orsay
free-electron laser experiments [26].

The radiation spectrum for a circularly polarized magnet
~ a = ( - l , i , 0) is given below:

U)
-^ (1 - 00 cos 0) - .
CJo

sin2 0U|2
(1 - 00 cos 0)2

+ (—] (1 - sin2 6 sin2 0)|G|-2 —

+ (—Y(l-sin20cos20)|5|2

\To/

IK \
- —}(A*G + G*A)sin9 cosO sin <

>*^4)sin0 cos0 cos i

i tf\i
- —) (G*S + S*

VW
(6)

where

. = fK sin 9 sin 0 \ / fK sin 9 cos

~ n n ' " ( 1 - 0 0 C O S 0 ) ^ O ~ fc> COS

S= I
n,ri

n,n'

The arguments of Bessel functions /„ ajid /„• in the expan-
sions S and G are the same as occur in A. For a long magnet,
the electron motion attains a large amount of azimuthal sym-
metry, making the 0-dependence unimportant asTX-*00. An
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•0.02 0.02

(b)

Fig. 1. The spontaneous emission is a sharp function of the observation
angle 9 and radiation frequency ui. In (a), a linearly polarized magnet
radiates in the forward direction (8 = 0) at odd harmonics/; while in
(b), a helical magnet only radiates into 8 ¥= 0 for / > 1. Both cases
are for ̂  = 0.72, 70 = 100.

addition theorem (Neumann's) for Bessel functions shows
analytically that the ^-dependence may be removed from the
arguments of the Bessel functions, and <t> explicitly disappears
as N-*-00. As before, a complete spectrum would be a sum
over all harmonics.

A plot of (6) is shown in Fig. l(b). The fundamental line
and first harmonic (/= 1, 2) are nearly the same shape as for
the linear magnet, but each higher harmonic has only two sym-
metric lobes within the yjj1 radiation cone. On-axis, each har-
monic occurs at u> « 27o/CJo- In weak fields (6) gives twice
the total forward power as from a linearly polarized magnet.
This is because an electron in a circular magnet is experiencing
maximum acceleration at all times in its trajectory.

In principle, there is the possibility of laser gain wherever
there is nonzero spontaneous emission. In the exact forward
direction, however, only the linear magnet radiates at/= 3, 5,
? , • • • . It is for this case (6 = 0) that we develop the nonlinear
wave equation and examine stimulated emission. In the future,
stimulated emission for 6 =£ 0 (in higher harmonics or the
fundamental) is an interesting problem theoretically and
experimentally.

SLOW OPTICAL WAVE EVOLUTION
Maxwell's wave equation governs the evolution of the light

wave in the presence of an electron current. In the Coulomb
(or transverse) gauge

(7)

where A(lc, f) is the radiation vector potential and JL(X, t) is
the transverse current density (CGS units). In order to de-

scribe stimulated emission, we must calculate the feedback
of the light wave on the current; we must calculate the response
of J\_(x, t) to the presence of A(x, t). When the laser is started,
the optical wave grows from spontaneous emission to a large
amplitude wave with a well-defined phase; after the coherent
wave is established, its amplitude and phase can still evolve
further. The following waveform is chosen to represent the
laser optical wave during these stages of evolution:

(8)

where E(z, t~) is the wave amplitude, / is the harmonic num-
ber so that /co is the carrier frequency [note that co was the
frequency in (4)-(6); from now on it is /cj], oj =kc is the
fundamental, and the phase is 0(z, t). We imagine the laser is
operating at selected frequency fco and wavelength X// = 2nlfk.
When the amplitude and phase of this waveform are held fixed,
we have a plane wave traveling in the z-direction. The polariza-
tion is chosen to match the spontaneous emission from a
linearly polarized magnet ? = (1,0,0).

The waveform above contains no dependence on x and y\ a
more complete description would give the wave some finite
transverse dimension; we avoid this complication and describe
only the essential physics of the problem in the longitudinal
direction.

We now employ the slowly varying amplitude and phase
approximation. The waveform above is inserted into the left-
hand side of the wave equation; we assume that all terms con-
taining two derivatives are small compared to terms containing
fewer derivatives. The assumption of a slowly varying ampli-
tude and phase anticipates long-range coherence and nearly
monochromatic laser light; if the laser is well above threshold,
this is a good assumption. The resulting wave equation now
has only one component in the ^-direction:

1 3£ /30
-r- + — -T- cos a - E T-3z c at / \oz

J_ 30
C i

sin a == --Jix (9)

where a = fkz - fat + 0. The left-hand side is not yet slowly
varying because of the "sin a" and "cos a" factors. Multiply
(9) by cos a, then by sin a, to obtain two equations each with
slow and fast factors:

x-T-+ - — (1 + cos 2a) - £ l-r21 + -T- sin2a3z c dt ^ '
30
-r21

dz
30
Tdt

3£ 1 3E\ /90 1 30\
- + - -37) sin 2a- £h^ + - ~-1(1 - cos 2a)3z c dt I \dz c dt / ^ '

47T .
= -—JL x sin a. (10)

At any point in time, the fast factors on the left oscillate like
cos(2/fcz) over optical wavelengths. We therefore average over
many optical wavelengths so that the fast factors are removed;
we want (10) to describe the slow evolution of (£",0) over
many wavelengths. This gives

36 . 1 36 47T ia
OD
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where & =Ee"t> is the complex radiation field and ( ) implies
an average over many optical wavelengths. The current Jixe

ict

does not average to zero because both JLx and eia oscillate
fast; when nearly resonant, we will see that the slow product
drives the optical wave.

The wave equation now describes the dynamics of electrons
and light over many optical wavelengths. Note that the last
averaging step is not necessary for the helical magnet case
[20]; the simpler algebra of the helical case is used in the
"rotating wave" approximation of laser physics. However,
the helical case is so simple (when 6 = 0) that there are no
harmonics.

SINGLE-PARTICLE DYNAMICS
The dynamics of relativistic electrons in the combined

static and radiation fields are governed by the Lorentz force
equations:

d(y$) _ e -«• -* -» -»• dy e -» -*
dt me op op dt me

(12)

where Eop and£op are the optical wave's electric and magnetic
fields obtained from A(x, f) in (8) using the slowly varying
amplitude and phase approximation. Now the electron en-
ergy ymc2 will change in the presence of light-stimulated
emission. Of these four equations only three are needed to com-
pletely solve the problem. We dispense with the z-component
equation since 7"2 = 1 - 0 -0 can relate the longitudinal and
transverse motions. The static magnet is represented by

Bm = 5(0,sinfc0z,0). (13)

When 7 ^> 1 the electric and magnetic optical fields nearly
cancel in the transverse equation of motion; we neglect the
transverse optical force compared to the transverse force of
the static magnet: £(1 - 0Z) «0z5op. This allows exact inte-
gration of the transverse equation and 0i = -(/f/7)(cos k0z,
0, 0); perfect injection into long periodic orbits has been
assumed and removes the constants of integration. The single-
particle transverse current is now -ec0j5^(;c - 7,-(r)) where
7,(r) is the trajectory of the /'th electron. The total current is
just the sum over all single-particle currents-.

Insert 0x into the energy transfer equation to get
dy eKE
-J- = COS K0Z COS CKdt ymc ° (14)

and, using 7~2 = 1 - &\ - 0f, we have

& = [1 - "T2(l + jK2 + \K* cos 2k0z)]1'2. (15)
Changes in 7 result in changes of 0Z through (15); since 7» 1,
it is quite accurate to use the expanded form of the square
root.

All electron equations of motion contain factors which oscil-
late once per magnet wavelength; we actually want to describe
the slow evolution about these periodic oscillations. Start by
averaging (15) over one magnet wavelength to get /3Z = 1 -
•^7~2(1 + \K*y, now an average change in 7 is related to an
average change in j3z. It is convenient to define a dimension-
less velocity in terms of the magnet wavenumber &0 and the
wavenumber of the fundamental k:

*o)&(0-*l- O6)

The initial dimensionless velocity of electrons i>0 = v(G) is
crucial in determining the phase-space evolution. When v = 0,
note that exactly one wavelength of light passes over the elec-
trons as they pass through one period of the magnet; this gives
the maximum coupling between light and electrons. If we
integrate this dimensionless velocity in time, we get a dimen-
sionless electron phase:

where z(r) = /„' c0r(f')dt' and we have multiplied by c/L;
note that f = df /dr = v where r = tc/L. It is useful to think
of f and v as only measured at the end of every magnet wave-
length; the fast periodic motion will factor out, leaving only
the small change after each period. It is important to appreci-
ate that f describes electron dynamics on the optical wave-
length scale and that these spatial variations are typically much
smaller than the magnet wavelength (by 72 ~ 10"4).

We now recall the fast periodic factor and add it onto the
slow motion:

(0 sin * z(f) - sin 2co0r (18)

where £ = /T2/4(l + ^A"2). Within the argument of the fast
factor sin 2cj0f, we have neglected small changes in f ; this
does not significantly alter the periodic motion through the
magnet wavelengths since X«X0 . Also, the coefficient of
the fast factor varies slightly with y~2 , but for long magnets
the maximum fractional change in 7 is small (£(2N)~l), so 7
can be replaced by 70. In fact, since the electron energy never
evolves far from resonance, we can also replace 7 in (18) with
the resonant energy (k(\ + ^A2)/2fc0)1/2 to evaluate the con-
stant coefficient £/fc. Typically, K » 1 (and £ * 1/6) so the
fast, periodic longitudinal motion occurs on the optical wave-
length scale and causes higher harmonics.

The energy transfer equation can now be written more ex-
plicitly in terms of fast and slow variables:

dy eKE
[cos(/f + «-(/- !)«„' - A sin(2w00)

-Asin(2uoO)].

dt 2ymc

+ cos(/f

The factors f± 1 show how extra oscillations occur at each
magnet wavelength in the higher harmonics; since £ is not
necessarily small, the fast terms cannot be expanded outside
of the cosines to any finite order. Use the generating function
to expand the sinusoidal terms in Bessel functions and average
(19) over one magnet period to obtain

dy_
dr

where

2ymc
cos(/f + (20)

for/= 1,3,5 • • - .

The cylindrical Bessel functions in K^(£) express a weighted
coupling between electrons and light; the weighting is mea-
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sured by / and £ (or AT) and is due to the time electrons spend
in periodic longitudinal motion instead of transferring energy
to the optical wave. A helical magnet has K/(|) -*• IK in (20).
The result (20) has been derived by Madey [22] [except for
some misprints in K/(|)] and gain in the higher harmonics is
found using energy conservation (which is only appropriate for
low gain). We proceed now to the more general nonlinear
wave equation.

THE NONLINEAR WAVE EQUATION
The total beam current driving the wave equation is the sum

of all single-particle currents. To evaluate the single-particle
currents we use the same procedure as in (20). We follow the
current in a small volume element: 1) much larger than an
optical wavelength, 2) much smaller than the optical pulse
length, and 3) very much smaller than the magnet wavelength.
All electrons in the volume element experience the same fast
motion together. When averaging Jixeia over a magnet period,
we experience the same integrals as in (20); the electron cur-
rent then becomes

—-a = < (21)

In order to evaluate S,- we choose to label all electrons by
their initial positions f0 and velocities PO; this definition is
unique and rigorously defines the electron beam current (Jean's
theorem). The electrons are initially spread uniformly over
each optical wavelength. Although particles become redistrib-
uted over each optical wavelength, this does not affect the
average density in any macroscopic section of the beam sev-
eral wavelengths long. The energy spread and emittance of the
electron source are carefully chosen to give a minimal spread in
resonance parameters i>0. Therefore, on a macroscopic scale
neither the bunching mechanism nor an initial velocity spread
alter the macroscopic electron pulse shape and it travels
undistorted through the interaction region. Microscopically,
however, the electron's initial position within the wavelength
of light and its resonance parameter (fo.^o) are crucial in
determining the result of its interaction with the wave. The
beam current density in a volume element dV (which is large
compared to an optical wavelength, but small compared to the
pulse size and magnet wavelength) is found by averaging over
sample electrons and then weighting this result by the macro-
scopic particle-density p(z) within dV. Indicating the appro-
priate microscopic average over (f0.yo) by < >, the current
driven wave equation becomes

96 , 1 36

-/»„«>
(22)

where p(z - 00cr) is the density of the traveling electron pulse
shape, and the average < > ( Z _ 0 ct) flows along with a volume
element of the electron pulse at speed (30

C- The optical wave
only slowly passes over the relativistic electrons at speed
c(l - 0o) * c/2y2; this situation is quite distinct from atomic
lasers.

The complete system of (20) and (22) with (16) and (17) is
now slowly varying. If we use |8Z = 1 - ^7~2(1 + y^2) and

(16) to eliminate 7 on the left side of (20), we see that the
electron dynamics are governed by the self-consistent pendu-
lum [5]

72mc2 I cos(/f • (23)

It has been enlightening to consider the pendulum phase-space
paths as guiding electrons, even as the paths themselves are
being slowly changed by E and 0 self-consistently [6], [27].

The coupled equations (22) and (23) [or (20)] are suitable
for solving pulse propagation problems in the free-electron
laser; we will not proceed with the pulse problem further, but
note that the form of the wave equation is the same as for the
helical magnet where several aspects of the problem have been
solved [6].

We assume that p(z) = p0 is uniform and study a simpler wave
equation; 9/3z does not now occur in (22), or it can be re-
moved by the method of characteristics. It is convenient to
combine some constants in these equations so that we may
study their properties systematically and comprehensively.
For long, periodic magnets, it is useful to note that the
changes in 7 are always small f£(2JV)"']. We replace 7
throughout the wave and pendulum equations with either its
initial value y0 or the resonant energy (k(\ + ^K2)l2k0)1^
where v = 0; these choices are nearly equivalent and lead to no
significant error. Define a new field strength as

a =
I

and r = . (24)

Now the wave and pendulum equations can be written more
compactly:

where (') = d( )ldr and a = \a\ e1<i3. We have assumed that the
electron beam is initially monoenergetic and uniformly spread
so that <) contains only one parameter v0, as written ex-
plicitly above. Not only have the number of parameters been
reduced, but the values of these parameters give us an immedi-
ate "picture" of dynamics in the pendulum phase space.

To get a feel for the parameters |a| and r in terms of physical
variables, consider N= 102, the fundamental/3 1, Ky= 1 (for
a magnet providing B =» 3 X 103 G and X0 « 3 cm), L = 300
cm, 70 = 102, PO = 1010 cm"3 (a current density of 50 A/cm2

usually over a 1 mm diameter beam), and E = 200 stat • V/cm
(for a laser power of 108 W/cm2); then r« 1 and \a\** 10.
Such a laser would produce 3 y.m radiation.

The meaning of \a\ « 1 is that we have weak optical fields
in the self-consistent pendulum equation; the closed orbit
region has height 2|fl|'/2 and is small. All electrons are in open
orbits if f0>2|a |1 /2 , and some electrons are in closed orbits
when v0 < 2M1 /2. Significant energy transfer requires that VQ
be not too far from resonance |i»0| & 10, so, when |a|» 1,
the electrons become trapped in closed orbits and gain de-
creases. This is the saturation mechanism.

The parameter r determines the rate at which things happen,
and is a measure of gain in this system. In fact, the maximum
weak field, low gain [5] is just£max =0.13504/-. The result
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\

Fig. 2. The electron phase space shows beam evolution and bunching at
optical wavelengths; the self-consistent sepaiatrix serves as a guide to
the optical wave evolution.

can be obtained by a simple expansion of (25) in powers of
the field \a\ « 1. The fractional gain in power is defined as
g = (a/a0)

2 - 1 where <z0 is the initial field strength. If r« 1,
we expect about 10 percent gain per pass through the laser
(typical), and if r is larger the gain will be larger.

The coupled system of (25) contains a = \a\e l<!> and /f as
three dynamical variables; their evolution during the time
interval 0 < r < 1 is governed by four independent parameters:
|a0l and <j> at T = 0, r, and i>0. The initial optical phase 0 is
arbitrary, however, and we always start it at zero; this still
leaves three parameters a0>

 r, and *V It has been stated [21]
that an equivalent set of equations for the fundamental fre-
quency contains only two parameters; this appears to be incor-
rect unless a0 is taken to be arbitrarily small, as if started from
noise. The phase space (f, v) gives an excellent understanding
of electron beam dynamics for a given set of parameters a0,r,
and v0. We only consider /= 1 now. Since the pendulum equa-
tion is periodic in f, we need only to look at one 2ir section of
phase space; this is only one optical wavelength of the electron
beam. All other sections evolve in the same way. The beam
can be represented by a few sample electrons uniformly spread
along the f-axis and positioned at v = v0 on the velocity (or
energy) axis. See Fig. 2 at T = 0.

The "separatrix" equation is a locus of the phase-space
points (fs, i>j) which separate the closed orbits from open
orbits in the phase space:

(26)

Not only does the separatrix indicate the guiding phase-space
paths, but the dynamics of the separation itself tells us about
the optical wave through \a\ and 0. A shift in the separatrix
indicates a shifting phase 0(r); growth of the separatrix height
(4|j|'/2 from peak to peak) indicates a change in the optical
wave amplitude. Thus, in a single "picture"—the pendulum
phase space with a self-consistent separatrix—we can exhibit
the dynamics of all variables in the free-electron laser: (f,-, f,-)
for each electron and (|<z|, 0) for the optical wave.

An example is shown in Fig. 2. Ten sample electrons start
out at energy v = v0 and are uniformly spread from -n/2 to
377/2, covering one 2n closed orbit section. With the inde-
pendent parameters a0 = 5, r = 10, and v0 = 2.6, the ten elec-

trons closely follow the paths indicated by the separatrix,
even though it is only a guide. In this example, bunching
about the n phase is clear; this is necessary for gain [see (25)].
An energy transfer is also clear, since electrons have moved
down in phase space and lose energy to the optical wave. The
resulting wave growth and accompanying phase shift are visi-
ble in the separatrix. A characteristic energy spread is seen
to develop in the electron beam.

While Fig. 2 follows the evolution of slow coordinates,
it is interesting to consider the fast, periodic motion of (18)
in the same phase space. The fast term in (18) gives 5f =
-£sin2o;o' and 5v = -4nN%cos 2u0t. ForA r =10 2 and
£= l(|f = 1/6), the vertical excursions of each particle to
6vas±200 are far off-scale; there are JV=102 such oscilla-
tions during T = 0 -*• 1 . Fortunately, this "blur" of fast motion
closely follows (f, v) which describes bunching and drives
the wave equation.

HARMONICS
Before examining the wave equation extensively, we discuss

free-electron laser operation in a selected higher harmonic [28],
Note that /can only have odd values, since spontaneous emis-
sion is generated only in the odd harmonics when 6 = 0 :

9 = 0
5 , 5 - " . (27)

Recall that the gain r in higher harmonics is also directly pro-
portional to K/(f).

We have carefully written (25) to clarify the pendulum and
wave evolution in higher harmonics. The dynamical variable
/f evolves just like f alone in the fundamental. The occur-
rence of /f instead of f expresses that we are dealing with a
new wavelength in the higher harmonics; the pendulum equa-
tion is still periodic in f, but the range of phases to consider is
only 27T//. If we merely change the phase-space coordinate
axes to (/f, fv), the phase-space dynamics in higher harmonics
are the same as the fundamental.

However, the definitions of |a| and r show how K/ modifies
the real field and gain. In Fig. 3 we plot X/ as a function of A",
for a range of the harmonics /. It is useful to view K^- as a
coupling constant; it occurs in both the pendulum and wave
equation. For fixed /, X/(|) is determined by the magnet
design through K = eB\0/2irmc2; | = K2l4(l + i*2). For
K « 1, the coupling constant decreases to zero for all har-
monics /. At large K, Ky oc K with a slope determined by the
Bessel functions; the coupling constant is positive for/= 1,5,
9, etc., and negative for 3, 7,11, etc. But the wave and pendu-
lum equations are invariant to the transformation Kf-*-~Kf
and 0 -*• 0 + TT (or E -*• -£"), so alternate harmonics merely
produce a wave that is 180° out of phase with the other
harmonics.

The practical possibility of extending free-electron laser
operation to higher harmonics is important. A given elec-
tron source (storage ring, Van de Graaf, linac, etc.) may be
"tunable" over a X3 range in 7; this gives a X10 range in laser
wavelengths since \~-\0/2-f2 . The use of higher harmonics
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Fig. 3. The coupling constant Ky(£) depends on the magnet design and Fig. 4. The normalized change in the optical field amplitude g/r =
the harmonic number /. Generally, the magnitude of Kf increases (a*la\ - I)/'' and phase &<t>/r as a function of the resonance parameter
with K and decreases with /; for / even K/ = 0, and the odd harmonics v0 form the gain curve. As r increases, g/r becomes more symmetric,
alternate in sign. and 5<t>/r becomes divergent for high absorption. The initial fields are

weak: Jn = 10~3.

can extend the tunable range by another factor of 10 or 20!
The limitation comes from the decrease in /K2- gain for large
/. If K = 1 and the experimentalist's gain is X103 above thresh-
old, he could run in the /= 9th harmonic. With higher K
values, say K = 2 ->• 10, operation in the higher harmonics is
more feasible. With K = 6, the penalty for using the /= 9th
harmonic is only X2. This may be most important for low 7
free-electron lasers [29], which tend to have large r~102

(plenty of gain), but to produce long wavelengths X ~ 200 jum.
While the gain in higher harmonics is given by g//g/=1 =

f'K.J, the final saturation still occurs at |a| £ 27r; the optical
power at saturation is given by Pf/Pf= i = (Ki//Kf)2.

Another interesting point that may be explored experi-
mentally is the operation of the free-electron laser at several
harmonics simultaneously, say/= 1 and 5 together. There is
no difficulty in imagining that the electron beam could be-
come bunched on multiple scales of the frequency, say X and
X/5.

HIGH AND Low GAIN, WEAK AND STRONG FIELDS

We now turn to exploring the more general dynamics of the
wave equation. Since the only explicit occurrence of/in (25)
is/f, and/can be removed by a coordinate transformation, we
need not discuss higher harmonics specifically. These results
also apply to the helical magnet; (25) can formally be con-
verted to the helical case with the prescription 1): K/ -»• K and
2): \a\ -* 2 \ a \ in the pendulum equation. It is useful to give
the definitions a0, r, and v0 in terms of the physical variables

k0)& t(0)-k] (28)

so that it is clear that each can be manipulated separately. We
view a0 as measuring the input laser field and r as the electron
density or gain. For a fixed initial electron beam velocity
0z(0)c, we think of the resonance parameter v0 as a measure
of various optical modes, or k's, that could be excited by the
laser; the range of relevant resonance parameters is \ v 0 \ £10,
since there is little energy exchange for \ t> 0 \ > 10.

The changes in the optical wave during the evolution time
r = 0 -* 1 are measured by g = a2(l)/s2(0) - 1 and 60 = 0(1) -
0(0) = 0(1). These changes are a function of the resonance
parameter v0, with a0 and r as parameters. g(y0) is now known
as the "gain curve;" we propose generalizing this name to in-
clude 50(i>0). Furthermore, since r is roughly a measure of
gain, it makes sense to plot a new "gain curve" measured in
units of r: g(v0)lr and 5<t>(v0)/r. This definition also has the
advantage of easily showing the effects of large and small gain
on a single scale.

In Fig. 4 we see g(v0)lr and 50(t>0)/'' for small and large rates
r with weak initial fields a0 = 10~3; we have simply integrated
the nonlinear coupled equation (25). For small rates r = 1 and
weak fields we have the well-known antisymmetric gain curve
originally found in the first free-electron laser paper [1]. With
higher gains r= 10 and 20, gain is somewhat underestimated
by r alone and g becomes somewhat more symmetric about
resonance. This distortion of the normally antisymmetric gain
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Fig. 5. In the case of large r, the optical wave can shift its phase to
optimize the location of the electron bunch causing gain for v0 S 0.

curve has been presented previously [30], but with the impli-
cation that the cause was collective Coulomb forces; we find
here that the effect is merely due to high gain and the accom-
panying phase shift.

This can be understood by looking at 50. On resonance
(i>0 = 0) we see the maximum phase shift and little gain. When
gain r is large, that phase shift may be large since 60 « r / \a \ ; in
fact, the optical wave changes its phase so that the electron
bunching is in the optimal position within the optical wave-
length. In Fig. 5, for r = 20 and weak fields a0 = 0.1, we look
at i>0 = ~ 1, which would typically give negative gain. The self-
consistent separatrix shows that 0(r) increases to move the
optical wave "under" the electron bunch that originally formed
at ~7r/2; with 60~7T/2, the phase-space arrangement has still
overpopulated the n phase and drives the wave. Note that the
optical phase shift 0(r) should be interpreted as a change in
frequency of the optical wave; specifically, CJ(T) = co + C0/Z,.

An interesting feature of 60 in Fig. 4 is its behavior around
i>0 ~ -it\ recall that |a| is experiencing negative gain or absorp-
tion here. Furthermore, the phase shift crudely goes as
50~r/|a|. So when |a|->-0, we should find a discontinuity
and peculiar behavior .in 60; 0(r) is of little consequence,
however, when |a| * 0.

Fig. 6 represents gain curves for weak and strong fields
a0 = 0.1, 10, 15 in the low gain case /•= 1. As the fields be-
come stronger, all modes in the free-electron laser eventually
saturate. An important feature of this process is that the point
of maximum gain moves away from resonance; it starts at 2.6
in weak fields and moves to ~5 or 6. The accompanying phase
shift also diminishes in stronger fields and becomes wider in v0.

The broadening of both g and 60 is due to the large closed
orbit region in strong fields (proportional to 4|a|1'2), as shown
by the large separatrix in Fig. 7. Something like bv ~ |a|1/2 of
the electron beam energy can be extracted in these deep optical
"buckets" and this occurs over a wide range of resonance pa-
rameters. Saturation occurs because the optical power needed
to achieve the deep buckets increases as |a|2; eventually deep
buckets must decrease gain.

For high gain and strong fields we see a more symmetric
gain curve, and a decrease in all modes due to high fields.
This is shown in Fig. 8 forr = 10 now anda0 = 0.1, 10, and 15.
These curves can give a better feeling for how the laser works

Fig. 6. The gain and phase shift decrease in strong optical fields; maxi-
mum gain occurs at larger v».

\

\

Fig. 7. At saturation, the self-consistent separatrix is too large (4|a|J/2

peak-to-peak) and the election bunch disperses at the end of the laser.

in a variety of situations; most of the important physics of
the wave and pendulum equations has now been displayed.

COULOMB FORCES
We have seen that the parameter r is proportional to the

electron density and would be a measure of the importance
of Coulomb forces. Within the single-particle philosophy, we
should try to calculate the force on a given electron due to the
presence of all the other electrons in the beam. A more tradi-
tional approach assumes a form for the plasma waves and
solves the nonlinear Boltzmann equation [7]. We do not
assume a form for p(z) other than its periodicity [23].

Consider the situation where some bunching in the electron
beam has already occurred; we calculate the Coulomb forces
due to an arbitrary, but periodic, density variation in the elec-
tron beam. The electron beam is taken to be of infinite ex-
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Fig. 8. The high gain and strong field effects in Figs. 4 and 6 merely
combine to distort the weak field, low gain curve.

tent in all directions, as in the previous calculations. Poisson's
equation V • E = - 4irep in one dimension becomes

oz
= -47rep(z) = - X). (29)

The one-dimensional Green's function for this operator is
G(z - z') = 27r[0(z - z')- 0(z' - z)]. In one dimension, a
"point" source p ~ 5(z - z0) is an infinite disk which exerts
a force on a test charge independent of distance: Ez

 az/|z|;
our p(z) is a periodic density of such disks.

The long range periodicity of p(z) gives long-range period-
icity to £"z(z), and Ez can only respond to variations p(z) -
Po in the electron density. Then

(30)a ° rz rx r~\
+ - - (p(z')

Jo Jz J\ I

The two infinite integrals contain no z-dependence and their
infinite contributions must nearly cancel to leave a constant.

Since p(z) is periodic, we should be able to solve the prob-
lem for just one section of the electron beam from 0 < z < X.
The total charge for one section is conserved and is p0X; if
not, the long-range periodicity would be spoiled. We can
now write

Ez(z) = constant - 4ne I (p(z')- p0)dz'.- (31)
Jo

£r(z) also must be periodic and averaging Ez over a single
wavelength must give zero; otherwise electrons would feel a
net force to the left or right. Averaging (31) allows us to de-

termine the unknown constant. The electric field in the longi-
tudinal direction is now completely determined. To make
contact with our previous notation, define f = kz:

£z(f) = -47rep0X0(f) (32)

where

p£)^ JL+I r d? r'
PO 2rr 27r 2 J 2* L p0

The scale factor 4trep0X measures the strength of Coulomb
forces. a(f) is of order unity and is easily evaluated numer-
ically given the particle positions.

As an example, suppose all the charge is accumulated in one
sharp disk p(f) = 2n-p06(f - f0); this is a perfectly bunched
beam. The resulting field is

(33)
f«- t* + -2 f°r

This is merely the field from an infinite series of equally
spaced disks.

We need to incorporate the new electrostatic Coulomb force
in the electron equation of motion. The longitudinal Coulomb
field does not occur in the transverse equations, so their
solution 0i remains the same. The energy transfer equation,
however, contains Ez and adds a term to the self-consistent
pendulum equation. The coupled wave and pendulum equa-
tions are now

(34)

where N is the number of magnet periods, and % = K2/4(l +
%K2\ The coefficient can be written as the relativistic plasma
frequency in dimensionless form: r/4N% = 2irnp(\. + •jA'2)
where £1% = ajpZ,2/-y3c2 and cjp = 4ne*pQ/mc2 is the nonrela-
tivistic plasma frequency. Note that both the optical wave a(f)
and plasma frequency £lp drive the wave equation through the
pendulum equation; therefore, 0(r) and the optical frequency
are affected by f2p.

When the beam is uniform, a(f) is zero; nonzero Coulomb
forces develop when the optical wave causes bunching. To esti-
mate the maximum strength of Coulomb forces, set a(f) ->• 1;
to estimate their effect, ask whether an electron can be moved
an appreciable fraction of an optical wavelength during a single
pass through the laser. This requires that r > 16nN%~~ 103.
We see that Coulomb forces are negligible except for extremely
high gains; most proposed free-electron lasers use r < 10. Our
point here is not that Coulomb forces are always unimportant
(although they are important in only a few cases), but that
severe high-gain effects occur long before r reaches \6-nN%.
Typically, only a tiny fraction of a plasma oscillation occurs
during T = 0 -*• 1 with typical values of r.
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Fig. 9. Interelection Coulomb forces only slightly distort the gain
curve for the parameters explored in this paper.

Fig. 10. With Coulomb forces included, we can compare the electron
phase-space evolution to Fig. 2; there is little change. We Have im-
posed periodic boundary conditions so that electrons stay in -ir/2 <
r < 3w/2.

We reexamine the gain curve with the inclusion of Coulomb
forces in Fig. 9. We chose d0 = 10 to get good bunching and
r = 20 for a large density; N= 100 and |= 1/6, (K = 1), so
that r/4N% = 3. We see that Coulomb forces play a minor role
even when r is as large as 20; at the same time, high-gain effects
are quite important. In Fig. 10 we compare the phase-space
evolution of electrons (with Coulomb forces included) to a
previous high-gain example a0 = 5 and r=10. The electron
positions have a discemable effect on each other, but bunch-
ing occurs in much the same way. (Periodic boundary condi-
tions restrict f to the interval -nl2-3it/2 so that p(f) can be
determined.)
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Abstract. We study the electron phase-space evolution and gain in free electron lasers whose
short-wavelength radiation has Gaussian spherical wavefronts. Several free electron laser
designs are considered: the undulator, the tapered wavelength undulator, and the optical
klystron. We find that the gain spectrum is no longer proportional to the slope of the
forward spontaneous emission spectrum, and we determine the design of the Gaussian
mode which maximizes the energy extraction from the electron beam.

PACS: 42.50, 42.55, 52.60

Free electron lasers (FEL) use a beam of relativistic
electrons passing through a static periodic magnetic
field to amplify a co-propagating electromagnetic wave
at optical frequencies [1]. A schematic of a free
electron laser oscillator with the transverse dimensions
exaggerated is shown in Fig. 1. In both the free electron
laser amplifier [2] or oscillator [3], the electrons
interact with Gaussian optical beams which are formed
inside a spherical mirror optical resonator [4]. Our
topic is to study the electron dynamics in the combined
static magnetic field and the propagating Gaussian
optical wave. The fundamental interaction can be
described by the pendulum equation [5] which is
parametrically modified during the laser
interaction.
Much of the knowledge which has been developed
about free electron lasers has assumed a plane-wave
representation of the optical waves. A particular theo-
rem which has found widespread use relates the slope
of the spontaneous emission radiation spectrum to the

* Supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research 81-0061,
the Office of Naval Research N 00014-8 l-K-0809, NASA NAG-2-48,
and NATO Collaborative Grant No. 1876
** Supported partly by the Centre d'Etudes Nucleates de Saclay,
DPC/SPP/SP and DRET, Contract 81-131

shape of the laser gain spectrum [6]. However,
this theorem is only valid for plane waves in the
forward direction, and does not hold when the
Gaussian beam of finite width is designed to maximize
the electron energy extraction or nominal gain. The
theorem originated from the quantum analysis of gain

Fig. 1. A schematic of the free electron laser oscillator shows the
Gaussian optical mode transverse size >v(z) expanding away from the
waist w0 centered in the static periodic magnet of length L. The
optical phase $(*) changes along L also. Two electron paths are
shown: one on-axis at r=0 and one off-axis at r>0

0721-7269/82/0029/0101/S01.80
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[1,7,8], where a slight difference in the kinematics of
stimulated emission and absorption allows a Taylor
expansion (and therefore derivative) of their respective
probabilities. But the kinematic arguments are based
on single-mode relationships and a realistic Gaussian
beam contains a range of plane-wave states with a
spread of angles which complicate the simple kine-
matic relations. In the plane wave limit there is vanish-
ingly small gain.
Another theorem [6] relates the "second moment of
the mean electron energy loss evaluated to first order
in the optical field strength <<5/1)2mc2>" to the "mean
energy loss evaluated to second order in the optical
field strength <<5v(2)mc2>":

where ymc2 is the electron energy. For all the magnet
designs examined here, this theorem remains true.
Recent papers and preprints [9, 10] have shown this
theorem to have a broad range of validity.
The main topic of this paper is the electron evolution
in Gaussian resonator modes. We restrict ourselves to
low gain so that the wavefront of the Gaussian optical
beam is not significantly distorted by the single-pass
laser amplification. While the complete problem of
coupled optical mode and electron evolution can be
complicated, optical resonators can be made suf-
ficiently selective of the laser runs in a single mode. We
are attempting to illuminate one aspect of the problem
without the complicating effects of the other. Our
analysis pertains more precisely to single-pass am-
plifier measurements which are often used as pre-
liminary tests in the development of free electron laser
oscillators.
Three important kinds of PEL are explored. The
fundamental magnet design is a long periodic un-
dulator. A tapered wavelength undulator uses a long
alternating magnet design with a slight increase in the
wavelength along its lenth [11-13]. The tapered un-

. dulator is designed to extend the operating limit of the
laser to higher powers, but introduces some loss of
gain at low power. The last example is an optical
klystron where the periodic magnet is split into two
sections separated by a dispersive section [14, 15]. The
optical, klystron is designed to give high gain at low
power, but with some loss of gain at high power.

1. Theory

The form of an electromagnetic wave E(r, z) in a
fundamental Gaussian mode [4] is

£(r, 2) =
vv(z

expli [fcz - ^(z)] -
{

where _ w2(z) = (l + z2/Z2), R(z) = z + Z2/z,
tj(z) = iSin~l(z/Z0), Z0 = 7tWQ/A is the Rayleigh length,
w0 is the mode waist at z=0, k=-2np- is the carrier
wavenumber, r and z are cylindrical coordinates, and
£„ is the electric field amplitude. Although we will only
consider the lowest-order Gaussian modes, results can
easily be extended to higher-order modes in the
Gaussian-Laguerre form using the following
prescription:

£0e"

•Li.
2r2

w2w2(z)
cos(/0)\
sin(/0)r°' (2)

where L'p are associated Laguerre polynomials, Q is the
cylindrical coordinate angle, and / and p are integers
labeling the mode [16].
In order to make better use of (1) it is convenient to
shift the origin z = 0 to the beginning of the laser
magnet (Fig. 1). Define L as the magnet length and
introduce r = z/L, q = L/Z0 = J.L/n\VQ. The new de-
finitions mean that in (1) we now have

(3)

where rm is the position of the Gaussian mode waist
along the magnet length. We will take the mode to be
centered (tm = 1/2) throughout the rest of this paper
since this point is near a broad maximum in gain.
Writing the exponential in (1) in the form
exp[i(fcz + <£)] define

<£(T)=-tan-1[<?(T-l/2)] 2 ' (4)

(1)

where Q = r/w0.
The simple undulator FEL has a helical magnetic field
represented by B(cosk0z, sin/c0z,0) where B is the
magnetic field strength and I0 = 2ii/k0 is the magnet
wavelength. If the electrons are perfectly injected near
the magnet axis their helical motion is given by
Pj_ = —(K/y) (cosfc0z, sin&0z,0) where p±c is the trans-
verse velocity, K = eBA0/2nmc2, and e = \e\ is the
electron charge. We have assumed that the free electron
laser has established a well-defined classical wave
represented by (1). Furthermore, the wave has taken
the form for a Gaussian beam through successive
reflections from spherical resonator mirrors. We
assume only the fundamental mode is present for
simplicity. Generalizations from this work are straight-
forward.
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In the presence of both the static magnetic field and the
Gaussian optical wave, the electron energy changes
according to y = - epj. • E(r, z, t)/mc where E(r, z, 0
= £(r,r)eexp(-icot), e=-(l,i,0) is the polarization
vector, and a) = kc is the carrier frequency. The
transverse motion of the electrons allows efficient
energy exchange with the purely transverse radiation
field (1). [We note that the transverse form (1) is
approximate and provide justification for this approxi-
mation in Appendix A]. When the optical and magnet
forces are nearly resonant, the resulting rate of energy
exchange evolves slowly. The electron phase in the
combined optical-magnet potential well is given by
£(t) = (k + k0)z(t)-a)t. When the number of magnet
periods N is large, the resulting changes in y are small
and the electron equation of motion takes the form of
the pendulum equation.

where from now on (') = d()/d-c, t = ct/L = z/L is the
dimensionless interaction time, v = ( = L[(/c 4- k0)Pz - k]
is the dimensionsless electron velocity, a(t) = a0

exp[-£2/w2(T)]/w(r), and a0=4nNeKLE0/y2mc2 is
the dimensionless optical wave amplitude. (In a
linearly polarized magnet the coupling in a0 is mo-
dified [17]: K-*(K./2)[J0(Q-3i(£)'] where J0 t l are
Bessel functions of the first kind and
£ = K2/4[l + K2/2].) The dimensionless time T varies
from 0 to 1 during one pass through the laser magnet
of length L = NA0. The electron coordinates (C,v) fol-
low pendulum phase space paths with parametrically
changing amplitude a(i] and phase <£(T). The separatix
is given by curve v2 = 2a[l-f sin(Cs + 0)] (Fig. 2). Each
periodic section oif phase space corresponds to the
distance AA0/(A0 + A)wA, the optical wavelength. The
dimensionless electron velocity v measures the re-
sonance between the optical wave and magnet forces.
If v = 0, exactly one optical wavelength of light passes
over an electron as it passes through one magnet
wavelength and the forces are resonant. The initial
value v0 = V(T = 0) is important in determining whether
a monoenergetic electron beam "loses energy to" or
"takes energy from" the optical wave, and therefore
determines the gain. v0 is called the "resonance param-
eter." When Z0->oo, then w-> 1, <?-»0 and 0->0 and (5)
is exactly the pendulum equation. The parameter
q = L/Z0 compares the length of the magnet L with the
Rayleigh range Z0. Significant changes in the Gaussian
beam waist w and phase $ are measured by the size of
q. Our problem is the more complicated electron
evolution that occurs when a(t) and </>(r) are para-
metrically altered because of the Gaussian optical
beam with q>Q.
To illustrate some of the effects of the Gaussian beam,
consider q <^ 1 so that we almost have plane waves.

PHASE SPACE IN GAUSSIAN MODE

T = 1/3

Fig. 2. The evolution (r = 0-»l) of ten sample electrons starts at
v0 = 5 in the (£, v) phase-space. The self-consistent separatrix v/Q
acts as a guide to the distortion of phase-space paths caused by the
optical mode structure. Increased fields cause an increase in the
separatrix height 2a"2, and the shifting phase $(T) moves the
separatrix along the (-axis. Spreading in v and bunching in the
C-coordinate are visible at t = 1

With q « 1, w = 1 + 0(q2) and 0 = - q(l - Q2} (T - 1/2).
Now consider weak optical fields a0 <? 1, so that we can
make a perturbation expansion in powers of a0. To
lowest order v<0) = v0 and C<0) = C0 +

 voT- To first order

in a

new field new phase new resonance
parameter

(6)

The role of the non-planar Gaussian beam now be-
comes quite clear. The field strength or amplitude of
the modified pendulum equation contains the expo-
nential factor e""2 (where Q = r/w0) which simply dimin-
ishes the field driving an off-axis electron. The electron
also has a new initial phase but since the beam is
uniformly spread over each optical wavelength the
shift in each phase is inconsequential. The average
energy loss is found by expanding to v(2) and averaging
uniformly over the initial phases 0 < (0 < 2n.
The interesting modification is the shifted resonance
parameter v0->[v0-<j(l — Q2)] which can cause a
measurable change in the operation of the laser. The
average loss <v> ( 2 )> is maximum when
v™*=2.6 + q(l-g2) is shifted to a higher resonance
parameter by the Gaussian beam with q>0. If we
assume this energy loss is the nominal gain in the wave
energy, gain is proportional to -<v(2)>/7tWo [5]. The
factor nwg appears because the optical wave's energy is
proportional to its transverse mode volume. In weak
fields, the nominal gain spectrum g(v0) has the form
[l-cosv5-vJ(sinv5)/2]/v53 where v$ = v0-q(l -Q2).
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The point of zero gain, vj = 0, is now shifted away
from the exact resonance by an amount q(\ —g2). This
means, for instance, that a Gaussian mode storing ra-
diation of frequency o> will not have its gain spectrum
centered about the traditional value of resonance v0=0.
The reason is the shifting phase <j)(r)= — q(\ — Q2)
•(T-l/2) of the Gaussian optical beam illustrated in
Fig. 1. The effect occurs because the Gaussian beam
mode is actually a superposition of plane waves.
In order to further illustrate the effects of Gaussian
beams on electron dynamics, we can follow the evolu-
tion of sample electrons in phase space. The phase-
space coordinates for each electron are (£,-, v,.) in the
phase space (£, v). In Fig. 2 we show the evolution of
ten sample electrons initially spread uniformly over
one optical wavelength at the mode axis (0 = 0) with
q=4. We will show later that a mode with qzs4
maximizes the possible energy extraction from the
electron beam. The electrons begin their evolution at
r = 0 at the energy v0 = 5. The fields are weak
(aQ < V5/4) so that the separatix given by vs(Q does not
intercept any particle's path. As T-+1 (the end of the
laser) an energy spread is acquired, and we can see a
small amount of bunching of the electrons. The sepa-
ratrix is shown as a guide to the evolving phase-space
paths. The distance between critical points is fixed at
2n as usual, but the height of the separatrix is 2(a0/w)1/2

and visibly changes throughout the interaction. As the
mode waist W(T) decreases, the height of the separatrix
increases. This effect is comparatively minor since the
height of the separatrix is only proportional to w~ i / 2 . A
much more important effect is the phase change <£(T).
This causes the separatrix to shift to the right.
Electrons must then start at a higher phase-space path
(larger v0) to compensate. The case shown for q = 4
requires v0 = 5 instead of the usual v0 = 2.6 to give
nearly maximum energy loss.
For large q we cannot expand W(T), but we can still
expand the pendulum equation in weak fields a0,
integrate, and phase average to get the electron energy
extraction or efficiency. The first-order phase-space
coordinates are

C<' >(T) = j dt' 1 dT"fl(T") cos [C0 + VOT" + <£(T")] (7)
0 0

and V(I)(T) = ((I)(T). The second-order v(2) is phase-
averaged to give the net efficiency at the end of the
laser magnet r = 1.

= - A f d-c J dt' |
0 0 0

however, and will be done to all orders in the field aQ in
the next section. We first generalize the procedure to
the more complicated magnet designs of the "tapered
undulator" and "optical klystron".
The tapered undulator has a slow decrease in the
magnet wavelength A0 along the magnet length
[11, 13]. The electrons then experience a changing
magnet wavenumber so that /c0(t)=t=0. In a strong field
a0, electrons can become trapped in the closed-
orbit region of phase-space and experience a much
larger energy loss than in the normal undulator.
This free electron laser design works well at high
power, but at the sacrifice of low power gain. The
modified pendulum equation for the tapered undulator
is

= v = d + a(r) cos [£ + <£(T (9)

where 5 = /c'0(T)L. We have again assumed that
y as const; the fractional energy extraction can be small
and still much bigger than the normal undulator. We
also consider a special case of tapering where 5 is
constant. With this simplification, we retain the impor-
tant features of a tapered undulator. The second-order
efficiency is calculated just as for the undulator. The
result is

o o o
• sin [VO(T - T")+|<5(r2 - r"2) + <£(T) + <£(T")] .

(10)

Setting (5=0 we obtain the untapered result (8). The
prescription for generalizing (8) to include tapering is

In order to understand the equations of motion for the
optical klystron free electron laser it is necessary to
briefly discuss the dynamics of the dispersive element.
The dispersive section separates the first and second
half of the undulator magnet. The purpose of the
dispersive section is to magnetically deflect electrons
away from the beam axis so that they fall behind the
propagating optical wave in an energy dependent
manner. In this way, a small spread in energies created
in the first undulator section can cause electron phase
shifts to bunch electrons in the second undulator
section. This allows high gain in weak fields, but results
in low gain in moderately strong fields; the character-
istics are just opposite to those of the tapered
undulator.
We first choose a convenient representation for the
magnetic field in the dispersive section. Define Jf (z)

(8) =(e/mc2)]B(z')dz' so jT'(z) = eB(z)/mc2. With perfect

This expression is compact but difficult to integrate
analytically. The result is easy to integrate numerically,

injection, jSx = Jf /y in the dispersive section, y is con-
stant in the dispersive section since the motion through
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B(z) is far from resonant with the optical wave. Since
ymc2 is constant, the transverse deflection causes fi.c to
decrease giving rise to a net shift d( in the electron-
optical phase at the end of the dispersive section with
length d:

(11)

for large y. The first term in (11) is the phase shift which
would occur in the absence of the deflecting magnetic
field (k0 occurs because of the definition of () and is
less than the second term for a well designed dispersive
section. For large y we have v«L[k0 —fc(l + K2)/2y2]
and v can replace y which gives

(1+K2) L

A f
0[d- J

o
^z. (12)

The second term is large (~103?: typically) but is
independent of the electron energy, or v. A slight
adjustment in the design of B(z) can make the second
term equal to a multiple of 2n without seriously
affecting the first term. Since the electron phase space
is periodic in ( with period 2n, the second term can be
dropped in this special case leaving the simple form

where D =
dz_
L '

(13)

It is easy to show [15] that D = NdA.Q/L where Nd is the
number of optical wavelengths from a plane wave
which would pass over a resonant (v=0 calculated in
the undulator) electron in the dispersive section. As an
example we can take a specific design for the dispersive
section. Let

B0, 0<z<d/4,

B ( z ) = - B 0 , d/4<z<3d/4,

B0, 3d/4<z<d.

(14)

d d :

Note that jB(z)dz = 0, and J J B(z')dz'dz = 0, so that
0 00

there is no net transverse displacement, nor an angular
displacement of the electron beam [15] in the disper-
sive section. The dispersive section is described by

1 +
eB,
me 48

(15)

A typical design (£=100 cm, d = 20cm, B0 = 6 ki-
logauss, and K = 1) gives Dx 10, so that a spread in <5v
~7t/£>ss0.31 caused by the weak optical fields a0

~7tv0/D~0.8 of the first klystron section can actually
result in bunches in the second klystron section. A

large D makes a small a0 more able to bunch
electrons.
We now calculate the average energy extraction from
an electron beam in a klystron with a superimposed
optical mode. The equations of motion are

(16)
= V[1+0'«5(T-T2)]

with D' = D — (r2 — T,) and where 6(x)=< for

and 5(x) is the Dirac ^-function. The second equation
governs the evolution of the electron phase £ which
changes sharply at the end of the dispersive section at
T2 when the electron enters the second stage of the
klystron. The optical wave does not drive electrons
from the time it leaves the first stage T, to the time it
enters the second stage T2.
To lowest order with no optical field present, the
electron motion is given by

"o>
(17)

The second order efficiency is again obtained by a
perturbation expansion:

a2 l r ''
< V < 2 > > = - ^ j d-C J <fr' J dT"«P(T)!P(T")[l + D'<5(T' - T,)]

2 o o o

•sin[Z(T)-Z(t")], (18)

where

w(t)

Symmetric choices are (i) •cl = 1/3 and r, = 2/3, or (ii) rl

= T2 = l/2 representing a very small d with £>=$=0. In
order to recover the results for the undulator from (18),
let the dispersive displacement D-»0 and let T, 2> 1.
Note that (8), (10), and (18) assume an electron beam of
infinitesimal width positioned at radius 0 = r/w0 = 0. A
numerical integration over Q is necessary for wider
beams.

2. Energy Extraction in Gaussian Optical Beams

We now examine how energy extraction, or the no-
minal gain, is modified by operating FEL's in realistic
Gaussian beams. The deviation of the Gaussian mode
from a plane-wave is measured by the parameter
q = L/ZQ = LA/nwQ. If q<^ 1 the Gaussian mode is nearly
a plane-wave. In this case the nominal gain spec-
trum g(v0)oc-<vu)>/7rwooc-g<v (2 )> has the same
shape as those previously published for the undulator
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Fig. 3. The nominal undulator gain or energy extraction
<Kv0)oc —q<v ( 2 )> is plotted in relative units versus the resonance
parameter v0 in weak fields for q =0.2, 1, 2, and 5. As q increases the
peak gain increases and shifts to larger v0. The forward spontaneous
power spectrum at each v0 is shown for reference. Note that g(v0) is
not proportional to the slope of the forward spontaneous power

Fig. 4. The nominal optical klystron gain or energy extraction g(v0)
is shown in relative units for q = 5, D = 2, t, = 0.42, and T ,= 0.58 and
is shifted away from resonance v0 = 0 by the Gaussian beam. The
forward spontaneous power is shown for reference

[5, 18], tapered undulator [11-13], and optical kly-
stron [15]. We show here the modifications that occur
in each gain spectrum g(v0) due to nonzero q. We find
that the maximum gain increases with q up to q a 3 — 5.
Thus, the Gaussian modes which are designed for
maximum energy extraction actually lead to significant
changes in the gain spectrum.
When q <Z 1, (8), (10), and (18) can be expanded in q and
complicated analytical results are obtained. However,

as q-*0, <?(v0)-»0; so the plane-wave design is poorly
optimized and uninteresting. More realistic work for
larger values of q requires numerical analysis. The
equations of motion (5), (9), and (16) are therefore
solved numerically in this section to present the gain
spectra in weak fields a0 for electron beams of in-
finitesimal width.
Figure 3 shows g(v0) in the simple undulator. Four
gain curves are shown for different values of <j=0.2, 1,
2, and 5. When 4=0.2, the system behaves as if the
laser were amplifying plane waves. g(vQ) is nearly
antisymmetric, and g(v0) peaks at v0«2.6. However,
when q is increased, g(v0) is shifted to higher v0 and
peak gain increases. At even larger q-*5 a distortion of
the curve shape becomes evident; the absorption peak
is slightly larger than the gain peak. At higher q>5
(not shown), the shifting continues, but peak gain
decreases.
For reference, the shape of the forward spontaneous
emission spectrum is shown in Fig. 3. Spontaneous
emission power is shown as a function of v0 at a given
wavenumber k. The spontaneous power for the un-
dulator peaks at v0 =0 and is independent of q. As can
be seen g(v0) is not proportional to the slope of the
forward spontaneous power spectrum when q=£0 and
therefore is not in agreement with the wide spread use
theorem in [6].
We next move to the example of an optical klystron.
Because of the complexity of g(v0) only the example
q = 5 is shown in Fig. 4 for the parameters D = 2,
Tj^O.42, and T2=0.58. Again the gain spectrum is
clearly shifted from the derivative of the forward
spontaneous emission spectrum. Note that the amount
of shift in the resonance parameter is about the same as
for the undulator at the same q = 5 (Fig. 3).
Our final example, Fig. 5, shows the tapered undulator
gain spectrum for q=0.2, 1, 2, and 5. When q=0.2, the
gain curve is located to the left of resonance v0 =0 and
the overall gain is smaller than for the undulator. As q
increases, the available peak gain increases signi-
ficantly and the gain spectrum shifts towards re-
sonance. There is also a distortion in the shape of g(v0)
evident at q = 5. Curves with q>5 distort further and
decrease in peak gain.

In the FEL designs presented, we can search through
v0 for the maximum available gain as a function of q.
We seek to optimize g(v0) in the (v0, q) plane. Figure 6
plots the gain in relative units as a function of q~' with
v0 chosen for maximum g(v0). For q ~' large we have
plane waves. It is well known that the tapered un-
dulator has less gain than the undulator, and the
optical klystron has more gain than either of them.
With increasing q the Gaussian modes become more
pronounced, and we see that the tapered undulator
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Fig. 5. The nominal gain or energy extraction g(va) of a tapered
undulator with 5 = 5;t is shown in relative units for <j = 0.2, 1, 2,
and 5. Peak gain is significantly increased and shifted to higher v0

when q increases. The forward spontaneous power is shown for
reference

gain first drops off sharply after q&2.5. The undulator
then drops off more slowly after q « 3, and the optical
klystron sustains its broad maximum to q>5.
Surprisingly, the peak gains in these quite different
magnet designs are all near qzs5 = L/Z0. This figure
can be useful to experimenters when chosing the
optical resonator mode for their particular magnet
design.
Figure 7 shows how gain can be affected by electrons
entering the laser off-axis. Four gain curves are pre-
sented for Q = r/w0=0, 0.4, 0.7, and 1 with q = 5. As Q
increases, the energy extraction decreases because elec-
trons are moving outside the mode to weaker optical
fields. In addition, the peak of the gain curve is shifted
back towards resonance v0=0. Electrons off-axis en-
counter smaller phase shifts than when on-axis. This
trend was predicted in (6). The gain curve for a real

. beam with a transverse dimension will be the average
over gain curves like those in Fig. 7. However, since
electrons on-axis have the maximum gain, the resulting
gain curve will have a shape close to the e=0 case.

3. Experimental Implications

The results of this paper lead to many new features
which can be experimentally observed. Gaussian opti-
cal modes will cause a shift in the gain spectrum g(v0)
away from the derivative of the forward spontaneous
emission spectrum. This is not the usual conclusion
derived from a widely used theorem [6], and occurs
because the Gaussian mode contains off-axis spectral
components which alter the resonance condition.

Optical Klystron

.01
.5 10

Fig. 6. The peak gain or energy extraction (in v0) is plotted in
relative units versus q~ l . For small q (plane waves) the gain in each
magnet design falls off like q. The highest gain design, the optical
klystron, sustains high gain to quite large q and peaks at qx5. The
undulator gain peaks for <ja3, while the tapered undulator gain
drops off after q»2.5

Fig. 7. The nominal undulator gain or energy extraction g(v0) shows
the affects of injecting electrons off-axis at g = r/w0 = 0,0.4,0.7, and 1
for <} = 5. Gain decreases and is shifted back towards resonance
v0 =0 as predicted by (6)

Experiments in Orsay will explore the undulator and
klystron magnet designs, while groups at TRW,
Math Sciences Northwest, and Los Alamos National
Laboratory are planning to explore the tapered
undulator design.
It might be noted that the shift in the weak-field gain
away from the forward spontaneous power does not
constitute a problem for FEL oscillator start-up. The
characteristic range of angles in a Gaussian modes is
39« \/qJ./2nL which results in a characteristic shift in
the resonance parameter by 5v « — 4nNy2d6z x — q in
agreement with (6). Therefore, the shift in the gain
curves of Fig. 3 through 5 is such that the off-axis
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Fig. 8. The peak gain (in v0) is plotted versus q ' for a = 0.5, 1, 2, 5,

and 10. As i = (wa/a)\/q/2 increases, characterizing narrower elec-
tron beams of width a, gain increases until i a 5. For o; > 5, the beam
is a filament. The best available gain occurs at smaller <j when *(<r)
decreases; larger electron beams work better in wider modes

plane-wave components of a rapidly diverging
Gaussian beam (large q) experience gains comparable
to the plane-wave components of a slowly diverging
beam (small q).
The reasoning presented here gives a procedure for
designing PEL cavities. As we have shown, for an on-
axis electron 0=0, there is a value of q that gives
maximum gain (Fig. 7). This value of q can be selected
by proper choice of the mirror's radius of curvature
and spacing. An estimate of the best q has been made
by calculating the minimum cavity mode cross-section
averaged over the whole undulator length [19, 20]. It
was found that the best overlap with the electron beam
occurred for q equal to 21/3; close to our numerical
optimum of qxl for an undulator. However, the
actual optimum q depends on the magnet design and
on the transverse size of the electron beam. Suppose
the electron beam is perfectly aligned along the cavity
mode and has a Gaussian shape with transverse
standard deviation a. Define the dimensionless param-
eter a = }//.L/2nff2 = (VVO/<T) \/q/2. Figure 8 plots the

gain in relative units as a function of q ' with v0

chosen for maximum gain (g(q,y)} and for a=0.5, 1,2,
5, and 10 ({ } is now averaging over the transverse
electron positions). As a decreases (that is as the beam
size increases) the maximum gain occurs for a smaller q
and the maximum becomes broad.
In the gain calculation the overlap of the electron and
light beams can be taken into account by defining a
filling factor F(a) = l/(wQ+402) such that the maxi-
mum final gain [g(q = 0, a(cr))} oc F(a)g(q = 0, a = 0). This
filling factor F(a) agrees with our calculation when
q<l , but for q>l there is a correction /(<j,a):

{ g(q, a(a)) } oc F(a)f(q, = 0, a = 0) . (19)

Values of f(q, a) for an undulator are given in Table 1
below.
The shift of the gain curve calculated for the Orsay
experiment with the superconducting undulator [19]
was too small to be seen; however this is not expected
to be the case in the new series of experiments, where
the following parameters are applicable: cr~0.3mm,
A ~ 0.5 urn, L ~ 1.3 m, A0 ~ 8 cm, ymc2 ~ 240 MeV.
Therefore with a. ~ 1 Fig. 8 shows maximum gain
occurs for q~l nQ.6. For a 5.5m distance between
mirrors (l/4th the storage ring perimeter) we get an
optimum cavity mode for a mirror radius of curvature
Rc~3m. This value is a larger than .Rc = 2.8m giving
q ~ 21/3 and has the advantage of leaving the cavity
more stable [4] (the stability limit being Rc = 2.75 m).
At this optimal cavity mode /(<?"' =0.6, a =1)=0.89.
The gain curve is shifted to the higher electron energies
by <5ymc2~}'mc2/0<j/47iLsl.8 MeV. Equivalently the
wavelength for maximum gain is increased by
<5A/A%A0q/27rZ.«0.016. This shift is easy to measure
since it is going to correspond to a one period shift of
the fine structure in the gain curve of the optical
klystron with D~4.
Finally it is to be noticed that we only predicted the
gain curve changes for colinear electron and photon
beams. Misaligned beams add further modifications
which can further reduce gain.

Table 1. New filling factor/(</. y(o)) wilh * = (ir0/<7)]/<//2

1 = 0.3

q'
q'

q'
q-

q'
q'
q'
q'
q'
q'

= 100
= 10
= 5
= 3
= 2
= 1
= 0.8
= 0.6
= 0.4
= 0.3

1.00
1.00
1.00
0.99
0.97
0.87
0.83
0.74
0.55
0.41

1.00
1.00
1.00
0.99
0.98
0.88
0.84
0.76
0.59
0.46

1.00
1.00
1.00
0.99
0.98
0.90
0.86
0.80
0.65
0.54

1.00
1.00
1.00
0.99
0.98
0.91
0.89
0.84
0.72
0.62

1.00
1.00
1.00
0.99
0.98
0.94
0.93
0.89
0.79
0.70

1.00
1.00
1.00
0.99
0.99
0.95
0.94
0.90
0.80
0.71

1.00
1.00
1.00
0.99
0.99
0.96
0.94
0.90
0.81
0.71

1.00
1.00
1.00
0.99
0.99
0.96
0.94
0.90
0.80
0.70
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Appendix

Neglecting the Longitudinal Electric Field in Gaussian Beams

In the derivation of Gaussian resonator modes it is assumed that the
amplitude and phase of the optical wave are slowly variyng along the
length of the cavity axis and that the electromagnetic wave is purely
transverse. At the same time the optical wave is not traveling
precisely along the cavity axis, but expands outward from the waist
to the mirrors. The modes actually violate Maxwell's equations since
a small longitudinal component of the field is neglected. The
question arises as to the work done on electrons by the actual
longitudinal electric field of Gaussian modes.
In order to estimate the longitudinal electric field we use V-E = 0. In
this estimate let £,. = 0 and assume q = L/Z0 is small. Then the
transverse field component

and the longitudinal field is

4£0e
il-- re-'2"

(20)

(21)

We find the work done on an electron in the whole undulator is non-
resonant and is given by

(22)

This energy change has been previously neglected. It is relevant to
compare Jvn to the work done by the transverse fields AyL in the
Gaussian modes. In this case the interaction is resonant and the ratio

yre
(23)

Typically y/nKN~l, but r/Z0<O for electrons in the Gaussian
cavity. Therefore, the longitudinal optical field is always negligible
compared to the transverse field in PEL.

Acknowledgements. The authors are grateful to D. A. G. Deacon.
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discussions.
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OPTICAL PULSE EVOLUTION IN THE STANFORD

FREE ELECTRON LASER AND IN A TAPERED WIGGLER

W.B. Colson
University of California

INTRODUCTION

The Stanford free electron laser oscillator1"3 is

driven by a series of electron pulses from a high quality

super-conducting linac. The electrons pass through a trans-

verse and nearly periodic magnetic field, a "wiggler", to
•

oscillate and amplify a superimposed optical pulse. See

Fig. 1. The rebounding optical pulse must be closely synch-

ronized with the succession of electron pulses from the

accelerator, and can take on a surprising range of structures

depending on the precise degree of synchronism. Small

adjustments in desynchronlsm can make the optical pulse

either much shorter or longer than the electron pulse, and

can cause significant subpulse structure. In the first part

of this chapter, the oscillator start-up from low level

incoherent fields is discussed. In the next section, the

effects of desynchronism on coherent pulse propagation are

presented and compared with the recent Stanford experiments.

In the last part, the same pulse propagation effects are

studied for a magnet design with a tapered wavelength in

which electrons are trapped in the ponderomotive potential.

There is a good deal of theory on free electron

lasers and the tapered wavelength wiggler. Recent collections

of research papers cover the most important topics.*'

Specific work on short pulse propagation started with the

original experiments,1'2 and was followed shortly after with

the quasl-Bloch theoretical description of "lethargy."6

Later, the multimode Hamiltonian picture of pulse dynamics

was developed.7 Concurrently, the single-particle .electron

model6 was coupled to Maxwell's non-linear wave equation.9

This last-named approach has proven to be a clear and

accurate method in both weak and strong optical fields.10'1

The wave-particle equations are reduced to contain only four ,

Independent parameters to allow scaling to other free

electron laser systems. Improved theoretical and experimental

techniques have brought excellent agreement between them.

All predicted qualitative trends" have been confirmed by

experiment, and quantitative agreement is as good as can be

meaningfully ascertained from the available measurements.

These trends characterize how the laser power spectrum, pulse

shape, and electron velocity distribution all depend on the

electron-optical pulse desynchronism. Limit cycle behavior

and complicated pulse structure are presented.

The tapered wiggler pulse problem explored here shows

similar trends. The growth from weak fields is shown not to
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Fig. 1. A succession of electron pulses is injected into the
resonator to overlap a rebounding optical pulse. The
synchronism of the pulses is adjusted by moving the
end-mirror an amount AX .' While "wiggling" through
the transverse periodic magnet in the presence of the
superimposed light, the electrons bunch within each
optical wavelength to drive the radiation field.

be a problem as previously reported, but the steady-state

operation may not lead to the expected electron trapping when

desynchronism is not optimized. Optical subpulse structure

is observed for both the tapered and untapered wigglers when

fields are large. This may be'an example of the Kroll-

Rosenbluth12 sideband instability proposed earlier. If so,

we find that this instability is not limited to tapered

wigglers, but can occur under much more general conditions

than anticipated.

OSCILLATOR "START-UP" DISCUSSION. The Stanford linac pro-

duces a sequence of ~2 x lo"1 electron pulses spaced JC. = 25 m

apart. Initially, no light is present in the resonator, but

magnetic bremsstrahlung is emitted from electrons "wiggling"

through the periodic magnet of wavelength X = 2Tt/k = 3.3 cm,

length L = NAQ - 5.3 m, and field strength B = 2.3 kgauss.

The resonator mirror spacing must be sufficiently close to

X, /2 to ensure that the spontaneous emission of magnetic

bremsstrahlung repeatedly builds on the same synchronized

optical pulse. The build-up from the start of the electron

pulse to just before laser saturation requires n_. - 1800

passes.'

The quantum mechanical forward transition rate for

bremsstrahlung per unit solid angle dfl into the dimensionless

frequency interval dv. = 2irNdo>/u> is

. 2

dW
dfMv. e=o

2akoc
2nd + Kz)

sin(vk/2)

<V2>
(1)

where X = 2irc/a) = 2ir/k = 3.3 gm is the radiation wavelength,

a = e2/fic is the fine structure constant, K eB\ /2irmc2
o

0.71, -y^c2 = 43 MeV is the electron energy, and v

L[k - k(l + K2)/2y2) is the dimensionless frequency referenc-

ed to the magnet design and electron energy. For a long

magnet, light is emitted into a narrow (~1/2N) frequency range

about (i) = 2Y2kQ c/(l + K
2). The number of photons emitted

into dfidv^ by one electron in a single pass is L/C times the

differential transition rate (1). The radiation cone for

relatlvistic beams has a small angular width 0 < y~ s°

fdn ~ TT02. We estimate the solid angle collected by the

solid angle of the Stanford end-mirror (-4 cm diameter) at

an average distance of 6 m: 6 - 2 cm/600 cm = 3.3 x 10~3.

Both the classical and quantum mechanical gain

calculations'3>1H show that photons with v. S 0 lead to

stimulated absorption and photons with v, > 0 lead to stimu-

lated emission. Integrating over the positive gain modes

gives W , the number of transitions per pass for one

characteristic electron:



K2)]2 (2)

where W = 0.07 for the Stanford experiments.3 Note that for

any value of the magnet field K, it is not at all likely that

an electron emits even a single photon in the forward direct-

ion as it passes through one magnet period. Therefore, for-

ward magnetic bremsstrahlung cannot be a classical process in

free electron lasers even though a classical calculation gives

the correct average rate. After several passes the radiation

will spread out from the electron beam to begin to form the

resonator mode. The density of the emitted photons is pFWTn

where n is the number of passes, F a .075 is the "filling

factor" " (electron beam area)/(average density optical mode

area), and p = 2 x 101° cm"3 is the Stanford electron density.

A particularly relevant volume element for photon

counting is one of length NA and cross section A2. The

classical gain process requires that N coherent wavelengths

of light pass over an electron during a single pass through

the magnet so that all electrons sample the volume element

NA3, If optical phase fluctuations occur within the slippage

distance NA, a "gain" electron can become an "absorption"

electron. Net gain results when the ensemble average of

electrons drive the optical wave amplitude. After each pass

the photon number n in the volume element NA3 Increases by

An •» pFNA'Wj = 0.6 photons/pass. Each volume element also

suffers a measured3 ~2.8% loss per pass due to the transmis-

sive end-mirror. Together with some gain g(n) that might

be present in the laser, .the growth of the average photon

number r) over many passes is described by

where Q = 35 describes the 2.8% loss and. n is the pass number.

The early growth of radiation when rf « An/(g - Q"1)

is given by rf(n) * nAn and is independent of either gain or

loss. Gain g a .05 - .06 is measured in the later stages

of evolution in the Stanford experiment when IT = 106. But

this gain cannot persist to arbitrarily weak fields because

electrons will experience an optical phase uncertainty due to

low photon number: 6<|>6n > 1- This decrease in optical coher-

ence length N A in effect corresponds to a shorter magnet

length and decreases gain. As an example, consider evolution
— — U

at n ~ 20 photons with Poisson statistics so that &r\ = n

~ 5 and 6<J> = 0.6ir. These phase fluctuations would certainly

decrease gain, but just how much is not yet clear. The

classical low-gain formula in weak fields8 is independent of

0 and therefore wrong for very low n. g(n) must decrease to

zero as Ti •* 0.

During normal gain, growth progresses to saturation

at p ~ 3 x 108 photons, and has been analyzed classically.

If the measured g = .05 is used in (3), the number of

passes necessary for saturation is n ~ 700 which is lower

than the value n = 1800 measured in the experiments. How-

ever, if we postulate that the average gain is diminished to

g = .035 due to phase fluctuations at low photon number, then

(3) gives n ~ 2000. A more careful analysis of just how

g(rf) evolves at low photon number is needed, but since n_

is so sensitive to g just about any decrease will explain

the observed n™. For instance, in the next section the

optical pulse shape is seen to evolve and exhibit different

£= An + (s(n) - Q-')n (3)

^This gain is lower than expected from the fundamental gain
formula because of short pulse effects, but can be calcu-
lated numerically as will be shown in the next section.

r



amounts of gain while taking on different shapes. This

alone could explain why the specific gain measured at a

single point in the evolution of the system is not consis-

tent with the n_ observed. Regardless of these complications,

our main point here is that g(n) should decrease at low n due

to quantum phase fluctuations. Although the full explanation

of n_ remains as a more complicated problem, quantum fluctua-

tions will increase nT (by decreasing g(T))) over the classi-

cally calculated n_.

STANFORD PULSE PROPAGATION. We now study optical pulse

evolution after the electromagnetic wave has developed signi-

ficant coherence. The goal is to calculate a final optical

pulse shape which reproduces Itself after many passes in

steady state. The result is the "fixed point" or "limit

cycle" solution to this complicated classical non-linear

problem.

The derivation of the coupled non-linear wave equation

and the self-consistent electron "pendulum" equation has

been presented elsewhere9"11 but Is reviewed again here. The

helical magnet is represented by B(cos k z, sin k z, 0) on

axis. If electrons are perfectly injected near the magnet

axis (as we will assume) their helical motion Is 6. = -(K/y)

•(cos k z, sin k z, 0). The corresponding optical wave has

the form A(x,t) = k"'E(z,t)(sin V, cos T, 0) where A" is the

vector potential, w = kc is the carrier frequency, E(z,t)

Is the optical electric field strength, ¥ - kz - u>t + fy(z,t),

and <}>(z,t) Is the optical phase. After the coherence o'f this

wave form is established, its amplitude E and phase <)> can

still evolve in shape and time.

In the presence of these fields the electron energy

7

ymc2 changes according to dy/dt = (eKE/Ytnc)cos(t; + <|>) where

the electron phase is C = (k -f k )z-oit. When the number of

magnet periods Is large the resulting changes in -y are small

(<Sy/Y S 1/2N). In this event the electron equation of motion

becomes the pendulum equation:9'15

|a(2)|cos(C ,
&

where a' = a + S(T - >i), T - ct/L, ( ) = d( )/dr, v = C is

the electron's diroensionless velocity, a •= |a|e , |a| =

4TTNeKLE/Y2mc2 is the dimensionless optical field amplitude,

and Y the initial electron energy. The position z = z/A

and the "slippage" s = NX/A have been normalized to A, the

electron pulse half-width at half-maximum. The dimensionless

time T changes from 0 to 1 during one pass through the laser

magnet. The height of the closed orbit separatrix in the

dimensionless pendulum phase space (c,v) is 2|a| .

The optical wave is driven by the total beam current

which is the sum of all single particle currents determined

by (4). The resulting changes in &(z) then act back self-

conslstently to alter the electron phase space paths. The

slowly varying amplitude and phase approximation describes

an envelope a(3) that evolves slowly over optical wavelengths.

The terms in Maxwell's wave equation involving double deriva-

tives (E,5>,E",̂ ",Ef, etc.) are negligible compared to terms

involving single derivatives. The wave operator (3/3z

+c~'3/3t) is made into a single derivative L~*3/3T by sub-

stituting z = s + ct and t = TL/c (the method of characteri-

stics). Projecting out the slow driving current the wave

equation becomes

-iCv (5)



where r(a') = r (l-'sCs1)2! ia the dimensionless electron pulse

shape with z' " 3 + S(T - *i) , r - BNOreKL) , and

p Is the actual peak electron density at position 2 '-ft The

average value of re at the position 3' is taken over

sample electrons labeled by their initial phase space co-

ordinates (C »V ) and is denoted by < > , . As electrons
o o z

evolve in the pendulum phase space, they can at most move a

few optical wavelengths relative to the electron pulse

centrold. This redistribution of charge affects <e~ >

locally, but is not sufficient to alter the pulse shape which

is many wavelengths long. The electron pulse shape given by

t(a) remains fixed throughout the evolution T = 0 -»• 1, but

drifts back in the coordinate z by a distance s. We have

taken r(z) to be parabolic with a half -width at half-maximum

of unity (r(l) = \t ). Previous pulse propagation

studies °>" used Gaussian shapes for r(z), but real pulses

from accelerators are probably better described by a shape

without extended tails. Furthermore, a real three-dimensional

pulse becomes narrower In the transverse dimension as the

on-axis density decreases away from its peak. The narrower

regions of the beam have Increased diffraction losses (the

optical wavefront spreads beyond the transverse width of the

end-mirror), making the cutoff parabolic density an even more

reasonable representation of the system. The coupled non-

linear equations (4) and (5) form the basis of our problem.

They are valid for low gain and high gain systems (r <, 103)

in both weak and strong optical fields (10~3 < |a| < 101*).

A "fresh" electron pulse enters the resonator cavity on

each round trip bounce of the optical pulse. The new

electrons are uniformly spread over £ between —n/2 and 3ii/2

covering one closed orbit section of the separatrix. The

aeparatrlx is given by the locus of phase space points

(Cg,vg) at z satisfying v
2 = 2|a(s)|(l + sin(C. + <t>(s)).

The Stanford beam is nearly monoenergetic so that each

electron starts with the same initial dimensionless velocity

VQ = 2.6 called the resonance parameter. This gives maximum

gain g = (afjnaj/a2 - 1) = 0.13rQ for low current (rQ < 20)

and Initially weak uniform fields a (si). Alternatively,

selecting VQ = 2.6 can be thought of as predicting the

carrier wave frequency u> which will first establish coherence

by means of mode competition. After the electrons are

started at T =0 the pendulum equation (4) forces them to

"bunch" in response to the presence of the optical wave.

When this bunching is around £ = it the optical wave grows

according to (5). To illustrate the electron phase space

dynamics, Fig. 2 shows twenty sample electrons starting at

VQ = 2.6 in strong fields aQ = 30 with r = 1. Here the

pulse structure is Ignored (A .-»• »). Maximum gain g(t) occurs

near T ~ *i and "over-bunching" actually absorbs light near

T ~ 1. The net gain and phase shift are diminished in

strong fields causing saturation.

It has been shown16 that the form of equations (4) and

(5) applies to a linearly polarized magnet and its on-axis

harmonics as well as to the helical magnet. The proper

transformation to the f harmonic in a linearly polarized

magnet is |a| -»• !j|a| in (4); C * fc in both (4) and (5);

and K* * KM-J^fO - Jm<fe)]
2 in both |a| and CQ where

5 = K2/4(l + JjK2) and I = (f - l)/2.

Integration of (4) and (5) with respect to T starts

with a wave form on the n 'pass and gives a new modified

wave form for the (n + 1) pass. Only two parameters govern

this change: the nominal gain r = 1.6 and the slippage

s = 1.2 for Stanford. After passing through the laser magnet,

the optical pulse then strikes the resonator mirrors. The

to
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Fig. 2. Twenty sample electrons representing a current
density r = 1 start at T ° 0 with dimenslonless
velocity v in the self-consistent pendulum phase
space (C,v). The self-consistent separatrix is
drawn for reference to the evolving phase space
paths. For strong fields aQ = 30 there is bunching
near C ~ IT at T ~ Sj. However, because the electrons
perform a full synchrotron orbit about C ~ n/2 there
is a decrease in gain g(t) at T = 1. The phase
shift <|>(T) is also shown.

end mirror has some small transmission which is described by

a resonator Q such that a2(n) « e~n ^ in the absence of gain.

A value of Q = 35 is measured at Stanford.

In the Stanford experiment one of the resonator mirrors

can be moved to adjust the synchronism between the electron

and optical pulses. The length adjustment AJf. is again

normalized to A and defines the desynchronism d = {JU&. With

no gain or loss the optical pulse would advance by a distance

2d with respect to the electron pulse on each pass. The many

experimental parameters of the Stanford pulse problem3 have

been grouped together leaving only four independent

dimensionless variables: r =1.6, Q = 3 5 , s=1.2, and d
o

spanning the range 0 •* 0.1.

The procedure for solving (4) and (5) is to start the

oscillator from coherent weak fields (aQ = 1) with either a

Gaussian or uniform optical pulse shape. The goal of

iteration is to find an optical pulse profile which reproduc-

es itself on successive passes n. This is either the "fixed

point" or "limit cycle" solution to our non-linear pulse

problem. Typically a solution is reached after about 500

passes, and we observe the pulse to about 1000 passes.

The role of the phase profile 41(3) is to change the optical

pulse frequency. When 1)1(3) acquires a linear slope in z,

this can be directly interpreted as a change in the optical

wave number and hence the resonant parameter through S\> •

-s <j>'(a). We define v. = v + 6v as the modified resonance
K O

parameter. Typically we find 6v moves the laser from \j =

2.6 to v. ~ 1 which gives higher gain in strong fields. The

final "fixed point" behavior is independent of the starting

field strength a and resonance parameter v since we can

alter these variables and arrive at the same solution.

It is instructive to consider the gain curves g(vo).

We again ignore the pulse structure here. In weak fields

(aQ < 1) and for low gain (rQ < 1) g(vQ) = r (1 - cos v -

!jvo sin v )/\>'. Figure 3 plots low gains g/r over the

range -50<.VQ<25 for field strengths from a • .1 to 100.

When a % 10, the gain curves distort, so that peak gain

decreases (this is saturation) and occurs at increasing v .

For these curves alone, we should expect that steady-state

occurs when a is somewhere between 10 and 100 and v, is
o . k

between 2.6 and 10. This is what we will in fact find.

Our first observation is that the steady-state solution

for d = 0 is |a(s)| = 0. Figure 4 illustrates this effect.

M



0.2

8-0

-50 -25

Fig. 3. Gain curves g(vQ) are plotted in units of r. for
various optical field strengths aQ *• .1 -*• 100. For
moderate gain (r. S 10), the curves are antisymmetric
about resonance (VQ =0). In weak fields (a < 1)
peak gain occurs at \>o « 2.6, but In strong fields
peak gain is found at vo - 7. The laser oscillator
evolves along the points of maximum gain. (6=0
indicates that this is an untapered wiggler).

It is surprising that exact synchronism (d = 0) of the

electron and optical pulses results in no power from the

free electron laser oscillator. The fundamental reason for

the desy'nchronism effect is clearly seen in Fig. 4. Even in

the strong fields gain does not develop until T ~\. This

delay means that the leading edge of the optical pulse

experiences little gain and in fact a net loss after absorp-

tion. The trailing edge of the optical pulse overtakes the

electrons after bunching has occurred so that higher gain is

experienced. The net result is that the optical pulse is

reshaped so that its centrold moves back on each pass through

the laser magnet. Effectively the optical pulse is traveling

slower than the speed of light even though the individual

photons are traveling at the speed of light. Figure A

shows the distortion and subsequent decay of a pulse
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3-1.2

d- 0.
1500

r.» .1.6
Q- 35.

-2

F18. 4. The amplitude of the optical pulse shape 3(2) Is
plotted at T = 1 every 150 passes through the
resonator up to n « 1500 passes. The fields start
at |a| = 1, .and are diven by the parabolic current
density r(a') = rQ(l - h(.a')

2) where 2' = 2 + s(T->i)
With no desynchronism d = 0, the light moves away
from the electrons and eventually decays with the
resonator Q. The fixed point solution Is therefore
zero.

evolving with d = 0. The optical pulse a(2) is plotted at

T • 1 after each 150 passes up to 1500 passes. The electron

pulse peak moves from z = s/2 to -s/2 on each pass, and has

a half-width at half-maximum of unity.

To achieve non-zero steady state power, we must have

d > 0. Then electrons continue to add light to the trailing

edge of the optical pulse, but the desynchronism mechanism

moves the light forward to support the front edge. The

laser characteristics are significantly modified as d

increases. Figure 5 shows a plot of the steady-state optical

pulse energy /°°a2(2)d2 versus d, called the "desynchronism

curve". Near d = 0 the peak power grows rapidly with d.



OPTICAL PULSE ENERGY

DESYNCHRONISM

d

THEORY.

EXPERIMENT

.1 .08 .06 .04 .02

Fig. 5. The steady-state optical pulse energy, or laser out-
put power, Is non-zero only over a small range In
desynchronism d > 0. Maximum energy occurs when
d w 0, then steadily decreases as d increases. The
experimental desynchronism curve agrees very well
with theory in overall width but differs somewhat
in shape.

When d is too large the desynchronism mechanism moves the

pulse power forward too fast for gain to support the trailing

edge of the pulse so that the pulse energy decreases back to

zero. The character of the steady-state optical power

spectrum, the optical pulse shape, and the electron velocity

distribution all change with the operating desynchronism d.

Figure 6 shows the evolution to steady-state after n =

1500 passes for small desynchronism d = .001. The optical

pulse a(3) is only one-fourth the length of the electron

pulse and'has multiple peaks which can have high field

strengths |a| -50. This is a remarkably short optical

IS"

pulse of 0.25 mm length with high power ~108 watts in the

Stanford case. The multiple peaks in a(s) are caused by

"ringing" synchrotron oscillations in the electron phase

space following the large optical spike. They are spaced a

distance slightly less than s in strong fields. We measure

the final electron z-velocities at T ° 1 by their final

OPTICAL PULSE IN PEL
ro- 1.6, 0 '30. , d -.001, »• 1.2

STEADY-STATE RESULTS DRIVING CURRENT OPTICAL PHASE

Fig. 6. At small desynchronism d = .001, the Stanford
parameters produce an optical pulse shape a(2)
whose length is four times shorter than the electron
pulse and has a large peak field. This gives a
broad power spectrum P(V|<) centered at Vj. - 6, and
a broad electron velocity distribution f(ve) due to
the high field strength. The driving current con-
tinually reshapes the optical pulse to compensate
for desynchronism, and the phase profile <b(z) shifts
P(V|C). The pulse energy (or laser power) reaches
steady state after n ~ 103 passes, and the final
results are shown on the lower left.

Ife



dlmensionless velocity L[(k + k )e - k] , and f (v ) Is

the distribution of v 's. The width of f (v ) is generally
6 1

given by the height of the separatrix ^la)"* = 30 in this

case, and is characteristically wide for small d. The

Stanford experiment also shows wide f(v ) for d, but does

not show the sharp peak structure because of insufficient

resolution in their spectrometer. The large peak at

v = -15 Is observed and the overall width of f(v ) is in

good agreement with experiment. The Fourier transform of

the pulse structure gives its power spectrum P(v.). Each

component is measured by v. = v - s<j>" (2). P(v ) is
K o k

relatively wide and centered around the v, - 6. The shift

in \>, from v accomplished by a sloping phase profile 41(2)

shown in the lower right of Figure 6. We Interpret the

experimental results as giving 6v - 2 centered at \) ~ 4,

but there is some uncertainty in determining resonance. The

current driving |a(z)| at T = 1 is shown in the bottom-

center. This shows how the oscillating current can cause

multiple peaks. The final pulse profile |a(3)|, 4>(s),

power spectrum, and electron velocity distribution are

shown at the lower left.

In Figure 7 is shown the optical pulse evolution result-

ing from larger desynchronism d = .003. It is significantly

broader with multiple peaks of weaker fields |a| ~ 25 spaced

slightly larger than s. The optical pulse centroid is

ahead of the electron pulse. The power spectrum and electron

velocity distribution are both narrower than for the small

d case. The limit cycle behavior is the most prominent

feature of this example. This is observed in the Stanford

experiment and has not been previously reported theoretically.

It is remarkable that a given pulse shape can disappear and

reproduce itself hundreds of passes later. The pulse energy
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OPTICAL PULSE IN PEL
f. • 1.6 , Q • 38 , d •.005,8* 1.2

1600

POWER EVOLUTION

-20 12 ii

P('k)
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OPTICAL AMPLITUDE ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION LASER LINESHAPE

rfi
*//L20

STEADY-STATE RESULTS DRIVING CURRENT OPTICAL PHASE

Fig. 7. With d = .003 we see clear limit-cycle behavior of
the laser pulse energy. Subpulses in a(z) start at
the trailing edge and pass through the pulse
profile to continually modify its shape.

or power oscillations are quite periodic in the upper-right

plot. The power variations are caused by "marching subpulses"

which start at the trailing edge and pass through to the

front of the optical pulse over hundreds of passes. Higher

pulse energy occurs when there are two peaks, and diminishes

when only one peak is present.

At large desynchronism d= .042 the optical pulse has

much weaker fields and is three times longer than the

electron pulse 63-6. This is depicted in Figure 8. Its

centroid runs farther ahead of the electron pulse with little

or no subpulse structure. Much of the pulse's area lies

18



OPTICAL PULSE IN PEL

r0= 1.6, 0= 35.. d =.042,8 = 1.2
,SOO

POWER EVOLUTION

a(z)

-t •20

OPTICAL AMPLITUDE ELECTRON, DISTRIBUTION LASER LINESHAPE

•'V\
r
1-8 21-»0 /. Ito
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STEADY-STATE RESULTS DRIVINO CURRENT OPTICAL PHASE

Fig, 8. With large desynchronism d = .042, the steady-state
pulse energy is small and the fields are weak. The
optical pulse is now three times longer than the
electron pulse. The electron velocity distribution
f(\> ) is narrow as is the power spectrum P(v.),
which is centered about v. - 3.

k

outside of the "window" shown and decays away exponentially

with Q~' since it is decoupled from the electrons (r(z) = 0

for 3 >_ s/2 + /?). The rate of the decay is given by

|a(s*)| exp(-2/4Qd) where 2* = 2 is the last point calculated

in Pig. 8. Since there is no subpulse structure, there is

no limit cycle behavior and the power spectrum is narrow

6v ~ 2. Since the fields are weak the power spectrum

remains centered near \>. ~ 3. A power spectrum width of

fiv^ - 1 is observed experimentally. The resulting electron

velocity distribution is narrower (<5v ~ 5) with a single

I?

peak. This is in part because of weaker fields, but also

because electrons drop back out of the optical pulse at

about T ~ 'j on each pass. The single peaked f(v ) with

width 6ve ~ 6 is observed experimentally.

In total, the characteristic trends presented in the

examples of Figs. 6, 7, and 8 are in excellent agreement

with the experimental results available at this time. Even

the quantitative agreement is good, but cannot be perfect

because of a few minor experimental uncertainties. The

simple set of equations (4) and (5) are rich In the variety

of solutions they can present and many of these are now

verified by the recent Stanford experiments.

PULSE PROPAGATION IN TAPERED HIGGLERS. The original pro-

posal for a variable parameter wlggler magnet in a free

electron laser was made by J.M.J. Madey concurrent with his

original proposal for the free electron laser.17-19 This

proposal makes use of a fundamental advantage of free

electron lasers. The periodic magnetic field can be con-

structed in a variety of ways to meet various needs. The

magnetic field strength, the magnet wavelength, or both may

be varied along the magnet length to achieve the desired

result. All of these variations were explored theoretically

early in the development of free-electron lasers with the

goal of improving free electron laser characteristics for

storage-ring operation. However, after the development of

the pendulum equation8 accelerator physicists realized the

similarity between the free electron laser and a linear

accelerator.20'21 Based on this understanding, it was

proposed that an increasing wavelength magnet could trap

electrons and decelerate electrons, and thereby



persistently drive a large amplitude optical wave.

The modified electron equation for a variable parameter

magnet Is derived by starting from a new form for the

magnetic field "Sm - BQ(z)(cos a, sin a," 0) where

a = /k (z')dz' and X (z) - 2ir/k (z). For algebraic
JO Q O °

convenience we take a special case where K = eBQ(z)Xo(z)/

2irmc2 is constant even though BQ and XQ can vary with z. The

derivation proceeds as before to give the same energy trans-

fer equation, but a somewhat different definition of the

electron phase: now f, = rzk (z')dz' + kz - o)t and V = £,
» o

( ) = d( )/dT, and T = tc/L as before. The new feature in

v = LI(kQ(T) + k)0z - k] a L[kQ(T) - k(l + K
2)/2Y

2] is an

evolving magnet wavenumber k (T). Electrons trapped near

resonance (v - 0) by a large amplitude optical field must

follow a decreasing A (T) by decelerating, thereby lowering

y. Their energy loss drives the optical wave.

If the electron energy extraction is large, corresponding

to a large change in X (T), then the equations of motion are

best left in the form above using Y- If' the amount of taper

is more modest, the fractional energy changes can be small,

but still much larger than for the untapered wiggler. In

this case the electron energy can be eliminated from the

tapered wiggler equations (y ~ Y^ to

£„• (6)

where s' = 3 + 8(1-4). The modified pendulum equation (6)

has a new additive term 6 = LkQ(T). If the amount of taper

is small, 6 Is nearly constant and 6 = 2nNAXo/Xo where

AX /A is the fractional decrease in A . The wave equationo o o
retains precisely the same form as (5) in the case of the

tapered wiggler and only the pendulum equation is modified.

The main new feature in the pendulum equation, the term

6, leads to significantly altered evolution. If the optical

field is absent or very weak (|a| = 0), all electrons evolve

according to v = VQ + 16 and <; = CQ + TV + !fr26. Their

phase space paths are given by parabolas v2 = v2 + 26 (C - C )•

When |a| evolves slowly compared to the electron evolution,

as is typical, we can consider the self-consistent phase

space paths given by %v2 - [£6 + |a|sin(£ + <t>)l = constant.

These paths evolve slowly with |a| and cj>, but instantaneous-

ly are a good guide. The corresponding potential V(̂ ) =

-[?<$ + |a|sin(̂  + <)>)] gives (6) through £ = -3V(c)/3C. V(c)

is "tilted" toward positive 5 and has ripples caused by

|a|sin(c + <f>). These ripples act as electron traps when |a|

is large enough.

In strong fields (|a| £ /26) the phase space parabolas

are distorted so that electrons near v = 0 and C = IT can
o o

be trapped. This is shown in Fig. 9 where pulse structure

is ignored and 6 " 5u, v = 0 for twenty sample electronso
representing a current density r =1, and a =25. This

example could be a N = 50 period magnet with a 5% decrease

in magnet wavelength X from T = 0 -*• 1. The untrapped

electrons eventually become random in phase, while the

trapped electrons remain near c, = IT to drive the optical wave

through 3 = -r<e ^>. The wave growth, or gain g(t), is

shown at the right with the accompanying optical phase shift

()>(T). Since g(t) helps determine how the optical pulse is

reshaped on each pass, we can generally expect tapered

wigglers to act differently than untapered wigglers. Note

that the main feature of tapered wigglers is the presence

of a term like 6. For more severe tapers, the actual time

dependence of 6 and y only modifies the central ideas

13.



These solutions are more general than earlier work2 and

0 Zw 0 Z-r 0 J/3 2/3

PHASE SPACE EVOLUTION

Fig. 9. Twenty sample electrons representing a current
density r = 1 start on resonance in the self-
consisten? phase space (£|,v) of a tapered wiggler
with 6 => 5TT. About half the electrons are trapped
near resonance by strong optical fields a = 30.
The wave is driven in a non-uniform way as shown
by the gain g(f) and shifting phase <f>(f).

described above.

The coupled equations (5) and (6) can be solved

analytically when gain is low (ro < 1), fields are weak

(|a| < 1), and pulse structure is ignored. The gain and phase

are

g/r •JIT0 0 0

•in1'n •* n -* n

- T") - T"2)]dT"dT'dT

(7)

. , , costv ( T - T " ) + % 6 ( T 2 - t"2)Jdi 'Mi'dr.o i l / o
o •% J o

are shown among the curves presented in Fig. 10 (a =0.1 to

1). The integrals can be written in terms of Fresnel

integrals,23 but the result is no more transparent than (7).

In Fig. 10 gain curves are plotted in units of r with

6 = 5ff - 21TNAX A . Maximum gain now occurs at a negative

resonance parameter (v = -4S), and is less than the
o

available gain in an untapered wiggler.

The advantage of tapered wlgglers comes at large a .
o

In the untapered case, saturation occurs when |a| Is large

a.-too.

Fig. 10. Gain curves g(v ) are plotted in units of r for
a tapered wiggler with 6 " Sir. Peak gain i8 weak
fields (a = .1 to 1.) now occurs at negative
vo = -*i6. In strong fields where trapping occurs
(aQ J /2<5), peak gain occurs on resonance \> = 0.
Note that there is sufficient weak field ga?n
available for oscillator start-up.

causing bunching to center about C ~ it/2. But when 6 > 0

and |a| > /26 In the tapered case the trapping near resonance

causes electrons to be centered about C, ~ IT. At high fields

a-/



the Capered wiggler exhibits gain superior to that of the

untapered wiggler so that more energy can be extracted from

the electron beam. Figure 10 shows the evolution of gain

from weak to strong fields. Gain decreases with increasing

a just as in the 6=0 case, but comparison with Fig. 3

shows more gain is available at strong fields (a > 25).
O "**

The point of maximum gain moves to v = 0 in strong fields

since trapping occurs at resonance. We should anticipate

that a tapered wiggler laser oscillator will start at wave-

lengths corresponding to vfc= -%& and then move to VK= 0. We

will observe this in the numerical solutions to the pulse

problem.

In Fig. 11, gain curves for the same field strengths are

shown with 6 " lOir. This could be a N ° 50 period magnet

with 10% taper. The result is even more distortion of the

weak field gain curve. There are now several peaks which

have competitive gains. Unlike the 6 = Sir examples, it

appears that weak coherent fields may build up in many modes.

It is not clear what will happen to some of these modes in

the evolution of gain to strong fields. The modes starting

at v( ~ -8 move to resonance, but the modes starting at

v, =• -22 could not really reach resonance in an obvious way.

We therefore leave this example for further study and

restrict ourselves to the more modestly tapered wiggler

example <S ° 5n. Note also that in both of these examples

there is always more weak field gain available than

strong field gain. There is no start-up problem in modestly

tapered wigglers as often reported; the gain is just not on

resonance. With larger 6, weak field gain can become small

enough to cause problems, but it should be appreciated that

these examples still represent a significant Improvement

S-IOir

Fig. 11. Gain curves g(v ) for a more severely tapered
wiggler (6 = lOrr) show significantly less gain in
weak fields, and have several competitive gain
maxima. Such a system may give experimental
difficulties.

over tapered wiggler energy extraction.

In order to facilitate comparison with an untapered

wiggler, we choose parameters similar to the Stanford system:

r = 2, Q = 35, and s = 1 with a modest taper 6 = Sir. If we

imposed a 1.5% taper on the Stanford laser magnet the

nominal extraction efficiency would be increased by a factor

of 5 and give 6 = Sir.

We solve the 6 = Sir oscillator problem in the same manner

as in the previous section. '. Electrons are Injected with

v = -2ir to give nearly maximum gain in weak fields.

Figure 12 shows twenty sample electrons (r = 1) evolving

in weak fields aQ = 1. Starting at \> = -2ir, they follow

quasi-parabolic phase space paths toward and past resonance.

Some bunching develops so that gain is achieved near T - 1.

However, absorption occurs first at T = 2/3.
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Fig. 12. Phase space evolution shows how gain is achieved in
weak fields In a tapered wiggler with 6 = Sir.
Twenty sample electrons start at vo = -2ir represent-
ing a current density of rQ = 1. Electrons follow
nearly parabolic phase space paths, but bunch due
to the weak field a. = 1. g(l) shows there is
actually absorption at T » 2/3 followed by final
gain.

An optical pulse with no desynchronism d = 0 disappears

after -1000 passes as in" the 6=0 case. The evolution is

similar to that shown in Fig. 4.

With a small amount of desynchronism d = .001, we find

that the laser slowly grows to high power (|a| ~ 40). See

Fig. 13. The energy distribution f(\>e) shows a double

peak indicating some electrons are trapped in the optical

potential. Note" the power spectrum has shifted from

V. ™ -2ir to resonance \>. a 0 as expected. This is again

accomplished by the optical phase profile 1(1(3) developing

TAPERED PEL PULSE

8-Bi. ,?.'Z , 0-36. d- .001 , 8-1
1000

POWER EVOLUTION

d(z)

OPTICAL AMPLITUDE

-h
ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION LASER LINESHAPE

«<*>

-t

STEADY-STATE RESULTS DRIVING CURRENT OPTICAL PHASE

Fig. 13. Tapered uiggler pulse evolution with 6 = Sir and
small desynchronism d = .001 results in a short
optical pulse a(s) with subpulse structure. Trap-
ping is evident in the final electron distribution
f(ve) when fields are strong. The power spectrum
P(v̂ ) is broad and its center smoothly evolves from
v. = -271 to resonance \>. = 0 as strong fields 'begin
to trap electrons. This example corresponds to the
Stanford laser with a l^X taper of the magnet wave-
length during T = 0 •*• 1, and 25% more current
(r = 2).

the slope shown in the lower right. As in the untapered case,

a complicated pulse structure a(z) develops due to the driving

current. The final results are shown on the lower left. The

subpulse structure indicates the "ringing" of the electron

synchrotron oscillations within the trapping potential. This

9.8



can also be caused by untrapped electrons absorbing light

as they pass by J, ~ 0 In a bunch. The narrow subpulse

structure causes a broad power spectrum with sideband

structure. As indicated by the pulse energy or power

evolution (upper right), this computation may not as yet have

reached steady state after 1000 passes.

In the next example, we consider a larger amount of de-

synchronism d = .005. See Fig. 14. The optical pulse

centroid is in front of the electron pulse. The optical

TAPERED PEL PULSE

8-8ir ,fZ. , 0-99., d-.OOB, ••!.
1000

POWER EVOLUTION

QUI

OPTICAL AMPLITUDE
-40 .401

ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION LASER LINESHAPE

a(z)y\^ < t
. PK>

•n) I IB
M..I.

-40ft \ 40 -t (*

STEADY-STATE RESULTS DRIVING CURRENT OPTICAL PHASE .

Fig. 14. Tapered wiggler pulse evolution with 6 = Sir and
large desynchronism d = .005 results in a weaker
and longer optical pulse with no structure. Only
modest trapping occurs because the fields are
weaker and because most electrons drop back out of
the optical pulse at T ~ h- The power spectrum

is narrow.

pulse is broad with no structure so the power spectrum is

narrow. Again it is clear that as the fields become strong

the maximum gain drives the waves toward resonance, but the

fields in this case never become strong enough for efficient

trapping and never reach resonance. Steady state operation

is reached more quickly for larger d. For even larger d,

there is less steady-state power.and fields a(2) are so weak

that trapping cannot take place. There is sufficient gain

to sustain the pulse however, and the results are similar in

character to the 6=0 case shown in Fig. 8.

The desynchronism curve for tapered wigglers has the

same shape as the untapered case shown in Fig. 5. A direct

comparison with Fig. 5 taking 6 " 0 •* Sir gives a desynchron-

ism curve which has half the width in d and about half the

peak power. For this short pulse example, the tapered wig-

gler performance was inferior to the untapered wiggler.
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ABSTRACT

The problem of oscillator evolution and mode competition in
free electron lasers is studied. Relativistic quantum field theory is
used to calculate electron wave functions, the angular distribution
of spontaneous emission, and the transition rates for stimulated
emission and absorption In each mode. The photon rate equation
for the weak-Reid regime Is presented. This rate equation is
applied to oscillator evolution with a conventional undulator. a
two-stage optical klystron, and a tapered undulator. The effects of
noise are briefly discussed.

1. Introduction

A free electron laser (FBI,) amplifies coherent radiation stored in a resonant

optical cavity by means of a relativistic electron beam passing through an undu-

lating transverse magnetic Acid (Pig. 1) [1-3]. From a classical point of view the

electrons execute transverse oscillations which enhances their coupling to the

radiation fields through thu Lorcntz force [4-8]. From a quantum mechanical

point of view, the electron wave function is modulated by the undulating field:

this distortion in the presence of radiation allows stimulated inverse Complon

scattering to occur [0-15]. References [16-17] are collections of works on the

FKI. from many points of view.

Mudey's original paper [l] led to the practical realization of the first FEL

- 2 -

and made use of the WeizsScker-Williams method to calculate the quantum

mechanical transition rates and to describe the gain. When classical approaches

were subsequently introduced [4], they proved both to be adequate in describing

the important features of the FEL. and to be more tractable in dealing with the

strong optical field regime [5,6.18-13.18-23]. For weak optical fields both quan-

tum and classical approaches give similar results for comparable effort.

INJECTED
ELECTRON

BEAM
UNDULATING MAGNET

EXITING
ELECTRON

BEAM

MIRROR MIRROR

OPTICAL RESONATOR

Figure 1. Relativistic electrons enter the FEL optical resonator, interact
with the magnetic field of the undulator and with the stored optical radia-
tion, and leave the resonator after a single pass.

Some of the quantum calculations presented In the literature have worked

in a relativistic moving frame [24.25], with results similar to those found in the

laboratory frame. Other authors have used quantum mechanics to study photon

statistics in an FEL [26.27], including interesting problems such as the rise of

long range coherence in the radiation field [28,39]. Other quantum approaches

have made use of the Bloch equations [30] by exploiting some similarities

between conventional lasers and the FEL Finally some papers have dealt with

single mode Compton scattering [31,32].

What has not been done either classically or quantum mechanically is to

describe the early stages of the evolution and competition between modes of

radiation stored in an FEL oscillator. While some work has examined the mode

behavior in strong fields [33], the weak-field problem is important for under-

standing the onset of laser operation in an FEL. Our analysis is based on a rate
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equaUon for the photon distribution function beginning from a fully quantum

mechanical foundation in weak optical fields [11,12]. This is obtained using

quantum electrodynamics: standard diagrammatic expansions are used to

determine the rates for spontaneous emission and for stimulated emission and

absorption. The rate equation is used to calculate the photon distribution func-

tion over many passes both below threshold and above threshold in the weak-

Held regime. The simplicity of the rate equation makes it possible to study vari-

ous magnet designs. Including the conventional undulator, the tapered undula-

tor and the optical klystron. Since Planck's constant does not occur in the final

rate equation, our results are classical and could have been derived from classi-

cal arguments. The motivation for using a quantum formalism Is to eventually

extend the calculations to include noise. The connections with the classical pic-

ture are pointed out in the paper whenever possible.

In section Z we solve the Dirac equation to second order in the static field

for electrons In an undulator. In section 3 we study the quantum mechanical

spontaneous emission rates. In section 4 stimulated emission and absorption is

Investigated, and the resultant rate equation is stated explicitly In section 5. In

section 6 the rate equation is used for the various magnet designs to obtain the

multimode gain. The etTects of noise are briefly discussed and found to be negli-

gible.

Z. Heclron wave functions

The character of radiation from a free electron laser is determined by elec-

tron wave functions In the undulator structure. In this section these wave func-

tions are calculated using the Dirac integral equation:

iefdtx'CPlr"!(x-x<') y-Au(x')^(x") . (2.1)

where and U(p.o)
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We use notation as in Sakurai [34] so that x^ = (S.it). y^ = (y,yt), and y g =

with repeated indices summed. The speed of light and Planck's. constant over Zn

are set equal to unity, the electron mass is m, the electron charge magnitude is

e = |e |, and A" = (/Jw,0) is the vector potential of the undulator magnetic field.

The unscattered electron wave function ^CH*) is taken to be a plane wave:

Pn = (p".ip.») = (p.iym) is the unscattered electron four-momentum, y Is the

electron Lorentz factor, and U(p.a) is the four-component Dirac spinor The

normalization volume V is chosen to have longitudinal dimension L equal to the

undulator length. We use m-»m-lE to properly define the Green's function

To incorporate the static magnetic fleld Into the Dirac equation we have the

vector potential

A"(x)= (22)

where the peak magnetic field strength is B and the magnet wavelength Is

X0 = 2n/fc0. The complex polarization vector of the magnet d is transverse

(a e =0) and is not necessarily a unit vector. For example, a helical magnet

has 0. = -(i.1,0) and a linearly polarized magnet has 0. = (1.0.0). The undulator

magnet extends for a length L = N\Q where the number of periods N » 1. It Is

assumed that electrons sample the field only near the e-axls so that (2.2) Is

accurate [35]. Farther off the undulator axis the transverse field lines bend to

satisfy Maxwell's equations. A typical undulator design has X0
 = 3-0 cm.

B = 2500 kilogauss. and L = 150 cm so that N = 50.
•

A single iteration of the Dirac equation estimates the full wave function i>(x)

on the right-hand side of (2.1) with the noninleracting wave function ^°\x). The

result is [12]

. out
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where K = eB\o/2irm. The integrals over x'.y'. and /' give fi-functions. The

electron is allowed to interact with the magnet for an infinite time, but because

the magnet length L is finite the integral over z' does not give a <5-function. The

first order result is

f-

-iKLm
fdq

sm[(g-k0)L/2]
[(q-k0)L/2] (2.4)

where q is the z-momentum transferred to the electron. The most probable

momentum transfer is k0 with a fractional spread of « W"1. Since N » 1 there

is a narrow range of momentum transfers from the magnet to the electrons.

Iterating once more produces the second-order result [12]:

-iA7m)2 /•-.- /-.j_. sin[(q-ka)L/Z] sin[(q'-ka)L/2]
4rr l(q'-k0)L/2]

e^'ya
i(yp+qya)+m

__
i(yp-qy3-q'y3)tm i(yp-qya)+m

(2.5)

i(yp+qy3-q'ya)+m i(yp-qy3)+m

i(yp-qya+q'ya)+m i(yp+qy3)+m

The pattern of higher order terms is clear. These lengthy expressions may be

written symbolically in terms of Feynman diagrams as shown in Fig. 2. The

directional interactions correspond to positive or negative momentum transfer

from the magnet. It will be evident later that one direction of momentum

transfer is kinematically associated with emission of radiation and the other
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with absorption. The strength of each such interaction is proportional to

Km/p = K/y. In practice K is never much larger than unity and y is always

large, so that K/y « 1 and perturbation theory is valid. In principle the elec-

tron wave functions can be written to any order in K/y with spin effects

included.

I !
J~4^N< « J^^^K

.t t

Figure Z. In the diagrammatic expansion for the electron wave function
1/(x). solid lines ending in circles represent the noninteracting electron
wave function V(0>(2) Other solid lines represent electron Green's func-
tions GDtn>c. Wiggly lines with directional arrows denote interactions with
the undulator field in which momentum Is transferred either to or from the
undulator.

It is also possible to write the Dirac equation in differential form including

all orders in K/y. We ignore the boundary conditions due to the finite length L

of the magnet and concentrate on the character of the higher order effects in

K/y. We write the four-component first-order differential equation as two two-

component second-order differential equations for the upper and lower com-

ponents of the wave function i>(x). The two-component wave functions differ

only by the magnitude of the spin energy. The spin-dependent and spin-

independent terms proportional to K/y differ by a factor ka/ym which is

fa 10~12 for typical parameters, so that the spin-dependent terms may be

neglected [12.36]. The two second-order differential equations are then identi-

cal and are just the one-dimensional Klein-Gordon equation with a sinusoidal

potential,i.e. the Malhieu equation. For a linearly polarized magnet this equa-

tion is

(2.6)
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To zeroth order In fields (K/y = 0) the solutions are plane waves representing

electrons propagating unperturbed along the magnet axis.

Since deviations (rom linear motion along the z-axis of the magnet are

small, an eikonal or WKB approximation is suggested as a limiting case of

Mathieu's equation. Expanding to second-order in the small parameter K/y

gives [12]

exp\±il\k0z - - - j . (2.7)

where I Is an integer labeling the energy level. The electron wave function (2.7)

is modulated in amplitude and frequency due to its interaction with the linearly

polarized magnet. Classically, the electrons undergo periodic acceleration

which modifies their z -momentum so that their energy remains constant. In a

helical magnet the acceleration is constant in magnitude along z so that there

Is no modulation of the electron wave function.

The energy eigenvalues are

(2.8)

The electron has acquired an effective mass m' = m(\+K e /Z+ • • • ) " . We may

understand this as follows. When an electron emits or absorbs radiation it

recoils. The electrons in the undulator magnet "resist" this action more than do

free electrons since they are constrained to follow a transverse oscillatory path.

In a helical magnet the mass correction Is twice as large because the average

transverse acceleration is twice as large. Henceforth we will assume that K Is

sufficiently small that we may neglect this correction to the electron mass. The

discrete eigenvalues result from requiring that the wave functions remain invari-

ant under translation by an integral number of magnet wavelengths \o- How-

ever. for relativistic electrons in a typical magnet I « 1012. This gives essentially
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a continuum of states indicating that a classical approach is accurate. Further-

more, If we were to Impose the finite length boundary conditions on the wave

function the magnet would only include » 102 periods. It would therefore be

impossible to resolve energy level differences of one part in 10ia. From now on

we will therefore consider the electron energy to be a continuum variable.

The current density / = ie^y^i can be found from the wave functions In

(2.4) or (2.7). To lowest order in A' the current density In a linearly polarized

magnet is proportional to [-(K/y)cos(k&). 0. ft, ] where ft, = \-\/Zyz. The

current density is modulated In the x -direction in proportion to K. This agrees

with the classical current found from the Lorentz force equations in the pres-

ence of the magnet field alone. The procedure of finding the electron trajec-

tories in the magnetic field Is the classical counterpart to solving for the elec-

tron wave functions In the magnetic field.

3. Quantum mechanical spontaneous emission

In this section we derive the transition rate, angular distribution, and fre-

quency dependence of spontaneous emission from an electron in an undulator.

This radiative process Is magnetic bremsstrahlung, and Is fundamentally the

same process as occurs In the spontaneous decay of excited atomic states. A

distinction, however, Is that the electrons In the excited atoms of conventional

lasers make transitions over discrete states, while the electrons in an FEL make

transitions over a continuum of states. The external magnetic field In the FEL is

necessary for emission to occur, since otherwise energy and momentum cannot

be conserved in the process.

The emission and absorption of photons Is described by the creation and

annihilation operators c/k and cgx for photons of wave vector £ and helicity X.

The number of photons per mode Is given by the photon distribution function
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which is just the expectation value of ISv? photon number operator for the mode

(£,A). The total number of photons present in all modes is then

Wpho.cn s (3.2)

In the calculation of spontaneous emission we assume that no photons are ini-

tially present.

Figure 3. Feynman diagrams for spontaneous emission are shown to lowest
order in the electron-undalator and electron-photon interactions. W'iggly
lines without directional arrows represent real photons. Vertices are
denoted by circles.

The Feynman diagrams that describe spontaneous emission to lowest non-

vanishing order in the undulator field strength are shown in Fig. 3. The zt'ro

order term in K does not contribute to emission since it does not conserve

energy and momentum. The resulting S-matrix is

1H2rr i (3.3)

where

.sin[(q+*oH/2]
(3.4)

is the Fourier transform of the undulator vet-tor potential (2.2). The initial and

final electron four-momenta are p^ and p'^ . k^ = (k".ik) is the photon four-
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momentum, and (txV = (gx.°) where ?x is the photon polarization vector.

Kinematically only the second term in A%(q), corresponding to a momentum

transfer from the undulator field to the electron, contributes to spontaneous

emission.

From (3.3), we find the square of the f-matrix:

The matrix O is just the quantity in brackets ( • • • ) In (3.3) with A" replaced by

aM . The momentum transfer from the undulator is 0 = f + k* - p which must

vanish in the z and y directions. The range of momentum transfers possible In

the z direction gives the spontaneous emission line shape

•*»> •
where

•/<•> = /,(*:„ -p'. -k,

(3.7)

The approximate expression for f'°' is valid In the relativistic limit. The function

s(i/(">) is maximum for a momentum transfer from the undulator field of

<^ = k0z. at which point the resonance parameter f'"' vanishes. The characteris-

tic width of s(i/0) in i/o is n. corresponding to a fractional line width

6k/k &(2N)~ l . The photon wave number at the line center (ii. e.. at "reso-

nance") is

(3.B)

This expression agrees with the classical result. In the forward direction

&„, = Z~fka, which shows the large Ooppler shift of the radiation wave number
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relative to ka

The transition rate is found by multiplying (3.5) by the density of Anal

states, which we take to correspond to a free flnal electron and a plane wave

photon. The spin sums are rather involved and a simple form is available only

for the case In which the electron moves along the z direction before entering

the undulator. In that case we And [13]

.(tyg) (£ d) + (cx <*) (1- ft

where r0 = es/m is the classical electron radius and i5 is the angle between the

z direction and the photon wave vector £ - Ic k . On axis, the radiation is polar-

ized In the same sense as the undulator polarization d. but the polarization

changes off axis. Due to the strong angular dependence of the denominator in

(3.9). the radiation emerges within a narrow forward cone with characteristic

opening angle a 7"' around the undulato. axis. Within this cone the transition

rate (3.9), the resonant wave number knt and the optical polarization all change

slowly with tf .

A simple Interpretation of the spontaneous emission process is as follows

[12]. The number of photons emitted per pass by an electron is found by multi-

plying (3.9) by the emission time L = N\0 and Integrating over the line shape

s(i/0). Approximating the transition rate in the integrand by its value at tf = 0

and estimating the solid angle integral fdtl by n/4-y2 ( the solid angle of the

radiation cone ) gives

no. of photons
pass Brrfc, (3.10)

The first term is the energy density of the static field divided by k0. the energy

of each virtual photon stored in the static field. The second term is the classical

volume swept out by the electron while moving through the undulalor. Thus the
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total number of spontaneous photons emitted per pass is Just the number of vir-

tual photons swept out by the electron in the undulator. For typical FELs the

number of photons emitted per pass is » 0.1 per electron.

Typically not all photons emitted in a pass are stored In the PEL resonator

cavity. The rigorous mode overlap problem is lengthy, bul a good estimate is to

use the solid angle subtended by the fundamental cavity mode. The characteris-

tic angular spread of a Gaussian mode Is (fczo)"1 where z0 is the Rayleigh length

of the cavity [37]. The resulting solid angle for a Gaussian mode is n/kz0. This

is smaller than the solid angle n/478 of the total emission cone by a factor

XO/TZQ Since this factor is « 1 for typical resonator designs, only a small frac-

tion of the spontaneous emission remains within the resonator cavity.

All the results obtained above using quantum field theory can also be

derived by using the WKB wave functions calculated In the previous section. The

resulting T'-matrlx then Includes the electron-undulalor interaction to higher

order in K. This result Is not readily obtainable using diagrammatic techniques

since an infinite class of diagrams must be considered. The transition rate In

the forward direction obtained from the WKB wave functions Is identical to (3.9)

with tf = 0 except for an extra multiplicative factor [Jo(Z) - Jt(Z)]e, where /0

and Jl are Bessel functions and Z = /CV4(1 + AT2/2) [12.38].

4. Stimulated emission and absorption

In a free electron laser oscillator, the spontaneous radiation Is stored In a

resonant cavity formed by mirrors placed beyond either end of the undulator on

the common axis of the undulator and electron beam. New electrons which

enter the undulator on subsequent passes may then Interact with this stored

radiation, so that stimulated emission or absorption occurs. Photons may be

present at a variety of wave numbers as expressed by the photon distribution

functlontj(t,A).
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The Feynman diagrams for stimulated emission are shown in Fig. 4a to

lowest order in A'. The square of the associated /"-matrix is the same as (3.5)

except for an additional factor of 7j(l.A) which arises from the action of the pho-

ton creation operator on the initial state. The differential probability per unit

time for stimulated emission is then

[f)(£

(4.1)

(Q)

(b)
Figure 4. (a) Feynman diagrams for stimulated emission are shown to
lowest order in the electron-undulator and electron-photon interactions.
Photons other than that emitted by the electron do not interact directly
with the electron, (b) As (a) but for absorption. Photons other than that
absorbed by the electron do not interact directly with the electron.

We now specialize to the case where p and £ are along the undulator axis,

and assume that the electrons are highly relalivistic. This is a good approxima-

tion for high quality electron beams and for resonators with a large Rayleigh

length. The stimulated emission rale per wave number is then found by

integrating (4.1) over the density of final states for the electron, summing over
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the Anal electron spin, and averaging over the initial electron spin. The result is

[12]

„ .

where, as in (3.7),

= L[k0 - = v0 -ZnNk/p (4.3)

In this expression we have retained terms in the small quantity k/p ( typi-

cally * 10~'°) only in the argument «Xg) of the function s(i/'*>). All other terms

in k/p are smaller by a factor A'»l In the calculation of spontaneous emission

in the preceding section, terms in k/p were dropped altogether. As shown

below, however, k/p must be retained In the kinematic factor f'"' in order to to

properly describe gain.

In order to And the rate equation for the photon distribution function, we

also require the rate for absorption. The lowest-order Feynman diagrams for

this process are shown in Fig. 4b. The calculation of the rate for absorption is

similar to the calculation of the stimulated emission rate. The differences are:

(1) [t}(£.A) 4- 1] is replaced by rj(£.A). since It is now the photon annihilation

operator that acts on the initial state;

(2) the four-momentum transfer, which was given by q^ = p'^ + k^ — pM for the

case of emission, is now gM = p'M - iM - pM ; and

(3). only the first term in (3.4) for A"(q) contributes to absorption. The result-

ing expression for the forward absorption rate is [12]

(*.*)

where

» = L[k0 - - (k/p))] = ^0 +• ZnNk/p . (4.5)
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The difference in kinematics between the emission and Hie absorption rales

appears in the sign of the small quantity k/p appearing in i/*"' and i'(o). This

results in a slight difference between the emission and absorption rates for fixed

k.k0, and p. The magnet wave number k0 and initial electron momentum p are

fixed by design, but the FEL oscillator contains a range of photon wave numbers

k. The rales for emission and absorption and the difference between these rates

vary with k, so that the net gain is a function of wave number. This is embodied

In the photon rate equation.

5. Photon rate equation

The number of photons evolves due to emission and absorption by the elec-

tron beam. The rate of change of rj(k,\) is found by integrating the difference'of

(4.2) and (4.4) over the electron momentum distribution function N,(p) :

.(p)(u>W{p.k.\)-wMlp.k.\)] . (5.1)

We only consider the evolution of the expectation value of the photon number

operator ctV^x and not the expectation values of the creation operator e^x or

the annihilation operator e^A. The commutation relations are therefore

neglected so that we Ignore quantum fluctuations. In addition, gain must be

small since we do not follow the evolution of the optical phase through c^ and

Cfcx [39]- Most present and proposed FELs Indeed have small gain per pass and

small quantum fluctuations.

The electron momentum distribution function N,(p) also changes with time

due to emission and absorption. A continuum of states is available to the elec-

trons so that the number of electrons per state Is low and Fermi statistics do

not restrict transitions. Almost Invariably N,(p) has an initial width large com-

pared to k and has no structure on the order of k. These attributes are not

changed by repeated emission and absorption during a single pass, which act
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only to redistribute electrons in momentum. Furthermore, the initial width of

N,(p) is typically small compared to the characteristic width In p of

[ ui(t)(p.fc,\) -iu(o'(p,fc,A) ] In (5.1). Thus we may regard A',(p) as a narrow

function of p. Repeated emission and absorption during a single pass can

significantly modify A',(p) when r/(fc.X) is large, since the transition rates

increase with 7j(k,X). When tj(fc.X) becomes sufficiently large that A'.O')

acquires a fractional width In momentum 6p/p w (2JV)"1. saturation occurs.

Our analysis is therefore restricted to weak optical flelds (small Tj(fc.X)) below

the saturation limit. This regime includes most of the dynamical evolution of an

FEL oscillator. With these approximations, the rate equation (5.1) becomes

dt A'. (5.2)

where A', Is the total number of electrons within the quantization volume V.

Making use of (42) and (4.4), this may be written as

Since the optical gain per pass Is low, rj(fc.X) changes only slightly during a

single pass and the electron distribution remains constant over each pass. We

then rewrite (5.3) as an equation for the change of the photon distribution func-

tion over many passes through the undulator. We note from (4.3) and (4.5) that

i/"' and i/*"1 differ only by the small quantity -4rrA*/p, so that a first-order Tay-

lor expansion may be used In (5.3). The resulting rate equation Is

dn(fc.X.n) _
dn "' (5.4)

where n is the pass number. The dlmenslonless electron current density j Is. in

cgs units,

; =
N.

(5.5)
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which is the same as occurs in classical calculations [ IEEE ]. The function 9(1

arises from the Taylor expansion of s(i/0):

0(»o) = -£-
cts(i>0) (2 - 2cosi/o -

(56)

Equation (5.4) contains both a term due to spontaneous emission [indepen-

dent of 7)(il,\.n)] as well as a gain term [proportional to 7}(fc.A,n)j which arises

from the difference between the rates for stimulated emission and absorption..

This latter term is present as a consequence of the slight kinematical difference

between the emission and absorption process. Were this difference absent,

there would be no gain. The spontaneous and gain terms depend in different

ways on the relationship between the electron energy and photon wave number

expressed by the resonance parameter t/0. From (3.6), the increase in ij(fc.X.n)

due to spontaneous emission is greatest for i>0 = 0, while from (5.6) the increase

due to the dominance of stimulated emission over absorption is greatest for

i/o w 2.6, corresponding to a wave number lower than that which is optimum for

spontaneous emission. As the photon number grows to

(5.7)

(in cgs units), the stimulated gain term becomes important. This is the PEL

threshold condition. Below threshold (t) «tjo,) Tj(t.X.n) grows linearly,

increasing by »?IAS('/O) on each pass. Above threshold (j)»i)jft) growth is

exponential and the fractional gain per pass is given by .79(1/0). in agreement

with classical calculations of the gain in weak optical fields [5,12]. We note that

both the spontaneous and gain terms in (5.4) are identical to the classical

results. The relation (5.6) between s(i/0) and 9(1/0) is a restatement of a

theorem due to Madey [1.40]; like that theorem, it is only valid for weak optical

fields that are well approximated by forward plane waves [41].
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The solution to (5.4) is [12]

(5,8)

Initially (n = 0) no photons are present. When the gain function 9(1/0) is positive.

(5.8) gives first linear and then exponential growth of the photon number. When

9 (I'D) is zero, the growth Is linear and arises from spontaneous emission only.

For negative 9(1/0) the photon number tends to an asymptotic value for which

the emission and absorption rates are equal. We discuss these characteristics of

the solution (5.8) in more detail below.

6. Oscillator evolution

In this section we use the solution (5.8) for the photon distribution function

to study the light stored in an FEL. oscillator. The total energy of the photons in

all modes stored in the volume V is fphoun = (Zn)'3Vfctak hsk Tj(E,X.n) (in cgs

units). Since the characteristic solid angle for a Gaussian mode is fdft « n/kz0

is small for large z0»i. it is appropriate to replace t)(£,A,n) in this integral by

the corresponding function Tj(fc.X.n) for on-axis photons given by (5.8). We may

then write the optical power per unit area as Pphoton = £phoionc/ V *

/icz(2n)~3(rr/kz0)fdk ka 77(fc.A.n) in cgs units. For oscillators with smaller

values of z0 (<a Z,) the optical phase changes substantially over the length of the

undulator. leading to changes in the resonance parameter and in the functions

s(i/0) and 9(1/0) [41].

We extend our study to include oscillator evolution for magnet designs

other than the simple undulator by replacing s(i/0) and 9(1/0) with the

corresponding functions describing each alternate magnet design. We consider

the additional examples of the two-stage optical klystron and the tapered undu-

lator. We also discuss the effect of spontaneous noise and shot noise on oscilla-
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tor evolution. In all of this the resonator losses are assumed to be negligibly

small compared to the gain. Greater losses can easily be included by subtract-

ing the losses from g (i/0) in (5.8).
•

(a) Conventional undulalor

In Fig. 5 we show s(i/0). g(i>0). and the corresponding evolution of Tj(Jk,X.n)

for a linearly polarized undulator (|eA-3 |z = 1) with N = 50. X0 = 3.0 cm. y = 50.

and a dlmensionless. electron current density ; = 1.0. This value of j would arise

from the typical values K = 0.3 and N,/ K* 10" cm"3. With these parameters

the center of the spontaneous line (i>0 = 0) corresponds to an optical wavelength

X = 6.0 urn. Other choices of parameters give somewhat different numerical

results, but the qualitative conclusions of Fig. 5 are unchanged.

CONVENTIONAL UNDULATOR

g 1th«4.9»IQ4 J. 1.0

Figure 5. The mode evolution for
an FEL oscillator using a conven-
tional periodic undulator shows a
definite peak after 100 passes.
Here j = 1.0. N = 50. y = 50. and
Xo = 3.0 cm. so that
TJ,A = 4.93 x 10*. Upper graphs:
TJ(I'O) for pass numbers n = 1, 50.
and 100. Middle graph: spontane-
ous emission function s(va).
Lower graph: gain function g(v0).
The range of i/0 depicted is from
-20 to 20. The maximum gain per
pass is 13.5 per cent at i/0 = 2.6.

-20 -10

As the pass number increases, the radiation becomes increasingly mono-

chromatic due to mode competition. The line center moves towards the max-
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imum gain point i/0
 w 26. at which point the gain per pass Is 13.5 percent. After

only 100 passes, however, the center of the line is at a slightly lower value of i/0

since the number of spontaneous photons is greater near i>0 = 0. The most nega-

tive value of 0(t/0) occurs at i/0 = -2.6: near this point the competing processes

of spontaneous emission and net absorption have nearly come to steady state

after 100 passes, giving a relatively small asymptotic value of Tj(fc.X.n).

We note that while other values of v0 besides the peak value of » 2.6 pro-

duce positive gain, the gain at these other values is sufficiently small that after

100 passes these sidebands are suppressed by six orders of magnitude. This is

emphasized in Fig. 6 in which the photon distribution function after 50 and 100

passes Is shown on a linear scale. For an optical cavity with 20 = 5£ the optical

power per unit area after 100 passes Is approximately 2.1 kW/cme. essentially

100 percent of which is within the central peak of Fig. 5.

CONVENTIONAL UNDULATOR

4 x I0"

2x10"

n=IOO
,0=50
(xSOO)

4

Figure 6. A comparison of central region of tj("o) for an FEL oscillator using
a conventional periodic undulator after pass numbers n = 50 and 100 shows
significant Jaser line narrowing due to mode competition. The range of i/0
depicted Is from 0 to 5.
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In the preceding section we noted that our analysis is only valid if the value

of r)(k,\.n) is below saturation, so that the fractional change in momentum of an

electron after one pass is small compared to (2A')~*. To determine the satura-

tion limit, we find the average momentum change per electron by equating the

momentum gain of the photons in a single pass to the momentum loss of the

electron beam. The resulting restriction is. In cgs units.

tj(fc.X.n) (6.1)

where 9(^01) is the maximum value of 9(1/0) and Ai/o is the width of the peak in

g. For the parameters used here tjMl * 101S. Thus the calculation depicted in

Figs. 5 and 6. in which Tj(fc.A.n) is always less than 1018. is well within the range

of validity of our approximations.

(b) Two-stage optical klystron

An alternative magnet design to the conventional undulator is the two-stage

optical klystron [42,43]. In an optical klystron the undulator magnet is divided

into two separate sections between which is placed either a long drift space or a

shorter dispersive magnet. In either case the spontaneous emission function

s(i/0) changes shape due to interference between emission from the two sec-

tions, so that the variation with v0 becomes more rapid as shown in Fig. 7. Con-

sequently the gain function g (f0). which from (5.6) is proportional to the deriva-

tive of s(j/0), has larger maxima and the gain is enhanced. This is particularly

useful when the gain of a conventional undulator would be unacceptably low.

We study oscillator evolution for an optical klystron by replacing the func-

tion s(i>0) in (50) by the corresponding function for an optical klystron as calcu-

lated classically [42]. For magnet sections of equal length, this is

[ 1 -cos(i/0/2)] [l + cosiiV2 + x)]
SOK("O) = (6.2)
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where x = Na[ (i>0/2N) - 2ir ] and Na equals the number of optical wavelengths

which pass over an electron during its traversal of the dispersive section or drift

space [43]. For Nd - 0. (6.2) reduces to the original form (3.6). As Nd

increases. SOK^O) varies more rapidly with I/Q. The corresponding gain function

then has greater maxima:

90K.M = - -- ™° = I 2-c

(6.3)

Note that if Nt is an Integer we may drop the term -ZnNA In the definition of v

since this term does not change SOK or 3 OK

OPTICAL KLYSTRON

•4.9 xlO4 1*0.2

Figure 7. The mode competition
in a two-stage optical klystron
FEL with Nd = 250 shows many
more gain peaks than in the
periodic undulator in Fig. 5.
Here j = 0.2, N = 50. y = 50. and
AQ = 3.0 cm. so that
TJW = 4.92 x 10*. The range of i/0
depicted is from -10 to 10. The
maximum gain per pass Is 15 per
cent at i/0 = 0.5.

In Fig. 7 we show the evolution of the photon distribution function for an

optical klystron. This example is identical to the conventional undulator dep-
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Ictcd in Fig. 5 but with the value of j reduced to 0.2. A dispersive section has

been introduced with N* = 5N = 250 to bring the peak gain per pass up to the

value obtained with the conventional undulator. The sidebands to either side of

the central peak in Fig. 7 are larger and more closely spaced than for the con-

ventional undulator. This Is due to the higher sideband gain and more rapid

variation of g (i/o). For this example only 63 percent of the optical power present

after 100 passes is within the maximum gain peak centered at i/0 * 0.5. Further-

more the power within this central peak is only 14 percent of the peak power

obtained with the conventional undulator. This reduction is due in part to the

narrowness of the peak and in part to the reduced value of s(i/0) at the peak

gain point. The adjacent sidebands are suppressed by less than an order of mag-

nitude, compared to six orders of magnitude for the conventional undulator.

After many more passes, mode selection will be more complete and sidebands

will be further suppressed, but before mode selection is complete the laser will

reach the strong optical regime and saturation. In strong fields the gain func-

is altered and the mode selection problem changes.

(c) Tapered undulator

Another type of magnet design is the tapered undulator (or "tapered

wiggler") [23]. This design is intended to Increase the gain in strong fields above

that obtained with a conventional undulator, thereby increasing the saturation

limit. This can be done by decreasing ("tapering") the magnet wavelength \o

along z, by decreasing the magnetic Reid strength, or by supplying a longitudi-

nal accelerating electric Held. Each method results In a change of the electron

energy for resonance (i/0 = 0) for fixed wave number fc. When the optical field is

strong, some electrons can become trapped in phase with the optical field.

resulting in enhanced energy transfer from the electrons to the optical field.
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As with the optical klystron, we study the evolution of a tapered undulator

FEL oscillator by replacing the spontaneous emission and gain functions in (5.6)

by the corresponding quantities for a tapered undulator. The spontaneous omis-

sion function slopcr(i/0) may be written as an opaque expression involving a

number of Fresnel integrals [44.45] which we do not present here. With Increas-

ing amounts of taper super(t/0) becomes broader and the peak value decreases

as shown in Fig. B. Again the gain function is obtained from the spontaneous

emission function by differentiation. Because of the broadening of the spontane-

ous emission function, the maximum slope of the line shape and hence the max-

imum amount of gain in weak fields is therefore reduced relative to a conven-

tional undulator. Thus we expect a tapered undulator to perform less well dur-

ing the early weak-field stages of oscillator operation than does a conventional

undulator.

TAPERED UNDULATOR
„ tHi«4.9Kl04 |»1

1.0

«<r.) 0.5

0

OJ

«(•".) 0

-0.1

Figure B. The mode competition
in a tapered undulator FEL with a
five per cent taper of the undula-
tor wavelength XQ shows behavior
distinct from that in Figs. 6 and
7. Here j = 1.0. N = 50, y = 50.
and AO = 3.0 cm, so that
tjw = 4.92 x 104. The range of i/0
depicted Is from -20 to 10. The
maximum gain per pass Is B per
cent at i/o = -5.4.

r\ ̂
\7

-20 -10 10

In Fig. B we show the evolution of the photon distribution function for an

undulator identical to that used in Fig. 5 but with a five percent taper in AO from
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the beginning to the end of the undulator. In this example we have assumed

that both XD and the undulator fleld strength B vary along the length of the

undulator so that K remains constant. After 100 passes the optical power is less

than the value with a conventional undulator by two orders of magnitude. After

500 passes the optical power becomes comparable to the power obtained after

100 passes with a conventional undulator. Unlike the situation with an optical

1 klystron, the sidebands in this case remain small so that the stored light is quite

monochromatic in weak fields. With larger amounts of tapering, the sidebands

are enhanced and can remain comparable to the main peak after » 100 passes.

(c) Quantum fluctuations and shot noise

The gain and spontaneous emission rates in the previous examples have

been taken to be constant with pass number. In fact there are fluctuations due

to quantum and shot noise that will vary the shapes of s(i/0) and g (I/Q) on each

pass. We show here that typically these fluctuations are small.

From (5.4) and (5.7), at tow photon number the growth of the photon distri-

bution function is given by dtj(fc,A.n)/dn *»rittljs(v0). The photon distribution

function integrated over the density of states gives the number of photons as in

(3.2). The solid angle in dak is again the actual solid angle fdtt = n/fcz0 cap-

tured between the spherical mirrors of the resonator. The cross-sectional area

of the mode waist is nw§ = 2nz0/k. Since the mode area doubles in each dis-

tance z0 we can estimate the interaction volume in (3.2) as

V*> /,(irui|L/2z0) = nlf/k. The wave number interval dk in (3.2) can be rewrit-

ten in terms of the resonance parameter: dv = 2nNdk/k. where k » 2'yafc0 near

resonance. This gives a convenient formula for the number of photons entering

the resonator each pass:

4/rz0 dn 4nz0
(6.4)
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The full range oV0 « 2/r about resonance is excited by spontaneous emis-

sion, but the range of Interest for gain is only di/0 w 1 about vo - 2.6. For typical

free electron laser resonator designs L/Zz0 is of order unity. ;' « 1. 7*" 50. and

r)l/v » 5x10*. This results in a large number of photons (e> 107) even after a single

pass through the laser. Assuming that Poisson statistics apply [27], the frac-

tional fluctuations in the photon number are small ( « 3xiO~4).

The optical mode length corresponding to the frequency interval in dt/0 * 1

is ZOnN/k. The number of electrons in that length is given by the volume ele-

ment nw§(20itN/k) times the electron density. Typically this number is * 109.

The shot noise associated with such a large number of electrons will be small.
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ABSTRACT

The spectrum, angular distribution, polarization and coher-

ence properties of the radiation emitted by relativistic electrons

undulating through a quasiperiodic tapered magnetic field are stu-

died. Tapering the wavelength and/or field strength along the

undulator's axis has the effect of spreading the spectral line to

higher frequencies; interference over this broader spectral range

results in a more complex line shape. The angular dependence, on

the other hand, is not affected by the amount of taper. The polari-

zation of the radiation in the forward direction is determined by

the transverse polarization of the undulator, but the polarization

changes off axis. The radiation patterns predicted here are dis-

tinct from those of untapered undulators, and their detection is

now feasible. They will provide useful diagnostics of electron tra-

jectories and threshold behavior in free-electron-laser oscillators

using tapered undulators.

PACS: 41.70

Introduction

Charged particles traveling along the axis of a static, undulating, magnetic

field execute transverse oscillations. The resulting acceleration radiation from

relativistic electrons ("magnetic bremsstrahlung" [1-7]) is emitted into a narrow

cone in the forward direction. The Doppler shifted spectrum is peaked at a

much higher frequency than the electron oscillation frequency. The polarization

of the radiation in the forward direction is determined by the configuration of

the undulating magnetic field and resulting particle motion; a helical array of

magnets produces circularly polarized light while a linear array produces

linearly polarized light. As the detector is moved off axis the emission spectrum

shifts down in frequency, decreases, and the polarization changes [4-7]. A tra-

jectory with many, small transverse excursions produces a spectrum with a few

narrow peaks at the low-order harmonics. The magnetic field generating this

type of radiation is called an "undulator", while the term "wiggler" is reserved

for magnetic fields with only a few periods and larger excursions which generate

broad band synchrotron radiation [4,5],

In a free electron laser (PEL) [0,9], the magnetic bremsstrahlung is stored

in an optical resonator to provide feedback for subsequent stimulated magnetic

bremsstrahlung. The optical gain at various frequencies, angles and harmonics,

depends on the undulator design and the resulting electron trajectories through

the undulator. The evolution from spontaneous to stimulated emission also

depends on that design. These important characteristics are known for the sim-

ple periodic undulator, but less is known about the tapered undulator which

represents an important modification for high power FEL operation [10-13]. In a

tapered undulator the magnet's wavelength and/or field strength are varied

along its length to preserve the same Doppler shift while the electrons lose

energy to the optical field. This improves the energy extraction efficiency from
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l.he electrons when operating at high optical power levels. A physical picture of

this process can be given in terms of electron trapping and deceleration in the

potential "bucket" generated by the combined action of the laser and the static

fields [11,12].

However, the same tapered undulator design that improves energy extrac-

tion efficiency in strong optical fields reduces the electron-optical coupling in

weak fields. This is caused by the broader spectral range of the tapered undula-

tor, and the details of the reduced coupling can be investigated directly from

the spontaneous emission spectrum. Furthermore, in any real experimental

situation one must include a study of the spectrum off axis since resonator

modes extend over a finite range of angles. Detailed knowledge of the emission

spectrum can be a useful diagnostic tool in determining the paths of electrons

through the undulator. The forward emission spectrum in the fundamental line

from a linearly tapered undulator has been calculated analytically [13]. We

present the spectrum's full angular distribution In higher harmonics for a wide

range of tapers. The polarization of the emitted radiation is also examined. For

helical undulalors we show that the polarization changes from circular to linear

at a well defined angle, regardless of the tapering. Because of its analytical sim-

plicity the focus is mainly on the helical undulator design, but some results are

presented for the linearly polarized field design to highlight their differences.

I. Electron Trajectories

The spontaneous emission spectrum is determined by the electron trajec-

tories In the undulator. Neglecting radiation losses ( y = 0). the equation of

motion for an electron in a magnetic field is

ymc (1.1)
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where e = |e | is the electron charge, m Is the electron mass, c$ is the electron

velocity, ymc" Is the electron energy, and c is the speed of light.

A circularly polarized magnetic field Inside the undulator has the form

B = 0(z)[cos+(z) , sin^z). 0] (1.2)

where *(z) = f'dx' fc0(O = [1 + 77 z/2Z,(Tj)J fc,z. \,(z) = 2n/A:0(z) is the

undulator's wavelength at z , and X, = 2n/k, is the undulator's wavelength at

z = 0 . The parameter TJ describes a linear taper of the undulator's wave vec-

tor. The length of the undulator i(tj) is a function of taper 77 and is the sum

of all tapered wavelengths. This gives

N -
N-l

8 JV-1 N-l (1.3)

where N Is the number of undulator periods. For long undulators (yv » 1)

(14)
»=o "•T1 »?

where L, = L(0) =N\, Is the undulator length with no taper.

We consider the particular case In which the amplitude of the magnetic field

is also a linear function of z such that B(z) = B0{\ + tjz//,(r;)] and the dlmen-

slonless ratio K = B5(z)/fc0(z)mc8 is constant throughout the undulator. Typ-

ical values of K for an undulator are of order unity. (If K » 1 , the array of

magnets becomes a broad band "wiggler" [4,5]). Both fc0(z) and B(z) can be

used to "tune" the Doppler shift along the undulator's length, but the special

case where K Is constant is analytically simpler. The Stanford undulator,
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although untapered. gives typical values of \, = 3.2 cm and Ba = 2.4 kG. and

uses a 40 MeV electron beam ( 7 = 80 ), so that K = 0.7 . A typical tapered undu-

lator has /. » 160 cm and tj » 0.05 with fields and wavelengths similar to the

Stanford untapered case.

The transverse equations can be integrated immediately because K is con-

stant.

n / A\ ~ •* t \ .1. \ . / > / n \ /I /* \ — " „;« .[.

The constants of integration ft,(0) and 0y(0) can be chosen to insure that the

beam does not drift in the transverse directions. This requirement gives the

conditions for "perfect injection"

Integrating (1.5b) gives z( t ) = cftat + z(Q) . The transverse oscillations are

obtained by direct integration of (l.Sa) using z( t ) in *(z) :

sin(2ns8)[5(9)-S(2s)]]-t-x(0) .

(1.6)

V(0 = -

-s in(2ns 2)[C(9)-C(2s)]]+j /(0) ,

where s2 = L(r))/2r)\,, q = 2s [1 + r)cp,t/ L(r))], S(q) and C(q) are Fresnel

integrals and z (0) = 0 for simplicity. For undulators with a number of periods

N » 1 and with i) ̂  1 the arguments of the Fresnel integrals are large. Using

their asymptotic expansions [14] and keeping only the leading term in </"' we

-6-

obtain

V(r) = -

(1.7)

2717

where

and T = eft,t/L(ii) so that O - S T S ! for any trajectory. Both results (1.6) and

(1.7) are new and relevant to the explicit angular dependence of the spectrum

that will be calculated in Sec. IV.

The function z(r) is plotted in Fig. 1 for the values TJ = 1.0, x,(0) = 0 , and

N = 10 periods in the undulator. A similar plot would describe y(r) . Both the

wavelength and the amplitude of the oscillations decrease while keeping K con-

stant. A typical amplitude of the transverse oscillations is A-A0/2rryRi 10"z cm.

There is an upper limit on K/ys. 0.369 for stable orbits in untapered undula-

tors[!5].

yk0x(-r)

-I JO-

Fig. 1. Electron trajectories in a tapered undulator. The electron is shown to
"undulate" in phase with the magnetic field. The amplitude and wavelength
of the oscillations decrease to keep K = eB(z)/ka(z)mca constant along
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To insure that, all tho electrons In a boam follow helical orbits along the

same axis of the undulalor, we must choose the initial position r(0) and v(°)

so thai J Z(T) dr = J y(r) t lT = 0. The integration can be performed

numerically to find that for values of r? less than unity |i(0)| <, 0.057 /CX,/2rry.

|y(0)| £ 0.090 K\a/Zny. Since typical electron beams have a d » 1 mm diame-

ter this condition cannot be met for all electrons. Most electrons travel in paral-

lel but identical helices. The characteristic emission angle for relalivistic elec-

trons is 7"' so that tho light emitted with wavelength \ adds coherently from

all electrons within a beam of diameter d if d •syX . This condition is not met

for typical experiments since y\ « 0.2 mm, and coherent emission is only possi-

ble over a narrower range of emission angles. Fortunately in an FEU the high Q

resonator selects a much narrower range of angles naturally so that all elec-

trons participate coherently.

II. Total Energy Radiated

We can use the formula of Ue'nard [16] to express the total electromagnetic

energy radiated:

dt

Using (1.5) we obtain

For small amounts of tapering and using (1.4)

3_+ 1L
2 8

(2.1)

(2.2)

(2.3)

Notice that Etai increases In proportion to -fKz and increases with rj

because the electron Is forced Into a tighter spiraling motion. Typical numerical

-B -

values (7 « BO. K » 0.7. I, a 1.8m, X, » 3cm) give /?,„, » 0.1 eV. This Justifies

neglecting radiation losses In Sec. I since E^t « ymr.e .

III. Uenard-Wiechcrt Fields

The radiation fields from accelerating electrons can also be Investigated by

using the Lle'nard-Wiechert fields [16]. The electric field at the observation posi-

tion 0 - DH = £>(s(rnJ cosy, sint5 siii(0, cost?) created by an electron at f*(0 is

(3.1)y*R* cR

where R(t') = 6 -f(t') and K = I -ft #(«'). The quantity In brackets is

evaluated at the retarded time given by I' = t - R(t ')/c. In the far field limit

(/? large) and In the forward direction (tf = 0 ). /?(*') « (D - cfaf). Using

(1.7) and +(T) defined there, we gel

[ sin -Hr1). - cos *(T'). 0 ] (3.2)

where

,and

The radiation Is substantially Doppler shifted to higher frequencies for relalivis-

tlc electrons due to the 7* factor In *. This feature gives the FF,L its wide tun-

able range to short wavelengths. For typical parameters the emitted wavelength

Is ~ 3/i. The effect of tapering Is to Introduce more Fourier components Into the

oscillation spectrum, thus complicating the line shape. The forward radiation is

circularly polarized because of the helical undulator design.

It Is interesting to Investigate whether quantum effects might play a role in

the emission process. The number of photons emitted by a single electron per

pass through the undulator Is approximately E|<,(/hcj, Ignoring emission into

higher harmonics (K ̂  1) and the taper (TJ « 1). The photon frequency from
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(3.2) is u^Z-^u, where t>0 = cfc0 . Then using (2.3) E,,,/ ho £ 1. The classical

results must therefore be interpreted as representing the average energy emit-

ted and the photon statistics left to another calculation.

Now consider the emission from a beam of N, electrons. Interference

effects due to the phase differences introduced by the initial position fj(0) of

the ;'" electron have to be taken into consideration. The effects of the

transverse distribution of initial positions has been discussed. The effects of the

longitudinal distribution of initial electron phases (j = Z-fk0Zj((f)/ ( \ + K z ) is

found by summing the contributions from all the electrons using (3.2)

"= t "\

where

Z - tan
<sin (j >
<cos (i >

and < • = ^V«~' 2 ( ' ' ' ) • When N, » 1 and the phases are completely
> = >

random A * \/T^. The radiated power detected will then be proportional to

N, and during the initial stages of start-up in a resonator this is the relevant

case. After enough radiation build-up, the optical field begins to bunch elec-

trons in phase (j ; so that the limit t'(0i « N, is approached. In what follows,

only the emission from a single electron is calculated, and the result is con-

sidered characteristic of the incoherent emission from the whole beam.

IV. Radiation Spectrum

The Fourier spectrum of the Lidnard-Wiechert fields can be used to solve for

the infinitesimal amount of electromagnetic energy dzE emitted into the solid

- 10-

anglc dO within the frequency range (o. u + do) [Kef. 16]

.(4.1)

Since an electron only accelerates inside the undulator, the limits of the lime

integration are t =0 to L(r))/ /30c (T = 0 to 1). Tor long helical undulators. the

emission spectrum does not depend on the azimuthal angle if . so that we take

<f = 0 in ft . The initial position f(0) introduces a phase factor that does not

affect the emission spectrum. Inserting /)(r) from (1.5) and f(r) from (1.7) we

obtain

L- OM*» cos sim» COS1)

*s

: exp
A,c

- /J0sinziJ sintf cosi? cos $(T)

/fsimJ
I!

(4.2)

where ^(T) is defined below (1.7). The analytical integration is carried out in

the Appendix, but the result is not transparent. Instead we numerically obtain

graphs of the spectral properties. Expression (4.2) reduces to the sum of the

squares of six real integrals that can be more efficiently evaluated numerically

than the result (A.3).

The spectrum's fundamental line shape in the forward direction is

presented for a wide range of values of . rj in Sec. IV A. Then, in Sec. IV 13, the

angular features of the spectrum are examined in detail at a few selected values

of TJ. The values for the physical parameters are \, = 3.2 cm. K = 0.747.

y = BO . and the number of undulator periods is N=50 .
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A. The Forward Spectrum in the Fundamental

In Fig. 2 the forward emission spectrum of (4.2) is shown for the fundamen-

lal al selected values of TJ between 0.0 and 0.48. The figure shows thai Ihe line

becomes broader and more structured, as TJ increases, while the center moves

towards higher frequencies. These features can be understood if we think of a

tapered undulator as a succession of unlapered undulalors, whose wavenumber

increases over the same length, so that the convolution of their spectra gives a

shifted line center at ua(l + r)/Z)/(\ - ft) for t> = 0 .

Fig. 2. The forward spectrum from a tapered undulator is shown with
0 £ T) & 0,40 . / =1 , and 15 = 0. The energy emitted is plotted In units of
the forward power emission energy from an untapered undulator using the
same electron energy and having the same physical parameters N, K, and
A, .

For the tapered undulator the total spectral width can be approximated by

the sum of the unlapered linewidth « o 0 /W(l - ft,) , and the shift in the line

center caused by tapering, which is «u0»j/2(l -ft,). The resulting linewidth

for tapered undulalors is therefore « u a(\ + N ri/2)/N(\ -ft,) . This estimate
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glves the range of frequencies over which the emitled energy drops to * 5% of

the peak value. In Fig. 2 we show forward spectra for a range 0=s Nrf/ZiS, 12 .

Nole lhal Ihe linewidth increases rapidly wilh Increasing taper, because of Ihe

large number of periods. In Fig. 3 the emitted energy at the line cenler Is plot-

ted as a function of rj. The decrease in peak emission observed between

tj = 0.0 and rj = 0.20 Is due to the rapid Increase In the spectral width,

together with the slower Increase in the total energy radiated.

0.5

0.0 0.5 8.0
Fig. 3. The forward emission of the fundamental at the line center is plot-
ted against the amount of taper rj for 0 * ij * 1 .

B. Angular Dependence (Including higher harmonics)

The angular dependence of the radiation from a tapered undulalor shows

the same characteristic behavior as for of the untapered undulator [6,7]. Fig. 4

shows the radiated energy as a function of frequency and angle in the fundamen-

tal and first three higher harmonics for the taper rj = 0.05 . Note that the peak

emission In each harmonic shifts down In frequency as the observation angle

away from the undulator axis i3 Increases; the line shape remains substantially

unchanged as the detector Is moved off axis. The same physical arguments as

presented in Sec. IV A show that the peak emission falls on a locus of points in
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the (o . i>) plane described by

"' = (1 -ft, cosijy

and the linewidth in each harmonic is given by

60,"' w( i - f t , COSTS)

where / = 1, 2, 3, .. is the harmonic number ( / = 1 is the fundamental)

(4.3)

(4.4)

i cfl?(UK8)g wd'E \

Fig. 4. The fundamental and first three higher harmonics of the emission
spectrum from a tapered undulator with r\ = 0.05 are shown as a function
of frequency u and angle in units y i> .

An interesting aspect of (4.4) is that the linewidth depends on r] and / only

through their product. Therefore the spectrum in higher harmonics should have

the same characteristic width as the one at lower harmonics with a higher

amount of taper. Likewise reducing the tapering gives a line shape resembling
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the spectrum in lower harmonics. In Fig. 5 we show the shape of Various spec-

tral lines, all calculated at the fixed characteristic emission angle i> = y~l .

They are arranged in a square "matrix" whose rows correspond to various taper-

ings (TJ = 0.05 , 0.10 , 0.15 . 0.20) and whose columns correspond to the funda-

mental and the first three higher harmonics (/ = 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 ) . The emission

energy and frequency scales are the same for all graphs, to allow for direct com-

parison. Notice that the matrix is nearly symmetric about the diagonal, in that

the line shapes corresponding to the same value of /TJ are similar.

f=l f*2 f=3 f=4

in
0
0ue-

o
clHe-

in
c>np-

0

8u
P-

J

1

k

[

i

i

1

^yA

il *t

Fig. 5. The spectral line shapes d?E(u)/do dfl are shown for tj = 0.05.
0.10, 0.15, 0.20 and / = 1, 2, 3, 4. Line shapes corresponding to the same
value of /TJ are seen to be similar.

As in the case of a circularly polarized untapered undulator [6,7], the

tapered undulator generates no forward radiation in higher harmonics. In Fig. 6
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wc follow Uic radiated energy measured at the line center o/ given in (4.3) as a

function of tS for various harmonics and tapers. Each separate graph refers to

the same harmonic number / = 1, 2, 3 and 4, and shows the angular depen-

dence of the peak emission for different values of taper rj . At each angle the

peak energy radiated into the frequency interval around uf decreases mono-

tonically as t) increases owing to the line broadening in (4.4).

0.354

Fig. 6. The radiated energy measured at the line center frequency uf for
the harmonics / = 1, 2, 3, and 4 is plotted against 71? for taperings
f) = 0.0, 0.05, 0.10, and 0.15 for the case of a circularly polarized undulator.

For comparison in Fig. 7 we plot the same quantity in a linearly polarized

undulator using the same physical parameters. There Is now emission in the for-

ward direction of each odd upper harmonic, / = 3, 5. 7,... owing to the longitudi-

nal acceleration of the electrons [6,7].
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0.342

WsQ.05
17=0.10
77=0.15

Fig. 7. The radiated energy measured at the line center frequency Uf for
the harmonics / = 1, 2, 3, and 4 is plotted against yi5 for taperlngs
T) = 0.0, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15 for the case of a linearly polarized undulator.

V. Polarization of the Spontaneous Emission

The polarization of the spontaneous radiation can be studied directly by

using the UcSnard-Wiechert fields (3.2). From (3.2) the ratio \E f \
2 / \ E V \ " Is

seen to be unity at i) = 0 and to vanish at the particular angle i)' defined by

7i>'= cos-' (ft,) «V2(1 -ft,)M = (l + K*)* (5.1)

for any value of taper tj . For a typical value of K = 0.7, y tf'= 1.248. As iJ

Increases from 0 to i>', the radiation changes polarization from circular to

linear independent of the amount of tapering.

The polarization of the spontaneous radiation calculated using (4.1) can be
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found by projecting the integrand onto a unit polarization vector.

£ = ( cosiS cos*, COST? sin*, - simS ) (5.8)

The observation angle away from the undulator axis is tf and the polarization

angle is * . The spectrum shown in Fig. 8 plots the radiated energy

<tgE(t)/dudft from a tapered undulator with r) = 0.05 as a function of tf

measured at th<2 line center of the fundamental for three different polarization

angles <fr = 0, rc/4. rr/2 . The radiation off axis becomes progressively more

polarized in the y-direclion and at i>» the emission becomes linearly polarized

as described by (5.1).

fig. 0. The energy radiated dzE(t)/dudfl with polarization t by a
tapered undulator with r) = 0.05 is shown as a function of 715 at the line
center in the fundamental. The radiation changes its polarization from cir-
cular to linear at the angle y iJ* = Vl + K*.

Conclusion

The results presented in this paper provide the flrst complete description of

the spontaneous emission spectrum from a tapered undulator. The frequency
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and angular spectrum are presented for a wide range of taperings. The assumed

linear dependence of fc0(z) and K - const simplify the calculations but show

the same general features expected of a wide range of tapered undulators.

Practical designs are likely to be more complex to optimize the electron beam

energy extraction during high power laser operation. The differences will show

in the detailed shapes of the spectral lines while the angular distribution and the

total energy emitted will remain comparable. These results should be useful to

experimentalists working on tapered FE1. designs.
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Appendix

To perform the r-integral in (4.2) we need to rewrite the integrand. Con-

sider the second term in the exponential of (4.3) and expand in plane waves with

Bessel function coefficients [14] to write

where n = uA"sin •&/ft,u,y . The right hand side of (A.I) can be rewritten as fol-

lows [14]

ijT)-
1 -

(H-rp-)2 (A.2)

II fl = 0 only the fc=0 term survives, the double series reduces Vo unity, and

the spectrum can then be expressed in terms of Fresnel integrals. If iS > 0 the
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T-intcgrals in (4.2) can bo expressed in the general form

1 '̂̂ *6-^ < A 3 >

Where w = uL(ri)(] -ft, cosi5)//?<,e . When the tapering parameter TJ « 1 (as

Is typically the case) an expansion in tj will have terms of the form

/ o ' dTT* exp|i [(n ± I)*(T) + w ( u . 4 ) r ] \ . (A.4)

Since ^(T) is quadratic in r . all resulting integrals can be performed analyti-

cally [14] and only the first few terms In the power series expansion need be

retained.
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